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I.

Introduction

On May 21, 2018, The Citadel, The Military College of South Carolina (“The Citadel”) learned
that the South Carolina Law Enforcement Division (“SLED”) received a report that Lieutenant
Colonel Kenneth Boes (“LTC Boes”) repeatedly sexually assaulted
-year Cadet
between September 2017 and April 2018.
According to information provided by
to SLED on May 18, 2018, LTC Boes repeatedly
performed unsolicited and unwanted oral sex on him at various locations at The Citadel, including
LTC Boes’s home, LTC Boes’s office and Deas Hall, as well as
off-campus apartment.
reported that in exchange for these sexual acts, LTC Boes used his position of authority
at The Citadel to provide
with favors, including: granting him additional Overnight Leave;
removing disciplinary notations from his record; and excusing him from certain school-related
requirements.
also reported that LTC Boes provided him with alcohol despite the fact that
was below the legal drinking age at the time.
On May 23, 2018, The Citadel issued a No Contact Order to LTC Boes, prohibiting him from
having contact with any students.1 At that time, The Citadel also removed LTC Boes from his
position as Fourth Battalion TAC Officer,2 but allowed him to remain employed in an
administrative role that precluded contact with cadets. LTC Boes and his family also remained in
on-campus housing.
On June 4, 2018, The Citadel engaged Cozen O’Connor (“Cozen”) to conduct an impartial external
investigation to determine whether LTC Boes violated The Citadel’s Sexual Harassment and
Sexual Violence Prevention and Response policies (the “Title IX Policies”).
On August 21, 2018, LTC Boes was charged with Criminal Sexual Conduct in the Third Degree
and Providing Beer and Wine to a Person under 21.3 On August 23, 2018, LTC Boes violated his
No Contact Order. On August 24, 2018, The Citadel suspended LTC Boes for that violation and
informed him that the College would likely terminate him for cause. LTC Boes resigned from The
Citadel that day.4
Because LTC Boes at that time was no longer an employee subject to discipline by The Citadel,
the College shifted the scope of Cozen’s engagement to an investigation of The Citadel’s
institutional response to the potential policy violations by LTC Boes. Specifically, The Citadel
asked Cozen to evaluate: (1) the steps taken by The Citadel as an institution in response to the

1

See Exhibit 1.
“TAC” stands for Teach-Advise-Coach.
3
In the absence of aggravating circumstances, a person is guilty of Criminal Sexual Conduct in the Third Degree if
the person engages in sexual battery with the victim, using force or coercion to accomplish the sexual battery. Sexual
battery is defined, in pertinent part, to include sexual intercourse, fellatio or the intrusion, however slight, of any part
of a person’s body.
4
On June 20, 2019, The Citadel issued a No Trespass Order to LTC Boes. That Order prohibits LTC Boes from
entering The Citadel’s campus (and certain other properties used by The Citadel, including its athletic stadiums) until
May 15, 2021.
2
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allegations raised by
report; and (2) whether The Citadel, including any of its employees,
knew or should have known of LTC Boes’s potential policy violations prior to May 21, 2018.
LTC Boes has denied that there was a sexual component to his relationship with
However, because of his resignation and the subsequent shift in scope of this investigation, Cozen
was not asked to make findings as to the veracity of
underlying allegations.5 Instead,
consistent with its stated mandate, Cozen focused on The Citadel’s response as an institution—
i.e. who knew or should have known about the potential misconduct, what they knew, and when
they knew it. This report summarizes the available information from interviews and documents
regarding the relationship between LTC Boes and
including what other employees and
cadets knew about that relationship contemporaneously.
From September 10, 2018 to April 29, 2019, Cozen interviewed 24 current and former Citadel
employees and students, and reviewed relevant documents, including: applicable school policies
and procedures; selected emails from The Citadel’s servers; the administrative and disciplinary
records of LTC Boes and
and a 7,060 page report and accompanying exhibits, prepared
6
by SLED (the “SLED Report”). The SLED Report included, among other things: email
correspondence; cell phone records; text messages; social media communications; police reports;
information relating to the execution of SLED’s search warrant on LTC Boes’s house; and various
logs containing medical information, community service records and other information that were
relevant to the underlying allegations.7
This report synthesizes the most salient information gathered during Cozen’s 12-month review.
While it does not catalog every meeting, communication, event or document related to the
allegations against LTC Boes, it thoroughly details the information relevant to The Citadel’s
institutional response to
allegations. Through the lens of the articulated scope, this
report sets forth the relevant facts to enable The Citadel to better understand its institutional
obligations and to inform forward-looking recommendations that will augment prevention efforts
and enhance future institutional responses to reports of sexual and gender-based harassment and
violence.8

5

The Charleston County Solicitor’s Office has shared information relating to the status of LTC Boes’s criminal
prosecution. On May 29, 2019, a Notice of Dismissal of the charge of Criminal Sexual Conduct in the Third Degree
was filed. The Solicitor’s rationale for the dismissal is in a filed document that will be kept under seal until the
resolution of LTC Boes’s remaining criminal charge (Providing Beer and Wine to a Person Under 21), which remains
pending before the Magistrate Court in Charleston County.
6
The SLED Report was provided to Cozen in the spring of 2019.
7
Due to its size, only select portions of the SLED Report and exhibits have been appended to this report (as Exhibit 2).
The full SLED Report is available for review in The Citadel’s Office of General Counsel.
8
Consistent with the revised scope of our mandate, Cozen did not make findings on the underlying allegations made
by
However, to the extent the interviews conducted and documents reviewed by Cozen shed light on
interactions and relationship with LTC Boes related to the scope of this review, that information is
summarized below.

2
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The following report sections describe the context in which Cozen’s review occurred and
synthesize the facts related to The Citadel’s institutional response. The report is structured as
follows:


Section II describes Cozen’s investigative approach.



Section III addresses the regulatory framework that governs The Citadel’s institutional
response to sexual and gender-based harassment and violence, as well as relevant internal
Citadel policies and trainings.



Section IV provides the institutional context and history of The Citadel’s handling of prior,
unrelated cases of sexual abuse.



Section V contains a recitation of the relevant facts gathered during the investigation,
including:
1. a description of the steps taken by The Citadel in the immediate aftermath of learning
about the allegations against LTC Boes;
2. a summary of the relationship between
and LTC Boes; the allegations made
by
against LTC Boes; the reaction of LTC Boes and other witnesses to those
allegations; and the relevant documentary evidence; and
3. a summary of other officers’ and cadets’ observations regarding the relationship
between LTC Boes and



Section VI contains Cozen’s synthesis of facts related to The Citadel’s institutional
response to
allegations.



Section VII contains Cozen’s findings and conclusions.



Section VIII outlines Cozen’s recommendations.

3
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II.

Investigative Approach

The Citadel asked Cozen to address the following issues:
1. The Citadel’s institutional response to learning, on May 21, 2018, that
alleged that
LTC Boes sexually assaulted him on multiple occasions between September 2017 and
April 2018; and
2. Whether The Citadel—including its employees—knew or, in the exercise of reasonable
care, should have known, of potential policy violations by LTC Boes.
In conducting its review of The Citadel’s institutional response, Cozen interviewed witnesses and
reviewed documents provided by SLED, the College and interviewees. Cozen’s goal was to
conduct a neutral, impartial and thorough review of The Citadel’s institutional response by
reviewing all available relevant information, following the facts where they led, and tying the
findings to the facts as established through documents and interviews. During the course of the
review, The Citadel provided Cozen with unfettered access to documents, information and
personnel, and was fully cooperative. The Citadel respected the independence of the external
review and took steps to reinforce the integrity of the process.
A.

Interviews

Cozen conducted 24 interviews from September 10, 2018 to April 29, 2019, in connection with
this review. LTC Boes agreed to be interviewed by Cozen.
declined Cozen’s requests for
an interview.
In addition to interviewing the witnesses listed in the chart below, LTC Boes’s criminal defense
attorney, Andy Savage, provided Cozen with written summaries of interviews conducted by
9
SLED, including SLED’s interview with
and written summaries of interviews conducted
by LTC Boes’s private investigator, Patrick McDavid.10
1.

Interviews Conducted by Cozen

Cozen interviewed the individuals listed in the below chart. Cozen interviewed each witness
separately in a private room, or individually on the telephone. Each witness was informed about
the privileged nature and purpose of the investigation, Cozen’s role, the witness’s obligation to
provide truthful information, and The Citadel’s prohibition against retaliation. Each witness was
given a full and fair opportunity to share any relevant information, ask questions, suggest other
witnesses or areas of inquiry and follow up with Cozen to provide additional information. Each

9

See Exhibit 2.
See Exhibit 3. On August 5, 2019, Cozen received an investigative report prepared by Mr. McDavid that detailed
his investigation and conclusions. Mr. McDavid’s investigative report did not include additional facts to those already
included in Exhibits 2 and 3 and reviewed by Cozen.
10
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witness was informed that this investigative report would be provided to The Citadel’s Board of
Visitors.
Relevant information from each of these witness interviews is set forth in the report. Cozen has
maintained attorney work product-protected notes of each of these interviews. The below
witnesses appear in alphabetical order.
Name

Role

Date of Interview

LTC Boes, USA

Former Fourth Battalion TAC Officer

January 24, 2019

Heidi Boes

Wife of LTC Boes

January 24, 2019

Morgan Boes

of LTC Boes

March 18, 2019

Commander Kevin
Borden, USN (Ret.)

Oscar Company TAC Officer, Fourth
Battalion

October 25, 2018

LTC Keith Brace,
USA (Ret.)

Second Battalion TAC Officer and Echo
Company TAC Officer

October 29, 2018

Cadet

April 25, 2019

Cadet

February 14, 2019

Major John Craig,
USA (Ret.)

Romeo Company TAC Officer, Fourth
Battalion

October 25, 2018

First Sergeant Rick
Dean, USA (Ret.)

NCO Company TAC Officer, Fourth
Battalion

October 25, 2018

COL James Dorton,
USA (Ret.)

Former Battalion TAC Officer

February 14, 2019

Cadet
Ellen Eigner

Former Assistant to CAPT Paluso
Cadet

LtCol Charles
Graham, USMC (Ret.)

Third Battalion TAC Officer and India
Company TAC Officer
Cadet

February 27, 2019
January 10, 2019
February 12, 2019
October 29, 2018
November 6, 2018
5
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Name

Role

Date of Interview

Commander John
Horlbeck, USN (Ret.)

Fourth Battalion TAC Officer and Tango
Company TAC Officer

October 25, 2018

Cadet

November 28, 2018

Patrick McDavid

Private investigator hired by LTC Boes

January 24, 2019

CAPT Eugene Paluso,
USN (Ret.)

Commandant of Cadets

September 10, 2018

LTC Jeff Panton, USA
(Ret.)

Fifth Battalion TAC Officer and Victor
Company TAC Officer

November 7, 2018

Col. Thomas
Philipkosky, USAF

Senior Vice President for Operations and
Administration

June 12, 2019
September 4, 2019

LTC Christopher
Polites, USA (Ret.)

Company TAC Officer, Fifth
Battalion

October 25, 2018
October 29, 2018
November 7, 2018
January 9, 2019
January 10, 2019

Lt. Col. Robert
Sberna, USAF (Ret.)

Assistant Commandant for Discipline

October 3, 2018

Janet Shealy

Cadet Advocacy, Response, and Education
(CARE) Director

April 29, 2019

Cadet

March 19, 2019

6
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In addition to the individuals listed in the chart above, Cozen requested interviews with the
following individuals, but they either did not respond or did not appear for their scheduled
interview. Cozen does not draw any adverse inference from an individual’s election to not be
interviewed.



, Cadet
for scheduled interview)



(did not appear

Cadet



(did not respond to outreach)

, Cadet



(did not respond to outreach)

, Cadet



, Cadet
2.

(did not respond to outreach)
(did not respond to outreach)

Interviews Conducted by SLED

In addition, SLED interviewed the following witnesses and Mr. Savage provided Cozen with
summaries of those witness interviews:
Name

Role
Former cadet

Date of Interview
May 23, 2018

LTC Boes

Former Fourth Battalion TAC Officer

June 1, 2018

Heidi Boes

LTC Boes’s wife

June 1, 2018

Morgan Boes

LTC Boes’s daughter

June 4, 2018

Taylor Boes

LTC Boes’s daughter

June 5, 2018

Henry Bouton

Associate Director of Intramural Club
Recreation Athletics at the Citadel

June 21, 2018
June 27, 2018

11

Cozen requested, in writing, to interview
on June 12, 2018, July 2, 2018, August 7, 2018 and
September 4, 2018.
attorneys, Mr. Vannoy or Mr. Crosby, called Cozen in response to each of these
requests and declined the invitation on
behalf. Each time, the attorneys explained that
was too
emotionally fragile to sit for an interview. On May 28, 2019, following the Solicitor’s Office’s filing of the sealed
Notice of Dismissal, Cozen contacted
counsel and again requested an interview. Mr. Crosby replied, “If
there are some specific questions that you need answered we may be able to get you answers in a manner that is less
traumatic to
than an interview.” See Exhibit 4.

7
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Name

Role

Date of Interview

Cadet

August 15, 2018

LTC Brace

Second Battalion TAC Officer

July 3, 2018

Charles Bundy

Carter and Carter Construction Manager

July 19, 2018

Dr. Carey Capell

Physician at The Citadel

August 30, 2018

Ellen Eigner

Commandant Administrative Assistant

Interview date not
provided

Cadet
LtCol Graham

Third Battalion TAC officer

June 28, 2018

SFC Kenneth Greene,
USA (Ret.)

Commandant’s staff

June 27, 2018

Cadet

June 15, 2018

Commander Horlbeck

13
14

Fourth Battalion Company TAC Officer

Interview date not
provided

uncle

July 10, 2018

cousin

September 11, 2018

mother

August 6, 2018

George Kunkle

Manager of Deas Hall

June 28, 2018

William Lyband

Interim Chief, The Citadel Public Safety

June 1, 2018

CAPT Paluso

Commandant of Cadets

June 21, 2018

LTC Panton

Fifth Battalion TAC officer

July 3, 2018

LTC Polites

12

August 21, 2018

Company TAC Officer

Interview date not
provided

submitted a written statement to SLED. He was not interviewed by SLED.
submitted a written statement to SLED. She was not interviewed by SLED.
submitted a written statement to SLED. She was not interviewed by SLED.

8
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Name

Role

Date of Interview

Susan Pope

Internship Coordinator

August 30, 2018

Cadet

July 18, 2018

Administrative Assistant to Assistant
Commandant for Discipline

Susan Redmond

Cadet

Interview date not
provided
September 5, 2018

Lt Col Sberna

Assistant Commandant for Discipline

June 26, 2018

Page Tisdale

Director of Career Center

August 30, 2018

SgtMaj. Andrew
Yagle, USMC (Ret.)

Command Sergeant Major for the Corps of
Cadets

June 27, 2018
July 3, 2018

3.

Interviews Conducted by LTC Boes’s Private Investigator

Finally, LTC Boes’s private investigator, Patrick McDavid, interviewed the following witnesses
and provided Cozen with summaries of those witness interviews:
Name

Role
Cadet

Date of Interview
April 12, 2019

Henry Bouton

Citadel Director of Intramurals

April 12, 2019

LTC Brace

Second Battalion TAC Officer

July 19, 2018

Cadet

June 20, 2018

Cadet

June 19, 2018

Cadet

June 19, 2018

Cadet

September 18, 2018

Cadet

July 18, 2018

Cadet

November 14, 2018

Cadet

June 28, 2018
9
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Name

Role

Date of Interview

Cadet

March 13, 2018

Cadet

January 11, 2019

Cadet

September 20, 2018

Lt Col Graham

Third Battalion TAC Officer

July 3, 2018

Rebecca Gregg

Charleston Police Department Officer

November 19, 2018

Cadet

January 5, 2019

Cadet

August 7, 2018

Cadet

June 28, 2018

Former Cadet

October 9, 2018

Cadet

November 15, 2018

Cadet

August 14, 2018

Cadet

April 10, 2019

Cadet
LTC Polites

July 2, 2018

TAC Officer of

Company

Cadet

December 17, 2018
September 11, 2018

Sarah E. Pringle

Charleston Police Detective

November 29, 2018

Jason Shepherd

Retired Charleston Police Officer

November 8, 2018

Cadet
Dave Skinner

July 10, 2018

Vice President
Carter & Carter Construction
Cadet

July 17, 2018
April 10, 2019

’s Former Roommate

July 17, 2018
10
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Name

Role

Date of Interview

David Sullivan

Retired TAC Officer Citadel 2017
Cadet class of 1978

October 31, 2018

Cadet

B.

April 11, 2019

Cadet

January 24, 2019

Cadet

June 20, 2018

Documents Reviewed

As noted above, Cozen reviewed the following documents: applicable school policies and
procedures; selected emails from The Citadel’s servers; the administrative and disciplinary records
of LTC Boes and
and the 7,060 page SLED Report. The SLED Report included, among
other things: email correspondence; cell phone records; text messages; social media
communications; police reports; information relating to the execution of SLED’s search warrant
on LTC Boes’s house; and various logs containing medical information, community service
records and other information that were relevant to the underlying allegations.
III.

Regulatory Framework and Relevant Citadel-Specific Policies
A.

Regulatory Framework

The institutional response to sexual and gender-based harassment and violence is governed by a
complex federal and state regulatory framework. The federal framework is based on two primary
statutes: Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (“Title IX”) and the Jeanne Clery
Disclosure of Campus Security and Campus Crime Statistics Act (“Clery Act” or “Clery”),15 as
amended by Section 304 of the Violence Against Women Reauthorization Act of 2013
(“VAWA”).16
Effective institutional responses demand a coordinated and integrated approach to Title IX, Clery
and VAWA. Title IX, in relevant part, requires institutions to take immediate and appropriate
steps to investigate (or otherwise determine what occurred) reports of sexual and gender-based
discrimination and harassment about which the institution either knew or should have known.17
This requirement includes providing sufficient notice of the complaint and investigation to the
parties; conducting an assessment for safety and the need for interim measures, support and

15

See generally 20 U.S.C. § 1092(f).
Public Law 113-4. VAWA regulations became effective July 1, 2015. 34 C.F.R. § 668.46.
17
Sexual and gender-based discrimination consists of a wide range of conduct that includes sexual assault, sexual
exploitation, dating violence, domestic violence, stalking and hostile environment and quid pro quo harassment.
16
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resources; creating adequate and compliant reporting policies and protocols; and taking all steps
to investigate thoroughly to eliminate, prevent and address evidence of a hostile environment.
The Clery Act requires all public and private postsecondary institutions that participate in any of
the Federal financial aid programs under Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 196518 to keep
and publish information about crime on or near their campus.19 Specific provisions of the Clery
Act were subsequently amended by VAWA in 2013.20 This amendment revised institutional
obligations with respect to: education and prevention, reporting, and policies and procedures
relating to sexual assault.21 It further required those revisions to be applied to cases of domestic
violence, dating violence, and stalking. VAWA requires that schools: disclose statistics for
incidents of dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, stalking and new categories of hate
crimes; implement and disclose programs to prevent dating violence, domestic violence, sexual
assault and stalking; disclose procedures victims should follow if a crime of dating violence,
domestic violence, sexual assault or stalking has occurred; and implement and disclose procedures
for institutional disciplinary action in cases of dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault
and stalking.22 Schools also must include in their Annual Security Reports a policy statement they
will provide written notification of: the available services (including on- and off-campus
counseling, health, mental health, victim advocacy and legal assistance programs); options for and
availability of changes to academic, living, transportation and working situations; the availability
of those options or changes, regardless of whether an individual chooses to report an alleged crime
to campus police or law enforcement; and a written explanation of an individual’s rights and
options when a student or employee reports on- or off-campus domestic violence, dating violence,
sexual assault or stalking.23 VAWA also requires schools to prohibit retaliation, intimidation,
threats, coercion or any other type of discrimination by the institution’s employees or agents
against any individual for reporting domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault or stalking.24
Further, the Clery Act, in relevant part, requires that institutions record criminal incidents and
alleged criminal incidents that are reported to campus police or security in a Daily Crime Log no
more than two business days following notice of the reported crime.25 The Daily Crime Log should
contain specific information about the criminal incident.26 The Clery Act also requires institutions
to alert their campus community to certain crimes, including sex offenses, in a manner that is
timely and will aid in the prevention of similar crimes.27 Timely warnings must be issued for any
18

20 U.S.C. § 1001 et seq.
See generally 20 U.S.C. § 1092(f); 34 C.F.R. § 668.46.
20
VAWA regulations became effective on July 1, 2015. 34 C.F.R. § 668.46.
21
Sexual assault is defined as an offense that meets the definition of rape, fondling, incest, or statutory rape as used
in the FBI’s UCR program. 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(a).
22
Id. See also The Handbook for Campus Safety and Security Reporting 2016 (“Clery Handbook”) at 1-1 through 1-2.
23
20 U.S.C. § 1092 (f)(8)(B)(iii); 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(b)(11)(ii).
24
See 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(m) (providing that “[a]n institution, or an officer, employee, or agent of an institution, may
not retaliate, intimidate, threaten, coerce, or otherwise discriminate against any individual for exercising their rights
or responsibilities under any provision in this section”).
25
See 20 U.S.C. § 1092 (f)(4)(A); 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(f); Clery Handbook at 5-3.
26
Id.
27
Clery Handbook at 111.
19
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Clery Act crime that occurs on Clery geography that is: (1) reported to Campus Security
Authorities or local police agencies; and (2) considered by the institution to represent a serious or
continuing threat to students and employees.28
The Citadel must also comply with the Drug Free Schools and Safe Campuses regulations, which
require higher education institutions to certify that they have developed and implemented a drug
and alcohol abuse education and prevention program (“DAAPP”).29 The program must be
designed to prevent the unlawful possession, use and distribution of drugs and alcohol on campus
and at school-recognized events and activities.
The Citadel is also subject to the Jessica Horton Act, a 2007 South Carolina law that requires
campus police to notify SLED of criminal sexual conduct or death that results from conduct that
occurs on campus.30
Appendix I contains a detailed discussion of the relevant provisions of these laws to provide
context about the obligations of an institution of higher education, such as The Citadel.
B.

Citadel-Specific Policies

Additionally, The Citadel’s own policies and procedures contain the following provisions relevant
to this investigation.

28

Id. See also Liberty University, Final Program Review Determination, Prepared by the DOE, March 23, 2010 at 7.
See 34 C.F.R. §§ 86.1-86.411.
30
SC Code § 59-154-10.
29
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1.

Organizational Structure and General Policy Expectations

The Citadel’s Corps of Cadets is made up of approximately 2,350 students. Command authority
within the Corps of Cadets is vested in cadet officers appointed by the Commandant, a Vice
Presidential official roughly equal to the Dean of Students at a civilian college.31 The Cadet
Regimental Commander, a senior cadet and the senior ranking cadet in the Corps, commands the
Corps of Cadets through five subordinate Battalion commanders and 21 Company
commanders. Battalion and Company TAC officers are responsible to the Commandant of Cadets
for teaching, advising and coaching all cadets in their charge and for promoting a positive
command climate that is consistent with core values and suitable for principled leadership
development.32 Company TAC Officers report to Battalion TAC Officers. Battalion TAC
Officers report to the Commandant of Cadets. The chart below details the relevant organizational
structure at The Citadel:33

31

See http://www.citadel.edu/root/images/commandant/blue-book.pdf at § 2.2.1.1.
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In furtherance of The Citadel’s stated policy expectations, The Citadel outlines the duties of TAC
officers in their individual employment agreements. For instance, LTC Boes’s employment
contract stipulates that he is required to:
Teach, advise, and coach [TAC] cadets in the unit or units to which Commandant’s
Representative is assigned in character development, leader training, and military
discipline providing continuous assessment and training in the standards of
appearance and conduct of those cadets, and taking disciplinary action within
prescribed procedures, policies, and regulations, including making
recommendations for action by the Commandant. Assist in the development of
programs and procedures with respect to the training and evaluation of
cadets. Meet with Academic Advisors, Faculty, Coaches, Chaplain and Counselors
to discuss the status and progress of his/her cadets. Conduct formal written
counseling session with each cadet, on an annual basis, complemented by informal
counseling as situations arise. Be prepared at all times to meet with or talk to
parents or guardians of Cadets as needed or requested, and as permitted by college
policies, as well as state and federal laws and regulations.34
Cadets at The Citadel are expected to abide by “The Citadel Code” in The Citadel’s Blue Book.
Pursuant to The Citadel Code,
pledged as follows:
To revere God, love my country, and be loyal to The Citadel. To be faithful, honest,
and sincere in every act and purpose and to know that honorable failure is better
than success by unfairness or cheating. To perform every duty with fidelity and
conscientiousness and to make duty my watchword. To obey all orders and
regulations of The Citadel and of proper authority. To refrain from intoxicants,
narcotics, licentiousness, profanity, vulgarity, disorder, and anything that might
subject me to reproach or censure within or without the college. To be diligent in
my academic studies and in my military training. To do nothing inconsistent with
my status as a cadet. To take pride in my uniform and in the noble traditions of the
college and never do anything that would bring discredit upon them. To be
courteous and professional in my deportment, bearing, and speech, and to exhibit
good manners on all occasions. To cultivate dignity, poise, affability, and a quiet
and firm demeanor. To make friends with refined, cultivated, and intellectual
people. To improve my mind by reading and participation in intellectual and
cultural activities. To keep my body healthy and strong by physical exercise and
participation in many sports. To be generous and helpful to others and to endeavor
32

See http://www.citadel.edu/root/images/commandant/blue-book.pdf.
Lt. Gen. John Rosa served as President of The Citadel from January 3, 2006 through June 30, 2018. Lt. Gen. John
Sams served as Interim President of The Citadel from July 1, 2018 through October 5, 2018. General Glenn Walters
assumed the duties of the President of The Citadel on October 5, 2018, and he was inaugurated as President on
April 5, 2019.
34
See SLED Report at 6073.
33
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[to] restrain them from doing wrong. To face difficulties with courage and fortitude
and not to complain or be discouraged. To be worthy of the sacrifices of my
parents, the generosity of the state, and the efforts of all who teach and all who
administer the college in order that I might receive an education and to recognize
my obligation to them. To make the college better by reason of my being a cadet.
To resolve to carry its standards into my future career and to place right above gain
and a reputation for integrity above power. To remember always that the honor of
being a Citadel Cadet and graduate imposes upon me a corresponding obligation to
live up to this code.35
2.

Ethical Principles for Employees36

The Statement of Ethical Principles for Citadel Employees provides in pertinent part:
Serving as an employee of The Citadel requires an appreciation for the dedication
to the basic principles of honesty, accountability, integrity and respect. These
principles are fundamental in the ultimate mission of the college: to produce welleducated, well-prepared graduates who will serve as leaders in our communities,
our nation and our world.
Because producing tomorrow's leaders is The Citadel's business, all employees of
the college have an obligation to apply these ethical principles in their duties and
responsibilities.
Accountability
Citadel employees take responsibility for their own actions and personal decisions
and protect the institution by following all policies and procedures of The Citadel
and upholding the constitutions and laws of the United States of America and the
State of South Carolina.
3.

Blue Book

Section 2.4.2.1 of The Citadel’s Blue Book provides that a cadet may leave campus under the
following conditions:
1. General leave begins at the end of the cadet’s last commitment on Fridays,
Saturday, and Sundays. It ends at 2400 for Fourth Classmen on Friday and
Saturday; it ends one hour later for upperclassmen. On Sundays, general leave ends
at 2230 for First Class cadets and 1950 for Second, Third, and Fourth Class cadets.

35
36

See The Citadel’s Blue Book at 3.
See http://www.citadel.edu/root/mission-statement/ethical-principles-employees.
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2. Overnight (Saturday - Sunday) and weekend (Friday – Sunday) leave requests are
granted when a cadet is proficient in all areas (conduct, academics, and physical).
Cadets are allowed a limited number of overnight and weekend leaves each
semester, according to their class / academic standing. For example, freshmen
cadets are not allotted any overnights or weekends during the fall semester; they
are allotted one weekend and one overnight during the second semester.
Sophomores are allotted one weekend and one overnight for both the Fall and
Spring semesters, unless they hold rank; sophomores with rank are allotted one
weekend and two overnights for the Fall semester, and two overnights and two
weekends for the Spring semester. Junior cadets are allotted two overnights and
one weekend for the Fall semester, and three overnights and two weekends for the
spring semester. Juniors with rank are allotted additional weekends and overnights.
Seniors are allotted additional overnights and weekends each semester; seniors with
rank are allotted additional leave. Cadets request approval for Overnight and
Weekend Leave through CAS; those requests are reviewed for approval by the
Company TAC Officers.
3. Special Purpose Leave is used for leave during the week, and also for leave on
weekends which is not charged against a cadet’s allotted leave. The cadet must
request Special Purpose Leave in CAS and if granted, it will be charged against the
cadet’s number of allotted leaves. Special Purpose Leaves must be submitted
online no later than five working days in advance of the departure date and will be
reviewed for approval by the Company or Battalion TAC Officers. The White
Book provides the following examples of Special Purpose Leave approvals:
a. Attending the marriage, baptism, bar mitzvah, or graduation or other BN TAC
approved Significant Special Event of an immediate family member or BN
TAC approved person. Immediate family member is defined as “mother, father,
brother, sister, grandmother, grandfather”, or other person who has been a part
of the cadet's household.
b. Serious illness or death in the family (considered “Emergency Special Leave”)
c. Attending grandparents' 50th wedding anniversary or parents' 25th wedding
anniversary.
d. Eating dinner with parents who are visiting Charleston.
e. Eating dinner with faculty advisor, professor, sponsor, or company academic
advisor.
f. Job interviews which have been verified by Career Services.
g. Business pass during the day which does not interfere with scheduled
formations or cause a cadet to miss class.
17
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4. Medical Special Leave is granted by the Infirmary. The Citadel Counseling Center
and Infirmary will notify the Commandant’s Department of any cadet(s) granted
Medical Special Leave.
A cadet’s absence from campus outside of these designated leave categories will result in an
AWOL status. Being AWOL for under twenty four hours is a Class II offense. Being AWOL for
over twenty-four hours is a Class I offense.
Section 1.13 of the Blue Book outlines The Citadel’s policies regarding alcohol as follows:
Except as specifically requested to the Commandant and authorized by the
President, cadets will not consume, possess or traffic alcoholic beverages on
campus {defined as 171 Moultrie Street, Johnson Hagood Stadium and
accompanying parking lots, The Citadel Beach House, the Lockwood Property,
College/Riley Parks, and The Citadel Alumni Facilities when in use by The Citadel
or when The Citadel is participating in an event} or bring/have in their possession
such beverages on campus. Alcohol discovered on campus will be confiscated and
destroyed.
Elsewhere, cadets will not consume, possess, or traffic in alcoholic beverages in
violation of law or in such a manner or under such conditions as to reflect discredit
upon The College or Corps of Cadets.
It is a violation of the state law in South Carolina for anyone over 21 to provide
alcohol to a minor as well as anyone under 21 years of age to consume or possess
alcoholic beverages.
Cadets will not tolerate unauthorized use of alcoholic beverages or other illegal
substances as outlined in this regulation and will report such violations.
Section 1.13 of the Blue Book outlines The Citadel’s policies regarding tobacco as follows: “Cadets
may not possess tobacco, smoke, use e-cigarettes or smokeless tobacco on campus. Tobacco found
on campus in possession of cadets or in their rooms will be confiscated and destroyed.”
4.

Progressive Discipline Policy

The Citadel’s Progressive Discipline Policy37 provides that if an employee is arrested for an
alleged violation of state or federal criminal laws, that employee is subject to either a suspension
pending an internal investigation by the employee’s supervisor to determine “if any of the offense
listed in these guidelines have occurred,” or termination.

37

See http://www.citadel.edu/root/images/policies/progressive-discipline-policy.pdf.
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5.

Sexual Harassment Policy

The Citadel’s Sexual Harassment Policy,38 located on The Citadel’s website, prohibits sexual
harassment—which is defined to include quid pro quo harassment and unwelcome conduct of a
sexual nature that creates a hostile environment—as well as sexual assault, domestic violence,
dating violence and stalking.
The policy also “prohibits amorous/romantic relationships between any student and any individual
with professional responsibility for that student (e.g., faculty, staff, or a member of the cadet's
chain of command), even where consensual.”
Additionally, the policy provides that “supervisors, managers, and other designated employees are
required to report incidents of sexual harassment which are brought to their attention to Janet
Shealy, Director of Cadet Advocacy, Response, and Education [CARE] for alleged sexual
harassment by students and John Gedney, Title IX Coordinator, for alleged sexual harassment by
faculty/staff.”
6.

Non-Discrimination and Harassment Policy

The Citadel’s Non-Discrimination and Harassment Policy,39 also located on The Citadel’s website,
prohibits discrimination on the basis of gender. According to this policy:
Harassment, including sexual harassment, is prohibited by federal and state laws.
This Policy prohibits harassment of any kind, and the office will take appropriate
action swiftly to address any violations of this policy. The definition of harassment
is: verbal or physical conduct designed to threaten, intimidate or coerce. Also,
verbal taunting (including racial and ethnic slurs) which, in the employee's opinion,
impairs his or her ability to perform his or her job. Examples of harassment are:
(1) Verbal: Comments which are not flattering regarding a person's nationality,
origin, race, color, religion, gender, sexual orientation, age, body disability, or
appearance, epithets, slurs, negative stereotyping. (2) Non-verbal: Distribution,
display or discussion of any written or graphic material that ridicules, denigrates,
insults, belittles, or shows hostility or aversion toward an individual, or group
because of national origin, race color, religion, age, gender, sexual orientation,
pregnancy, appearance, disability, marital or other protected status.
This policy also provides the following:
Employees who experience or observe unlawful discrimination or harassment are
encouraged to report their concerns to their immediate supervisor, Human
Resources, and/or the Director of EEO/AA. All supervisors have an affirmative

38
39

See http://www.citadel.edu/root/images/policies/2-026-sexual-harassment-policy.pdf.
See http://www.citadel.edu/root/images/human_resources/ppnon_discr.pdf.
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duty to protect employees from discrimination and should promptly report any
alleged incidents or concerns to Human Resources and/or the Director of EEO/AA.
7.

Alcoholic Beverages Policy40

The Alcoholic Beverages Policy applicable at the relevant time for purposes of this investigation
generally prohibited cadets’ possession or use of alcohol anywhere on campus, even if they were
of legal drinking age, but carved out an exception allowing faculty or staff to serve alcohol in their
homes to cadets who were twenty-one or older. The carve out stated, “Faculty and staff members
entertaining cadets or other students in their quarters must abide by South Carolina state laws
concerning alcoholic beverages.”41
8.

The Tobacco-Free Campus Policy

The Citadel’s Tobacco-Free Campus Policy prohibits the use of tobacco on campus generally, and
provides exceptions: (1) when approved by the President and (2) “Citadel campus house occupants
are authorized to smoke on back porches, provided the porch is screened or open and in backyards
only.”
9.

General Rules and Regulations

The Citadel’s General Rules and Regulations,42 also located on The Citadel’s website, prohibits
employees from engaging in “any act that may result in danger or injury to yourself, your fellow
employees, visitors, or students.”
10.

TAC Handbook

Finally, The Citadel’s TAC Handbook provides the following:
Discredit to The Citadel. Individual cadet egregious misbehavior and certainly any
collective egregious misbehavior often quickly finds its way into the media. While
we can’t stop that, we would like to have a fair shot at telling our side of the story.
Upon notification of such misbehavior, the TAC’s immediate priority is to stop
it. Then he must report it to the Commandant as a CCIR. Then he must thoroughly
and in great detail gather all the facts and report them to the Commandant. The
TAC must remember that there are “good facts” and “bad facts,” and eventually
they will all come out so it is best to have that occur on our terms rather than on the
media’s. “Bad news does not improve with time.”
40

The Alcohol and Other Drugs Policy that is currently in place expressly prohibits “the possession of alcohol on
property owned or controlled by The Citadel . . . except as specifically authorized by the President (or Designee)”
became effective on March 25, 2019, after the alleged conduct in this investigation occurred.
41
See Exhibit 5.
42
See http://www.citadel.edu/root/hr-policies-procedures/178-human-resources/20334-policies-procedures-generalrules-regulations.
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TACs should be careful to not spread any rumors and to caution cadets to do the
same in such situations. Of particular concern is to avoid inappropriate social
media commentary. TACs and cadets should follow strategic communications
guidance issued by the Office of Communications and Marketing.43
C.

Training Requirements at The Citadel

Cozen also reviewed The Citadel’s training requirements related to the subject matter of this
review. The Citadel’s Mandatory Training Policy, first approved in 2016, requires all employees
to complete mandatory training, including annual Title IX training, annual Campus Security
Authority training and Darkness to Light training.44
The Citadel’s Mandatory Training Policy provides that “[f]ailure to comply with this policy may
result in disciplinary action, up to and including termination.”45 The Progressive Discipline policy
would normally be invoked if an employee were not following established policy such as
completion of mandatory training.46
The Commandant’s Department also receives annual Title IX training that covers prohibited
conduct and reporting requirements.47 In addition to mandatory training for all employees, TAC
Officers undergo training every summer. The Citadel publishes some of these training agendas
and materials on the school’s homepage. Our review of these formerly publicly-available
materials reflects that, while the training presented to the Commandant’s Department by Mark
Brandenburg (the General Counsel of The Citadel) is comprehensive,48 the separate TAC Officer
training session on Title IX, not presented by Mr. Brandenburg, included information that could
undermine the institutional tone and commitment to Title IX requirements.49

43

See Exhibit 6. This language is taken from the TAC Handbook draft that was circulated for TAC Officer’s input
on October 31, 2017. The last known adopted version of the TAC Handbook was the 2010-11 version, which did not
contain this quoted language. While it is unclear which TAC Handbook was in effect during the 2017-18 school year,
this excerpt is being included because: (1) it was circulated to LTC Boes for his input on October 31, 2017; and (2) it
provides the directive given to TAC Officers relating to media/reputation issues.
44
See http://www.citadel.edu/root/images/policies/mandatory-training-policy.pdf. The Citadel’s Darkness to Light
training is a training program that focuses on the education and prevention of child sexual abuse (including the
recognition of grooming behaviors), other forms of abuse and mandated reporting. See https://www.d2l.org/gettrained/.
45
See http://www.citadel.edu/root/images/policies/mandatory-training-policy.pdf..
46
See http://www.citadel.edu/root/images/policies/progressive-discipline-policy.pdf.
47
See Exhibit 7.
48
See Exhibit 7.
49
See Exhibit 8. As of the date of this writing, the referenced training slide deck is no longer available on The Citadel’s
website..
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IV.

Institutional Context and History

In order to effectively understand and evaluate The Citadel’s institutional response to
allegations of criminal sexual misconduct by LTC Boes, it is important to understand The Citadel’s
history as it relates to prior incidences of similar conduct.
In 2003, USMC Captain Michael J. Arpaio, a Citadel graduate who volunteered at The Citadel’s
Mark Clark Summer Camp, was charged with and later convicted of multiple counts of child sexual
abuse related to the fondling of a 10-year old camper. Arpaio was also found to have plied young
boys with alcohol and drugs; exposed them to pornography; sexually molested them; and forced
them to watch as he had sex with a woman. The Citadel settled multiple civil lawsuits filed by
victims of Arpaio’s abuse, resulting in a settlement of close to $4,000,000.
In 2007, Louis N. “Skip” ReVille, a Cadet and camp counselor for the Mark Clark Summer Camp,
was accused of holding movie nights for campers, inviting campers to watch pornography,
masturbating in front of campers, and showering with minor campers during the summer of 2002.
The father of a camper informed an administrator about ReVille’s conduct in 2007. The Citadel
did not report this information to law enforcement. Multiple lawsuits were filed against The
Citadel and numerous officials in their personal capacity.
In 2012, The Citadel Board of Visitors engaged Margolis Healy & Associates, LLC (“MHA”),50 a
campus security consulting firm, and Wise Results, LLC (“Wise”), an education consulting firm,
to conduct a thorough and objective review of the events surrounding The Citadel's response to
the report of sexual misconduct involving ReVille. The external review assessed the actions taken
by the institution and particular individuals, as well as the institution’s decision-making processes,
policies and procedures in effect in 2007. Each firm issued a public written report: The
Investigation into The Citadel’s Handling of Allegations Involving Louis N. “Skip” ReVille
Findings (the “MHA Report,” dated March 31, 2013),51 and Institutional Review Report to The
Citadel Board of Visitors Recommendations for Moving Forward (the “Wise Report,” dated
April 3, 2013).52 Both the MHA Report and Wise Report include detailed discussions and
recommendations regarding the prevention, reporting and appropriate institutional response to
child sexual abuse and sexual misconduct against students by individuals in positions of authority.
In addition, in 2017, the South Carolina General Assembly’s Legislative Audit Council (the
“Council”) conducted an audit of The Citadel to “review specific issues such as the relationship
between the Board of Visitors and the President, including employment of faculty and staff, and
the discipline of cadets.”53 The audit concluded with a written report: the South Carolina General
Assembly’s Legislative Audit Council Report of October 2017 (the “Council Report”).

50
MHA is a business subsidiary of Cozen. However, at the time of the review in 2013, MHA had no affiliation with
Cozen. Gina Maisto Smith and Leslie Gomez, who were both employed at another law firm at the time, were engaged
to assist MHA in conducting interviews in the ReVille review.
51
See Exhibit 9.
52
See Exhibit 10.
53
See Exhibit 11 at 1.
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We address the relevant aspects of each report below, particularly as they relate to institutional
knowledge and actions recommended to prevent sexual misconduct, remove barriers to reporting
and promote effective institutional responses. These reports, and The Citadel’s actions in response
to them, provide insight into the knowledge base of administrators, the awareness of the risks and
the conditions needed to build a culture that fosters reporting and informed institutional responses.
A.

The MHA Report

MHA evaluated The Citadel’s response to the allegations against ReVille, which were reported by
the father of a former camper who was 19 years old at the time of the report. The Citadel’s General
Counsel notified the President and the Board and also conducted a limited investigation—
including an interview of the former camper and ReVille—but did not report the allegations to
external law enforcement authorities or share the allegations with Citadel resources tasked with
responding to sexual and gender-based harassment and violence (i.e. the Title IX Coordinator and
campus law enforcement). MHA found no evidence of an intentional cover up, nor any legal
obligation to report the conduct to law enforcement or child protective services. However, the
MHA Report noted:
Retrospectively, it is easy to conclude that the most protective action for The
Citadel would have been to make an external report to law enforcement or child
protective services upon learning of the allegations. Even though Doe [the former
camper] was now an adult, the alleged conduct involved at least two minors, was
sexual in nature, was reported to have been an ongoing practice involving other
victims, and was allegedly committed by an individual who operated in a position
of authority over minors—all of which are circumstances that bear careful
assessment of the full scope of the misconduct and the potential risk of harm to
other minors regardless of when the actual event is reported to have occurred. A
report to, or consult with, law enforcement and other College/community resources
is an open and transparent approach to sexual and gender violence (child abuse)
that provides information to those who are in the best position to evaluate the
conduct and the potential risk of harm to any others (children) by the perpetrator.54
The MHA report outlined seven factors that contributed to the failure to make an external report:
1. The lack of clear policy and protocol governing such a report, covering, among
other matters, the role of The Citadel Police Department, Counseling Center, and
its Title IX Coordinator;
2. Insufficient understanding by key individuals of the Clery Act, Title IX and the
dynamics of child sexual abuse;

54

See Exhibit 9 at 38.
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3. The lack of integration with or connection to College resources and community
agencies responsible for child protection and response to sexual and gender
violence;
4. The unique personal lens and prior experience each key individual with decision
making responsibility or leadership brought to bear upon the institution’s response,
including members of the Board of Visitors;
5. The suspension of belief in the possibility of the offense given Mr. ReVille’s
accomplishments and standing in [the] community;
6. The context of the allegation (e.g., time lag between report and incident(s); fact that
the camp was closed; age of the victim at the time of the report; family’s desire for
privacy, etc.); and
7. Reliance on the General Counsel’s prior experiences.
The MHA Report’s fundamental takeaways included the lack of awareness by relevant
administrators of the dynamics of child sexual abuse and grooming55 and the inability to
55

Grooming is a term of art used in the evaluation of abuse and refers to those behaviors designed by an offender to
break down the normal barriers that might exist between the offender and the potential victim, in order to support or
facilitate sexual victimization. Grooming is a process by which offenders gradually draw victims into a sexual
relationship and maintain that relationship in secrecy. Grooming interactions usually involve desensitizing the victim
to sexuality and emotionally manipulating the victim’s response. Grooming often sets the tone or context for later
abuse by preparing victims for or making victims accustomed to later sexual assault, and serves as a means of ensuring
victims’ compliance and allowing the offender to maintain the abusive relationship. While most commonly present
in the grooming of a child by an adult, the same dynamics may exist in the context of relationships—like the one
between LTC Boes and
where there is a significant difference in power and authority between the offender
and the potential victim.
Through the grooming process, an offender builds a rapport and emotional connection with the targeted victim in
order to gain the victim’s trust, then later distorts and manipulates the relationship to gain access sexually when the
victim’s defenses are down. Grooming can include positive behaviors that mimic affection or mentoring, as well as
behaviors that are more directly and objectively inappropriate. The impact of the positive behaviors makes it more
difficult for the victim to identify the offender’s true intent. Common examples of grooming behaviors include:
targeting a person for special attention, activities or gifts; slowly isolating a person from other social relationships;
finding reasons for isolated, one-on-one interactions, such as sleepovers or trips; gradually crossing physical
boundaries or engaging in activities that lead to “accidental” or incidental touch (e.g. tickling, roughhousing, sharing
a bed); and encouraging the victim to keep activities and conversations secret from others.

Once the offender has selected a potential victim—often a troubled individual who displays signs of low self-esteem,
vulnerability, emotional deprivation and isolation, and is therefore less likely to be believed—and feels as though the
environment is secure, the offender will begin to gain the victim’s trust and fill the victim’s needs with gifts, affection
or attention. (See Maryland Coalition Against Sexual Assault. (n.d.). Behaviors of Sexual Predators: Grooming.
(http://www.icmec.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Behaviors-of-Sexual-Predators-Grooming.pdf)). These actions
may be in the form of providing tangible gifts like money, clothing or tickets to sporting events or concerts, but they
may also be favors or special privileges provided as a result of the offender’s professional position, such as grade
changes, registration for restricted classes, private office hours or excused absences from classes. The offender will
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understand the nuances of conduct perpetrated by an individual perceived to be a pillar of the
community. MHA described ReVille’s ability to mask his conduct from Citadel employees as
follows: “As a master manipulator and child predator, Mr. ReVille outmatched them.”56 For
example, an administrator cited the fact that ReVille was the chair of the Honor Board as a factor
that mitigated against the possibility of the acts having occurred.57
B.

The Wise Report

To complement the MHA Report, the Wise Report offered additional observations on the response
to the 2007 report against ReVille, proposed a series of recommendations and provided a draft
policy on protection of minors for consideration and adoption by The Citadel. The salient
recommendations from the Wise Report pertinent to the current review include the following:
17. In any investigation, including a sexual assault investigation, take care not to focus
immediately on a complainant’s personal shortcomings or potential ill motives. A
sexual assailant may seek out as victims weaker members of a group, for example
those with a tarnished past, marginal academic performance, or diminished
capacity. Such factors are not indicators of whether or not an assault occurred. A
quickly-drawn assumption about a complainant’s worthiness or motive can lead to
flawed conclusions.58
18. Conversely, do not place anyone accused of sexual assault or other wrongdoing
beyond suspicion. The Citadel celebrates its heroes. It must always remember that
sometimes heroes, leaders, and other prominent members of a community violate
the trust placed in them. The most distinguished cadet or the most lauded staff

often go to great lengths to find commonalities with the victim and may engage the victim as though they are an equal,
while simultaneously and implicitly holding the imprimatur of power and authority over the victim. The progression
to sexual physical conduct often occurs simultaneously with non-sexual physical contact (e.g., hugging, rubbing, hair
brushing, accidental bumping, wrestling and tickling). This behavior may begin to occur more regularly, serving to
desensitize the victim to more prolonged or explicit conduct.
In order to continue the abuse, an offender may take steps to ensure that the victim is “complicit” in the conduct, for
example by explicitly setting up a quid pro quo context where the victim may actually appear to be in charge of
bartering sexual favors for special privileges. Once this shift has occurred, it is more difficult for the victim to report
the conduct, particularly if there are other barriers to reporting, like fear of disciplinary consequences, fear of being
kicked out of school, fear of the reaction of others, fear of being identified as homosexual and other similar concerns.
Notably, an offender’s grooming behaviors often expand beyond the victim. An offender may groom a potential
victim’s parents and caregivers, the offender’s co-workers, and other members of their shared community. An
offender intentionally works to create a positive reputation in order to gain access to the potential victim, reinforce
caregivers’ trust in the offender, and minimize the chances that the potential victim will be believed if the victim
discloses to individuals who trust the offender. The more effectively an offender can groom the individuals in the
victim’s environment, the less likely it is that the offender will be reported and the lower the probability of the reporting
victim being believed.
56
See Exhibit 9 at 37.
57
See Exhibit 9 at 29.
58
See Exhibit 10 at 12.
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member may commit sexual assault or other wrongdoing. In celebrating success,
do not become blind to the reality of human failings.59
23. Examine and, as needed, adjust the breadth of student and staff non-discrimination
and harassment policies.60
27. Continue work to reduce the incidence at The Citadel of reprisal against
whistleblowers and complainants. No college or university enjoys an entirely
unblemished culture. It is both ironic and unfortunate that sometimes members of
a college community, a setting for free exchange and inquiry, resist the airing of
complaints and concerns. Resistance often takes the form of retaliation against
those who challenge the status quo. During the Independent Review, comments
arose about some students’ perception of complainants as “tattletales.” This
problem is not unique to The Citadel.
Solutions do not come easily, and they require sustained attention to institutional
culture. The Citadel might consider, for example, focusing in student and staff
leadership discussions on the corrosive effects of retaliation. Some institutions are
developing bystander intervention programs. The Citadel might accord public
recognition to individuals, whether from within the institution or elsewhere, who
speak out against wrongdoing. As promised in relevant policies, it may mete out
punishment to those who commit retaliation. Reducing the threat of, and incidence
of, retaliation allows a community to address problems that might otherwise go
unreported.61
C.

The Council Report

In the 2017 Council Report, the Council provided recommendations around cadet and staff
interaction at staff on-campus housing. Specifically, the Council wrote:
During our review of the cadet disciplinary process, we identified three other issues
that need to be addressed. They are detailed below.
Cadet and Student Visitation to Faculty and Staff Residences on Campus
The Citadel has faculty and staff residences on campus to allow faculty and staff to
mentor cadets outside of the classroom. Cadets and other students sometimes visit
these on-campus homes of their instructors or mentors to socialize. On occasion,
members of the Corps of Cadets, who are of legal age, will consume alcoholic
beverages and use tobacco products while being hosted by faculty and staff at their
campus residences. These activities currently violate the Blue Book and the
59

See Exhibit 10 at 12.
See Exhibit 10 at 14.
61
See Exhibit 10 at 15.
60
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College Regulations. While the college’s campus-wide tobacco policy provides an
exception for “campus housing occupants” smoking on back porches and in
backyards, the Blue Book explicitly states that “cadets may not possess tobacco,
smoke, use e-cigarettes or smokeless tobacco on campus.” The College regulations
and the Blue Book also state that, unless authorized by the President, cadets will
not consume, possess, or traffic alcoholic beverages on campus. The campus, as
defined in the College Regulations and the Blue Book, includes the faculty and staff
residential areas.
In order to prevent unintentional policy violations and/or the possible perception of
preferential treatment by involved staff in administrative hearings, classes, or
processes, the college should ensure that its policies reflect the administration’s
stance on the activities of cadets being hosted at faculty and staff residences on
campus.62
Based on the above findings, the Council provided the following recommendations:
21. The Citadel should implement a policy directing that any faculty or staff member
must recuse himself or herself from a formal disciplinary or academic hearing or
proceeding involving a cadet or student who has been hosted at his or her residence,
except in the case of official, college-approved events.
22. The Citadel should amend its policies, or implement new policies, to address the
consumption of alcoholic beverages and use of tobacco products by members of
the Corps of Cadets, of legal age, at faculty and staff residences on campus, as it
deems appropriate.
23. The Citadel Board of Visitors should reconsider whether expulsion is the
appropriate punishment for consensual sexual activity on campus.
24. The Citadel should ensure that training offered to TAC officers adequately
addresses the importance of consistency in the application of discipline across all
of the cadet Companies and Battalions.63

62

See Exhibit 11 at 28-29. The remaining two issues identified by the Council were: (1) Penalties for Consensual
Sexual Activity on Campus, and (2) Inconsistencies in Application of Discipline (among the five Battalions and 21
companies). The Council provided additional recommendations addressing those issues, some of which are not
relevant to this review. See Exhibit 11 at 29.
63
See Exhibit 11 at 30.
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V.

Summary of Facts Gathered
A.

The Citadel’s Initial Response to the Criminal Report, Investigation and
Arrest of LTC Boes
1.

May and June 2018: Notice of Allegations to The Citadel and Initiation
of Title IX Investigation

On May 18, 2018, the Charleston Police Department (“CPD”) notified SLED of a police report
made by Charleston attorney, Brady Vannoy. Mr. Vannoy reported tha
, his client,
disclosed to him that he was sexually abused by LTC Boes during the 2017-18 academic year,
while he was enrolled as a cadet at The Citadel. On May 18, 2018, SLED agents met with Mr.
Vannoy and
and initiated an investigation.64
On May 21, 2018, Ronald Crosby, another attorney representing
sent The Citadel a
“litigation hold” request.65 At that time, Mr. Brandenburg became aware of
allegations.
Consistent with South Carolina state law, The Citadel informed SLED that it had been notified of
the allegations and asked SLED to conduct an investigation.66
On May 23, 2018, The Citadel issued a No Contact Order to LTC Boes, prohibiting him from
having contact with any students.67 At that time, The Citadel also removed LTC Boes from his
position as Fourth Battalion TAC Officer, but allowed him to remain employed in an
administrative role that precluded contact with cadets. LTC Boes and his family also remained in
on-campus housing.
On June 4, 2018, The Citadel engaged Cozen to conduct a prompt and equitable investigation into
the potential violation of the College’s Title IX policies.
On June 5, 2018, Mr. Brandenburg emailed Mr. Crosby informing him that The Citadel had
engaged Cozen to conduct a Title IX investigation into
allegations, and asked Janet
Shealy (Director of Cadet Advocacy, Response, and Education (“CARE”)) to contact
with
information regarding available campus support resources.68 On June 8, 2018, Mr. Crosby replied
to Mr. Brandenburg’s email, thanking him for the update and requesting that all communication

64

See SLED Report at 2.
See Exhibit 12.
66
SC Code § 59-154-10, also known as the Jessica Horton Act, provides that “the chief of the campus police of an
institution of higher learning, or his designee, immediately shall notify the State Law Enforcement Division if . . . the
institution is in receipt of a report alleging that an act of criminal sexual conduct has occurred on the property of the
institution.” See https://www.scstatehouse.gov/code/t59c154.php.
67
See Exhibit 1.
68
See Exhibit 13.
65
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69
to
be sent to Mr. Crosby and not
On June 11, 2018, The Citadel provided LTC
Boes and
with written notice of the initiation of the Title IX investigation.70

2.

August 2018: Criminal Charges Filed against LTC Boes

On August 21, 2018, LTC Boes was charged with (1) Criminal Sexual Conduct in the Third Degree
and (2) Providing Alcohol to a Person Under the Age of 21. On August 22, 2018, SLED issued
an arrest warrant for LTC Boes. The accompanying affidavit71 alleged that:


Between September 1, 2017 and April 30, 2018, LTC Boes engaged in Criminal Sexual
Conduct of the Third Degree when he “willfully, unlawfully, and feloniously committed
sexual battery by coercion and/or on a physically helpless victim.”



LTC Boes formed a mentor-type relationship with



On or about September 29, 2017, after leaving the gym, LTC Boes and
visited
LTC Boes’s office wherein the door was closed and locked, and LTC Boes forcibly, and
without solicitation, kissed
on his lips.



On November 10, 2017, LTC Boes invited
to his house for dinner. LTC Boes
provided
with alcoholic beverages and two white pills that LTC Boes said would
prevent a hangover.
consumed the alcohol and the two pills.
reportedly
became lightheaded and dizzy, and while he was physically helpless, LTC Boes began to
perform unsolicited oral sex on him.
blacked out as the oral sex continued.
awoke nude the next morning in the same bed as LTC Boes, who was also nude.
asked LTC Boes what happened, and LTC Boes replied that it was “Quid Pro Quo”
for what he had done for



Through the remaining Fall semester and into the Spring semester, LTC Boes repeatedly
provided
with alcoholic beverages and used coercion, in his position of authority
over
to commit multiple sexual batteries on
without
consent.



LTC Boes had
punishments reduced and awarded
did not otherwise qualify for it.



Beginning in July 2017, LTC Boes provided
consume beer and other alcoholic beverages.

leave when

with beer and allowed

to

69

See Exhibit 13.
The letter to
provided contact information for Ms. Shealy and invited
to contact her for “Advocacy
Services.” See Exhibit 14. The Title IX investigation was temporarily delayed due to
declination to be
interviewed by Cozen, and SLED’s decision to not share its report and interview summaries with Cozen.
71
See Exhibit 15.
70
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In a post-Mirandized statement to law enforcement, LTC Boes admitted to providing beer
to
who he knew was under 21, and allowing
to consume beer in LTC
Boes’s presence, in LTC Boes’s residence located on The Citadel’s campus.

On August 22, 2018, LTC Boes surrendered himself at the Al Cannon Detention Center in
Charleston, South Carolina.
3.

August 2018: The Citadel’s Response to LTC Boes’s Criminal Charges

Following LTC Boes’s arrest on August 22, 2018, The Citadel received requests from the media
for LTC Boes’s employment file and a statement from The Citadel on his employment status. The
Citadel released a redacted copy of LTC Boes’s employment file, but did not comment on his
employment status.
That same day, The Citadel released the following statement to the campus community:
Members of our Campus Community,
Kenneth Boes, a member of The Citadel staff serving as a TAC officer, has been
arrested. This arrest follows an investigation by the South Carolina Law
Enforcement Division (SLED), which began in May 2018 after The Citadel received
an allegation of sexual abuse concerning Boes. The Citadel immediately notified
and fully cooperated with SLED after receiving these allegations.
TAC officers Teach, Advise and Coach cadets as part of The Citadel’s military and
leadership training.
Once sexual abuse allegations were reported, the
Commandant reassigned Boes and issued a no-contact order prohibiting
interaction with cadets and students pending the investigation’s outcome.
The Citadel will continue cooperating with SLED, while recognizing the accused
is innocent until proven guilty. The Citadel also initiated a Title IX investigation as
dictated by the college’s policy and law. The Title IX investigation is being
conducted by an outside investigator.
College officials cannot comment on the ongoing criminal investigation. The
Citadel is committed to providing a working and learning environment maintaining
the highest standards of safety for our college community. Anyone believing he or
she has been victimized by, witnessed, or is aware of sexual abuse related to this
matter should contact SLED.
We will provide further information once the Title IX investigation is complete.
Please direct any media inquiries regarding this matter to OCM.72

72

See Exhibit 16.
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That same day, CAPT Paluso, the Commandant of Cadets, prepared and signed a letter addressed
to LTC Boes, suspending his employment and restricting him to his living quarters while on
campus. The letter expressly prohibited LTC Boes from entering any building on campus other
than his residence, or traveling anywhere on campus other than to and from the front gate.
Also on August 22, 2018, LTC Boes posted bail in the amount of $25,575, and returned to campus
between 8:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. A crowd of cadets lined Lee Avenue in front of Watts Barracks
(the Fourth Battalion) in anticipation of LTC Boes’s return to campus. As LTC Boes’s car arrived
in front of Watts Barracks, LTC Boes exited his car, high-fived, hugged and shook hands with
numerous cadets, in violation of the May 23, 2018 No Contact Order. LTC Boes’s exchange with
the cadets was recorded on video and uploaded to a Facebook page titled, “Support Ken Boes,”
and to the following website: www.supportkenboes.com.73 Below is a still image from the video:

As it relates to this August 22, 2018 conduct, Cozen learned through interviews that Cadet
asked Commander Horlbeck what the cadets of the Fourth
Battalion could do to support LTC Boes following his arrest and posting of bond. Commander
Horlbeck suggested the cadets stand in the street showing their support when LTC Boes returned
to The Citadel. Commander Horlbeck said, “I did not account or foresee that [LTC Boes] would
get out of the car and shake hands. In the scheme of things, what was done was so good, so right.”
CAPT Paluso told Cozen that, during LTC Boes’s car ride from the Sheriff Al Cannon Detention
Center to The Citadel following his arrest and release on bail, Heidi Boes told CAPT Paluso that
the Fourth Battalion cadets wanted to show their support for LTC Boes by lining the street in front
of the Fourth Battalion. CAPT Paluso said he told Mrs. Boes he thought it would be fine because
he did not expect LTC Boes to get out of the car and high-five cadets.

73

See Exhibits 17 and 18. While this website and Facebook page are not sanctioned by The Citadel, they depict
buildings on The Citadel’s campus and individuals in The Citadel’s uniform. The website refers to the allegations as
“malicious” and to
as “troubled.” The Facebook page and website still exist as of the date of this report, and
there were posts as recently as June 5, 2019.
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On August 23, 2018, at 8:00 a.m., CAPT Paluso ordered LTC Boes to his office. CAPT Paluso
served LTC Boes with the suspension letter he had prepared the day before, and told him that the
school was considering its response to his violation of the No Contact Order the previous night.
Later that day, CAPT Paluso met with LTC Boes and informed him that the school would likely
terminate him for cause. LTC Boes submitted a letter of resignation the same day.74 He asked
The Citadel to make the resignation effective on September 7, 2018, but The Citadel declined and
required the resignation to be implemented immediately.75 The Citadel gave LTC Boes 30 days
to secure new housing.
The Citadel released the following statement on August 23, 2018, after receiving LTC Boes’s
resignation letter:
Members of our campus community,
LTC Kenneth Boes resigned from his post with The Citadel’s Office of the
Commandant, effective today.
The Citadel will continue to cooperate fully with the South Carolina Law
Enforcement Division (SLED), and we encourage anyone who has knowledge of
abuse related to this matter to contact SLED. The Citadel’s outside investigator
will also continue the college’s Title IX investigation of these allegations. As these
processes continue, though, The Citadel remains committed to the Constitutional
principle that anyone accused of a crime or other violation is presumed innocent
until proven guilty.76
LTC Boes vacated his office on September 7, 2018, and moved out of his on-campus housing on
September 23, 2018.
4.

September through November 2018: Requests for Interim Measures
and Academic Considerations

On two occasions—in
2018 and
2018—
in writing from his
counsel, requested The Citadel take action to
on
transcript “based
on the circumstances that prompted
to leave the school in April 2018.” Notably, the
Title IX Coordinator was not included on these correspondence. Those requests are discussed in
further detail below.
On September 11, 2018,
attorney, Mr. Crosby, wrote to Mr. Brandenburg asking that
The Citadel
transcript.77 In that request, Mr. Crosby
described the negative impact of LTC Boes’s conduct and requested advice on the “appropriate
process to get this done.” On September 18, 2018, Mr. Brandenburg provided Mr. Crosby with a
74

See Exhibit 19. Although submitted on August 23, 2018, this resignation letter is dated August 24, 2018.
See Exhibit 20.
76
See Exhibit 16.
77
See Exhibit 21.
75
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link to the 2017-18 College Catalog that outlines The Citadel’s policy for changing a grade from
an “ ” to a “ ”.78 On November 14, 2018, Mr. Crosby requested that
be changed to “ ” grades (
). Mr. Crosby wrote
that
was forced to leave The Citadel “due to abuse by a member of The Citadel’s Faculty
that created an environment not conducive to
completing the Spring semester.”79 In
support of the request, Mr. Crosby attached LTC Boes’s arrest warrants. In response to that
request, the Associate Provost for Academic Affairs, Dr. David Allen, declined to change
. He wrote:
The catalog provides that “supporting evidence [of these extenuating
circumstances] is the responsibility of the student and must be presented in writing
. . . .” To meet this requirement, you have presented arrest warrants indicating that
Kenneth Boes had been arrested for criminal sexual conduct and for providing beer
or wine to an underage person. Those documents, in turn, refer to an investigation
by agents of the South Carolina Law Enforcement Department, and also to your
client’s statement. The Citadel does not have any documentation from the SLED
investigation, though, and neither you nor
have provided copies of
statement(s), or information from any other witnesses.

.80
On January 10, 2019, The Citadel’s Registrar received a request from Mr. Crosby that The Citadel
complete a “Statement of Good Disciplinary Standing” for
. The
form was completed and signed by Dr. Allen on the date of its receipt, indicating that
was
.81 The form included the accompanying
explanation:

78

See Exhibit 22. The policy provides, in pertinent part, that “W” means “[w]ithdrawal from a course prior to the
official deadline. After that time, students will receive the grade of ‘F’ should they fail to complete the course or
complete it unsuccessfully. Under extenuating circumstances, the grade of ‘W’ may be awarded after the official
deadline with the recommendation of the instructor and the concurrence of the Associate Provost for Academic
Affairs. Supporting evidence is the responsibility of the student and must be submitted in writing to the Associate
Provost for Academic Affairs.”
See http://www.citadel.edu/root/images/academic_resources/2017-18-sccccatalog.pdf at 24.
79
See Exhibit 23.
80
See Exhibit 24.
81
See Exhibit 25.
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.82
5.

November 2018: Homecoming Event

On November 10, 2018, the “Support Ken Boes” Facebook page posted pictures from an album
titled, “Bulldogs for Boes Homecoming 2018.” The below picture of LTC Boes standing under a
tent with The Citadel’s name, and a sign reading “Support Ken Boes,” was included in the post.

Senior Vice President of Operations, Colonel Thomas Philipkosky recalled having multiple
meetings with senior leadership to assess whether and how to respond to the Support Ken Boes
website and Facebook page. He explained that senior leadership decided to not issue a cease and
desist letter or take any other action to distinguish The Citadel from the support group because
there was no use of The Citadel’s protected intellectual property and the support activity did not
appear to take place on property owned by The Citadel. He shared that given the above, The
Citadel did not want to “fan the flames.”

82

See Exhibit 25.
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B.

The Relationship Between LTC Boes and

The following section contains information regarding the relationship between LTC Boes and
taken from interviews and other sources of documents including the SLED Report.83 The
section summarizes: (1)
background and performance as a cadet at The Citadel; (2) LTC
Boes’s background and performance as a TAC Officer at The Citadel; (3)
allegations
against LTC Boes; (4)
disclosures to others regarding LTC Boes’s alleged conduct; (5)
LTC Boes’s response to
allegations; (6) the response of other Boes family members to
allegations; (7) the response of Citadel employees and students to
allegations;
and (8) the relevant documentary evidence.
1.
was born in
of
. In the fall of 2015, he matriculated to The Citadel, where he
was assigned to
Company,
Battalion, under the supervision of Company TAC
Officer LT Orlando Garcia, USN (Ret.) and
Battalion TAC officer, LTC Keith Brace.
from The Citadel for the
semester,84 but re-enrolled in the
of
, at which time he resided in the Fourth Battalion barracks and first met LTC Boes. At the
start of the
semester, he was reassigned to
Company, Fifth Battalion, under the
supervision of LTC Chris Polites (the
Company TAC Officer) and LTC Jefferson Panton,
Fifth Battalion TAC Officer.
(a)

Others’ Impressions of

Performance as a Cadet

Cozen interviewed six former cadets who observed
performance as a cadet in general
only spoke with
and his interactions with LTC Boes in particular.85 Those cadets said
LTC Boes and did not interact with his fellow cadets. One cadet described
as “troubled
in the sense that he caught some bad luck with his ex-girlfriend.”
Cozen also spoke about
performance as a cadet with eight TAC officers86 who offered
differing assessments of
performance. Major Craig, Commander Horlbeck, First
Sergeant Dean and Commander Borden are the Company TAC Officers of the Fourth Battalion,
where LTC Boes served as Battalion TAC Officer. They described
as “troubled,” “quiet”
83

Because
declined Cozen’s request for an interview, Cozen relied heavily on
statements and
documents taken from the SLED report in drafting this section.
84
As a
cadet in
engaged in conduct unrelated to this investigation that resulted
in two criminal incident reports and an arrest, charging him with False Reports and Domestic Violence in the second
degree. As a result,
After the criminal charges were filed against
he entered into a “Pre-Trial Intervention” program relating to the Domestic Violence charge and had the
incident expunged from his record upon completion of the program. Although the Charleston County Solicitor’s
Office withdrew those charges upon
completion of the pre-trial program, he remained subject to disciplinary
action at The Citadel for “Possession/Use by Minor Off Campus First Offense.”
85
The six cadets are
86

The eight TAC officers are LtCol Graham, Major Craig, Commander Horlbeck, First Sergeant Dean, Commander
Borden, LTC Polites, LTC Panton and LTC Brace.
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and “stand-offish.” They said
did not socialize with other cadets and instead only
socialized with LTC Boes. Major Craig said
was with LTC Boes more than any other
cadet was with LTC Boes.
LTC Brace, the TAC Officer for the
Battalion—where
was a cadet during
—said that after
asked to return to the
Battalion upon his return to The Citadel. LTC Brace said he denied
request. According to LTC Brace, “I said ‘No way.’ I did not trust his judgment or his
character. I instructed that he go somewhere else. He went to company.” LTC Brace said he
based his opinion of
on the criminal matters from
and concerns about
conduct generally. LTC Brace said:
had a lot of personal drama. That was the reason he was getting in
trouble around his girlfriend . . . . He also got in a fight at the football game and
he was drinking. It was a lot of drama. Alcohol seemed to be at the core. Much
higher drama, more significant issues than other students. Alcohol was not more
extreme than others, but his drinking led to different things and getting him in
trouble. He was immature. I kept telling him to stay away from [his girlfriend].
It made me question his judgment plus his integrity. Both times, he came to me.
He came to me to tell me his side of the story knowing I was going to be making
a decision. It was self-serving to mitigate the damage.
LTC Brace added that
had a “victim mentality” and believed “everyone was out to get
him.” He said he observed that
was “not quiet” overall, but that with him, he was “quiet
and guarded” and “never shared anything with [LTC Brace] about his family.” LTC Brace said
he was upset that
was allowed to return to The Citadel in the summer of 2017.
In contrast, the
Company and Fifth Battallion TAC Officers who worked with
following his return to The Citadel in the summer of 2017 described him more positively.
Company TAC Officer LTC Polites worked closest with
He described
as “a
pretty good cadet” upon his return to The Citadel. LTC Polites said when
was reassigned
to the Fifth Battalion for the Fall 2017 semester, he reviewed
discipline file and asked
around about him. LTC Polites said he told
that he was starting off with a clean slate in
Company. LTC Polites said
“by and large stayed under the radar. He was a pretty
good cadet through the Fall [2017] semester. Aside from being late to formation a few times, he
was doing well.”
Similarly, Fifth Battalion TAC Officer LTC Panton said that, aside from one incident when he
went AWOL in February 2018,
“did not get into trouble a lot.”
Cadet

said she met
in the summer of 2017, when she was
and
had just returned to campus for the Summer 2017 semester.
said she and
became close friends and
confided in her about his
relationship with his ex-girlfriend and his father. She served as
Company Commander for
a period, and she said she tried to “mak[e] sure that he was liked in
Company.”
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recalled talking with
about LTC Boes during the 2017 Summer semester. She
said LTC Boes had invited
to his house, and
asked
what she thought of
LTC Boes.
said she “gave LTC Boes a positive recommendation” and encouraged
to go to LTC Boes’s house because she thought he could help
She said
and LTC Boes began working out together, going for drinks at a local restaurant (Moe’s) and that
“called him something like dad.”
said she noticed a change in
in or around the end of September 2017. She said
was hanging out with LTC Boes with greater frequency at that time, and distancing
himself from everyone else. She said he did not seem to be trying as much anymore.
said there were times when
would be “absent from things and not doing as well in
academics.” She said
would come back to the barracks drunk on Monday nights when he
had a test the next day. She stated:
I had to have a talk with him about it. Other cadets commented on how weird it
was that he was over there all of the time. He was always over at the Boes house.
It was very, very clear that
was his favorite.
was way up high and
everyone else was down low.
Despite these
have been elevated to

,

and LTC Polites both reported that
would
were it not for his December 2016 criminal incidents.87

LTC Polites said
.88 LTC Polites
said he learned that
was spending a lot of time with LTC Boes and attending “Cigar Night”
at LTC Boes’s house. LTC Polites said he told
that going to LTC Boes’s house once a
had
week was interfering with his grades.89 However, he also said in his interview that
told him that being mentored by LTC Boes was “helping” him.
LTC Polites described
as “hot and cold” after the Fall 2017 semester. He said
did well in the Company among the other cadets. LTC Polites added, “He had the respect of a lot
of cadets, according to [
And I could see that.” On the other hand, he said
“would go off and go AWOL in the middle of the week.”
LTC Polites and
said they knew
did not have a good relationship with his parents.
LTC Polites said he would talk with both
and LTC Boes about
strained
relationship with his parents, and he encouraged
to mend the relationship.
said

87

The Citadel’s White Book prohibits cadets who are serving punishment from making rank. At the time of

88
As noted in Section V(B)(1)(b) below,
GPAs during the
,
semesters
.
89
In an email chain from November 26-27, 2017, LTC Polites wrote to
that he was “not familiar with ‘Cigar
Night’,” which
referenced as the reason for missing a school-related function. LTC Polites reminded
that he was “responsible for ensuring that the Duty Team knows where you are if you are not going to be present,”
and asked
whether he had
. See Exhibit 26.
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she knew
was “financially separate from his dad” and “tried to not rely on [him],” but that
he “respected his dad” and visited home often.
(b)

Academic Performance as a Cadet

.90
Semester

2.

GPA

LTC Boes

LTC Boes is a 1984 graduate of The Citadel. After graduation, he joined the Army, where he
served as an Artillery Officer stationed in Oklahoma and Germany for four years. After leaving
the Army in 1988, LTC Boes worked as a commercial realtor in Charleston; then as a medical
salesman in New York and North Carolina; and then as a business manager on Wall Street. In
2001, LTC Boes moved with his wife, Heidi, and their two young daughters, Morgan and Taylor,
to Charleston. Upon moving to Charleston, LTC Boes worked in hospice care management. He
also began sponsoring cadets through The Citadel’s sponsorship program, which allows alumni to
serve as host families to out-of-town cadets. LTC Boes said he loved working with cadets and
applied to work full-time as a TAC Officer.
LTC Boes was hired by The Citadel as a Company TAC Officer in 2002, and, with the exception
of two tours of military duty (to Iraq and Afghanistan), served as a TAC Officer throughout his
time at The Citadel.91 Most recently—and during the period relevant to this investigation—LTC
90

As noted below,
alleged that he was sexually abused repeatedly by LTC Boes during the
academic
year, when he was 20-21 years old.
91
LTC Boes was first assigned to Lima and Mike Companies. In 2004, he was transferred to Tango and November
Companies. In 2007, LTC Boes commissioned in the Army Reserves. He was stationed in North Carolina and then
deployed to Baghdad. LTC Boes returned to The Citadel in July 2008 and was assigned to Lima Company. Over the
next few years, LTC Boes was reassigned to Band TAC, then Delta Company TAC. In 2011-12, LTC Boes was
deployed to Afghanistan, after which he returned to The Citadel and resumed his assignment to Delta Company. LTC
Boes served an active duty tour in Sumter, South Carolina during the 2013-14 school year. Upon his return, LTC
Boes was assigned to Kilo Company. In 2016, LTC Boes applied and was selected to serve as a Battalion TAC
Officer. LTC Boes served as the Fourth Battalion TAC Officer during the 2016-17 and 2017-18 school years.
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Boes was the Fourth Battalion TAC Officer. As the Fourth Battalion TAC Officer, LTC Boes
oversaw the Battalion’s three Company TAC Officers and the Battalion NCO,92 and served himself
as a Company TAC Officer for one of the Fourth Battalion’s Companies.
LTC Boes said in his January 24, 2019 interview with Cozen that he took to his role as Company
and Battalion TAC Officer “very quickly, like a fish to water.” He said cadets from across the
Corps sought him out for his counsel. He said he “made a history” of helping out young cadets
who were in trouble, some of whom, like
to The Citadel. LTC Boes also
said he had helped cadets who were in trouble hundreds of times.93
LTC Boes acknowledged that his style was different than other TAC Officers, whom he described
as “hammers.” LTC Boes aligned his leadership style most closely to TAC Officer LtCol Charles
Graham, who he said also had an “engaging leadership” style. LTC Boes said, “I can’t mentor
you if you hate me. If I’m unapproachable, you hate me. This generation, if they know you care,
they will tell you everything. And my door was always open.” LTC Boes said that he and LtCol
Graham were typically assigned the tougher Battalions, and they were successful in helping the
cadets in those Battalions. He said, “I would like to think [LtCol Graham and I] had a good
reputation for fixing it and making it better.”
LTC Boes acknowledged receiving cautionary advice from peers about his close relationship with
cadets. He said, “I tended to get closer to cadets than most TACs. As a family, we sponsored
cadets and were a host family. I took in kids. I think they trusted me. I didn’t hide anything.”
LTC Boes said he and his wife served as a host family in an official capacity during LTC Boes’s
first year at The Citadel, but in subsequent years they served in that role unofficially. LTC Boes
explained that his family “took in kids who needed help,” and that “some came over more and
more.”
(a)
Other Officers’ Impressions of LTC Boes
LTC Boes’s peers had positive things to say about LTC Boes’s professionalism and performance
as a TAC Officer.
For instance, Lt. Col. Sberna explained that LTC Boes’s role “required significant interaction with
students.” Lt. Col. Sberna said that TAC Officers need to establish a rapport with cadets in order
to get the cadets comfortable talking about their issues, whether they be related to school, discipline
or their social lives.
CAPT Paluso described LTC Boes as “one of best TAC Officers; very outgoing, good personality
and good reputation of being able to talk with people. If he was not the best, he was a close
second.”
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“NCO” stands for Non-Commissioned Officer.
While LTC Boes provided the names of other cadets with whom he was close, LTC Boes did not provide any
evidence of, nor did these cadets speak to issues that emerged in this review, specifically LTC Boes affecting discipline
outside of his Battalion and/or spending extensive personal time with cadets off campus.
93
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LtCol Graham said he “ranked LTC Boes high, but talked to him about not being [cadets’] big
brother and being their father figure.” He commented, “LTC Boes would bring the three-legged
dog home. I always had to talk to him about getting too close. We care, but he got too close
sometimes.”
The Fourth Battalion Company TAC Officers, all of whom report up to LTC Boes, described LTC
Boes as having a positive and influential leadership style. For instance, Major Craig described
LTC Boes as “very personal. He liked to lead by getting out from behind his desk and get out on
the quad. He tended to give advice in that fashion. He was very evenhanded. To him, all cadets
received the same treatment.” Additionally, First Sergeant Dean said LTC Boes was a teacher,
not a yeller, and led by example. For his part, Commander Borden said LTC Boes was “always
full of great advice” and commented that LTC Boes “was positive and had a professional manner
in resolving conflict. Rather than just punishing, he would use the teaching method to help them
fix themselves.” Finally, Commander Horlbeck said, “He is good at giving them as much rope to
learn, experience, lead, but able to pull rope to tell them not to do something.”
The Fourth Battalion TAC Officers discussed their implicit trust in LTC Boes, which was based
on their shared military experiences, LTC Boes’s long career at The Citadel and LTC Boes’s
natural connection with cadets.
3.

Allegations Against LTC Boes

Because
declined to be interviewed as part of this investigation, Cozen relied on
written statement provided to law enforcement, which was included in the SLED Report. In that
typewritten account,
addressed his relationship with LTC Boes and his allegations against
LTC Boes.
account, dated May 23, 2018, reads as follows:
I will begin my statement with background that sets up the situation. I returned for
my sophomore year at the citadel in August of 2016. My ex-girlfriend had moved
to Charleston to be closer to me. We went through some troubling times the next
couple months. Two incidents occurred in December between us. The first incident,
I was cited for false information to the police. This was dropped within weeks
because when I was finally given the chance to explain the situation, there was no
false information given. The second incident between my ex-girlfriend and I
resulted in me being arrested for CDV.94 I left the citadel after this happened. I did
not think I was going to ever come back, but I never heard anything about it and I
was able to return in May 2017 for summer school. The CDV charge was put into
PTI95 and has since been expunged (my ex-girlfriend will testify that nothing
actually happened, her roommate just misunderstood what was happening). I lived
in the barracks during summer 2017 taking many credit hours to try to make up
lost time.

94
95

“CDV” stands for Criminal Domestic Violence.
“PTI” stands for Pre-Trial Intervention.
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My first encounter with Boes happened during the middle of July 2017. I had
finished classes for the day and I was walking to my
which was parked in the parking lot by the tennis courts. I heard a man yell “hey
is that your truck.” I walked over to him and he introduced himself to me as LTC
Boes the fourth battalion TAC officer. We exchanged numbers and he said he would
be in contact in order to invite me over for beers and cigars. A week later, he invited
me over for cigars and beer. I was wearing a navy blue Tommy Hilfiger polo, my
Columbia tan shorts, and my dark brown Sperry shoes. I told him I was not of age
to drink, but me said he didn’t care so we began consuming Miller Lite and smoking
a cigar. He asked me about myself and my story. We chatted for about three hours.
He told me he was going to mentor me and help me get to graduation. We shared
many of the same interests including working out, county music, and political views.
I was so thankful that finally someone was going to help me and look out for me. I
thought of it as a blessing and for the first time ever I was eager for the school year
to start.
I moved in for the year late August in a new company and a new battalion. Everyone
had heard what I got in trouble for the previous year. I had no friends. My old
friends disowned me and new friends were impossible to make. Boes was the only
person looking out for me and talking to me. We started working out daily and we
became good friends.
September 29, 2017: This day was a Friday so we had a parade at 3:45. It ended
up raining and parade got cancelled. Boes sent me a text and told me to come over
to his office and then we were going to Deas Hall (the citadel gym) to do some
cardio. We did an hour of cardio and then walked back to his office which is located
on the first floor of fourth battalion barracks. He walked in right behind me and
shut his door and locked it. He began to tickle me and rough house with me. I did
not know what was going on so I just went along with it and rough housed back.
He was on top of me tickling me and it got uncomfortably weird. We separated after
10 minutes and he walked over to the door and I followed. He then turned off the
lights and stood in front of the door face to face with me. He professed his
homosexuality, his love for me, how hot I was, and how much he wanted to get into
my pants. I was horror stricken and stood-paralyzed from his confession. He then
forcibly and against my will kissed me on the lips. I was absolutely divested [sic].
This whole time I thought I had a friend and mentor, in reality he was grooming me
to be his next victim. After that day, the gay stuff he did ramped up. He started
groping my butt and making sexual comments to me at every chance he got. Every
time he did something for me, he would say “I’ll add that to the list of stuff you owe
me and you know how I want my payment.”
November 10, 2017: This was the first day Boes performed oral sex of [sic] me. It
was the night Steve Bannon was speaking at the alumni center. Boes’s wife was
out of town in NY visiting her mother. Boes had booked her the flight so he
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premeditated his assault on me for a long time. He told me to come over after I got
back from my internship. I had recently gotten an awesome internship doing
. On my way back from work in MT Pleasant, I realized I
forgot to change back into my dress salt and pepper leave uniform. I pulled under
the Ravanel Bridge and changed in the bathrooms they have at the park between
630 and 700pm. I then continued the drive back to school. When I arrived back on
campus I went to Boes’s house which is on the citadel campus (102 Register Rd). I
changed out of my leave uniform and had a white undershirt on and Boes’s navy
blue Adidas shorts with white stripping. Boes was grilling steaks for dinner and he
also sliced up a couple potatoes into small discs in order to make chips. He then
made me a mixed drink with 3/4 part crown royal and 1/4 diet ginger ale in tall
clear glass mugs with a plastic straw. The drink was mixed awful and was hard to
even drink. We cooked the steaks, and eat [sic] them. He then made me a second
mixed drink and when he brought it to me (I was sitting on the left side closets [sic]
to the stairwell on the two person love seat in the living room that is directly facing
the TV with a dark colored ottoman that is used-as a foot rest) he also handed me
two small white pills and told me to “take them so you are not hungover in the
morning.” I took them and started drinking my drink. 20-30 minutes later I started
feeling lightheaded and dizzy. I then remember him looking at me then getting on
his knees in front of me. I was still seated on the ottoman. He pulled my shorts down
and began to do oral sex of [sic] me. I blacked out because of the pills about 1.5
minutes into Boes performing oral sex on me. The next thing I remember was
waking up the next morning naked in his daughter Morgan’s bed. She has pink and
purple walls with white satin curtains on the windows. She has a white dresser, a
desk with a glass top that has pictures underneath of it, her desk chair is one like
actors sit in, and she has a closet. Boes was in the bed with me, also naked. I was
on the side closest to the door to the hallway. I jumped up, found my clothes, and
asked him “what the fuck had happened last night.” He responded by asking me if
I remember and I said I remember him starting to blow me but nothing else after
that. When I walked downstairs I saw a generic prescription bottle sitting on the
countertop underneath the cabinets with glasses in them,
it
was Adavan [sic]. He then told me it was Quid Pro Quo for all that he had done
for me, like make punishments disappear, give me special leave through the
infirmary, and be my only so-called friend. I could not report this crime, no one
would have believed me. I did not want to disappoint my parents anymore [sic]
than I already had, and he was in a position of power and controlled my life so I
was helpless.
After that night, the sexual assaults started to occur multiple times a week. He
would make me workout with him and then walk back to his house where we would
perform oral sex against my will and forcibly without any consent what so ever. He
would perform oral sex until I came and he would sallow [sic]. I have never seen
or [sic] more sick sight in my life. Boes then would make me shower and he would
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stand there and watch me and try to wash me. It was a living hell and made me so
depressed.
It wasn’t until January 1st of 2018 that the sexual abuse occurred some place other
than his house on the citadel campus. On January 1st, Boes and I worked out at
Pivotal Fitness in Mount Pleasant. At this time, I was living in
. I was on Christmas break, but was still
working at my internship. After we got done working out, he had me take him to my
apartment so he could perform oral sex on me and then watch me shower.
On January 3rd I was at the Boes [sic] household because his wife invited me for
dinner and I really had no choice but to accept. We ate and we were drinking Miller
Lite. Boes told me he needed to go over to the barracks to get more protein powder
from his office and for me to come with him. He unlocked the front gate of the
barracks and we went into his office still drinking Miller Lite. He told me he didn’t
need any protein but just wanted an excuse to fulfill one of his “fetishes.” This fetish
was performing oral sex on me in his office. He made me sit down on the couch in
his office and began to perform oral sex.
On January 5th Boes told me he was getting the Deas Hall key from the commandant
[sic] and we could workout there and be the only ones in the gym. The gym was
closed at that time because of the Christmas break. It was late afternoon when we
started to workout. After we got done working out, he told me he wanted to fulfill
another one of his “fetishes”, he took me into the storage closet, which also is
where the ice machine is, and performed oral sex on me. This was obviously
premeditated and well planned.
Over the course of the next month, Boes continued to make me submit to his gayness
and continued to make any punishments go away by calling the commandants
secretary [sic], Ellen Eigner. He would call her and give her my CWID (student ID
number) and she would go into the Cadet Accountability System and do whatever
Boes wanted, [sic] her to do. She gave me leave because “I donated blood” during
the blood drive, when in reality I have never donated blood in my life.
The next important dates are the week of February 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. During this
week, Boes made me let him perform oral sex everyday [sic]. My male parts were
so raw because he wouldn’t stop until I came. I could not sleep at all because it
hurt so bad. It hurt to walk and wear clothes in general. On Friday February 9,
2018 I had enough. I was at my internship and Boes called me to tell me I was
going, [sic] to get in trouble because I was gone so much, but it was his fault
because he was taking me away from my cadet responsibilities so he could prey on
me. I knew Boes and his wife were at a movie (12 Hours) with Bob Sberna and his
wife. I left my internship at 5pm and drove to his house on campus. I went in the
house and got my civilian clothes and my cash. Both of which Boes forced me to
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keep at his house. I packed up my truck and headed west on 26. At first I had no
idea where I was going, and then I remembered my cousin,
lives on
the outskirts of Charlotte, NC. I called her and told her I was on my way and I
needed some place safe to be. I did not disclose my actual reason for running away
from school, until the night of February 10. I told her what was going on, but I
don’t think she really believed me. The next morning I facetimed my uncle and told
him. He then called my mom and told her. No one did anything. I was told to deal
with it. I was absolutely destroyed and I thought I was going to finally be safe, but
no. The whole time I was gone, Boes was blowing up my phone telling me he was
going to come get me and he was blowing up my mom’s phone saying god knows
what. I had no choice but to return to the citadel. The whole drive back, all I wanted
to do was flip my truck and just end it all.
The weekend that I ran away was an SMI weekend and I was AWOL the whole
weekend. SMI is a Saturday morning inspection which is mandatory. February 9,
after Boes realized I took off he called the 5th Battalion TAC LTC Patton and
LTC Polites. He had me put on special leave so I would not get in trouble. I
ended up still getting punishments for my weekend escape. Boes took care of the
punishments before they were even put into the system. He had Ellen Eigner make
them disappear before they were published in the punishment order.
TAC for
Company, LTC Polites, realized I never got any punishments and started
asking questions in the Commandant’s office. I know he asked Mrs. Redmond and
she started asking around. Ellen Eigner caught wind of her asking and people
questioning the punishment disappearance. Boes and Eigner were clearly rattled
by this and Boes told me to just take the blame for it and basically tried to remove
himself from the situation. Nothing ever came from these accusations though.
, 2018; my 21st birthday. Boes insisted that he was going to be the one
who took me out for my first legal drink. We went to Little Jacks on King Street and
then moved next door to Pancito and Lefty on King Street. Boes steadily [sic] more
gay and aggressive as the night went on. We left Pancito and Lefty around 1030pm
and walked to my
which was parked on the right side of Race St,
next to the greek orthodox church. We both got in, I was driving and before I could
pull away, Boes was reaching for my pants aggressively and forced me to let himperform oral sex in MY truck on MY 21st birthday. It ruined my birthday and was
just terrible.
By the 23rd of April I had enough. I made up my mind that I was done with the
citadel, done being preyed on, and done being abused. I went to work full time at
my internship and moved into my apartment at
. I cut all
communication with everyone. It was not until Saturday May 5 that Boes made
contact. He showed up at my job site around 12pm. I saw him pull in the parking
lot in front of our office and I immediately ran out of the room in fear and told my
coworkers to say I wasn’t here. He looked for me for two hours and talked terribly
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about me to my coworkers and was trying to get me fired. He even called my boss
in Auburn, and told him terrible lies in an effort to get me fired. I told my lawyer of
this and that he was harassing me but nothing came about from it.
On May 17, 2018 I finally built up the courage to tell my lawyer what had been
going on and the abuse I had been through. I could not live with myself if I kept it
a secret. This man preyed on me and abused me sexually. I was not going to let it
happen to anyone else. No [sic] else will be abused by him ever again.96
SLED interviewed
on May 23, 2018. In that interview,
also told SLED that LTC
Boes would text
a musical note, which would serve as the signal to come to his house.
also reported that LTC Boes masturbated into
dirty underwear and would “make
[
let [LTC Boes] do
dirty laundry every time
needed it done.”97
Finally,
reported that LTC Boes would “always swallow”
ejaculate.98
When asked by SLED if he was aware of any other inappropriate relationships LTC Boes may
have had with other cadets,
said he knew that LTC Boes was in a relationship with another
soldier while he was stationed at Shaw Airforce base in South Carolina.99
also said he
96

See SLED Report at 44-53.
See SLED Report at 43. As noted in Section V(B)(8)(a) below, Cozen reviewed text messages between LTC Boes
and
that were included in the SLED report. Those text messages did not contain any musical notes. However,
they did contain the following discussions regarding LTC Boes doing
laundry:
97

Date

From

8/30/2017

LTC Boes

8/30/2017
8/30/2017
8/30/2017
8/30/2017

To

LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes

10/9/2017
10/9/2017
10/9/2017

LTC Boes

LTC Boes

LTC Boes
LTC Boes

9:02AM
9:03AM
9:08AM
9:09AM

Message
Hey, your laundry and s done. I left the bag in the laundry
room at the house with the door unlocked so you can come
and graby [sic] the body bag when you want!
Thank you so much sir! I'm going to head over right now
and pick it up!
Bring a wheelbarrow, haha
Haha I won't let it go so long next time!
You ain't lying about having a lot of PT's

6:51AM
7:13AM

I have your laundry bag in the office
Thank you sir!!

6:55AM
7:06AM
7:13AM

Your laundry is ready to go at the
Thank you so much!
Of course…good luck with the

8:26AM
LTC Boes

10/2/2017
10/2/2017

Time

midterm!!

See SLED Report at 1153, 1179 and 1272.
98
See SLED Report at 42.
99
did not identify Taylor Gibbs by name, but Gibbs was interviewed by LTC Boes’s private investigator,
Mr. McDavid, and reported that he lived in Sumter, South Carolina and allowed LTC Boes to stay in a room in his
house during the summer of 2013, when LTC Boes was serving an in-country tour at Shaw Air Force Base. According
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“suspect[ed] there were others because of the way he talked about them.”100
102
,101
and
.103

named

On July 16, 2018, SLED interviewed
again. In that interview,
reported, among
other things, that LTC Boes: knew
had fake IDs; held those fake IDs for
and
provided one to him when they went out drinking alcohol.
also reported that LTC Boes
helped him escape punishment for school-related infractions because of their close relationship.
For instance,
said he was present on one occasion when LTC Boes called Ellen Eigner
requesting that she input a Special Purpose Leave (“Special Leave”) request in the system for
He said he was also present when LTC Boes called the infirmary.
said, “[Boes]
told them I was sick and needed [to] be put on medical leave so I could stay at his house.” Finally,
he said LTC Boes “made up community service hours” for him.
4.

Disclosures Regarding His Relationship with LTC Boes
(a)

Cadet
mother, provided a statement to SLED on June 20, 2018.
According to the statement,
said she first met LTC Boes on September 27, 2017,
and LTC Boes told her that Cadet
was “a special young man, that he had a special bond
with him and that he loved him.”104
said at the time that Cadet
was required
to complete 40 hours of community service and attend mandatory counseling sessions for having
used a fake ID. She said LTC Boes told her that he would arrange the community service, make
sure Cadet
completed it and monitor his attendance in counseling.
said she received a call from Cadet
2017. According to the SLED Report:

in late September or early October

He told her LTC Boes was gay and that LTC Boes had made advances toward him.
He sounded upset. She asked him to tell her what happened, but he would not give
her details. He kept repeating “Colonel Boes is gay.” She suggested he talk to

to the written summary of the interview, when he asked whether he was aware of the allegations against LTC Boes,
Gibbs replied, “I know where your [sic] headed and there was none of that.” Gibbs also said that he had “absolutely
not” observed any behavior that indicated LTC Boes was homosexual. Gibbs added that if there was an opportunity
to see if LTC Boes was gay, “he would have seen it.” See Exhibit 3 at 28.
100
See SLED Report at 42.
101
Cozen requested an interview with Mr.
, but he did not reply to the request. Mr.
was interviewed
by LTC Boes’s private investigator, whose interview summary stated that Mr.
denied having had any sexual
contact with LTC Boes.
102
’s last name was spelled “
” by
in his written statement to SLED. Cozen interviewed a cadet
named
, who appears to have been the individual referenced by
denied having
had any sexual contact with LTC Boes, and reported having a positive mentor-mentee relationship with him.
103
Cozen interviewed
, who also denied having had any sexual contact with LTC Boes and reported having
a positive mentor-mentee relationship with him.
104
See SLED Report at 7.
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Vannoy,105 but he said Vannoy was the one who told him to trust LTC Boes. He
felt Vannoy would not believe him. She then suggested he confront LTC Boes and
make it clear that he saw him only as a mentor and father figure. Her son expressed
concern that LTC Boes knew everything about him and could use the information
against him if he reported him. LTC Boes knew he had been placed into a pre-trial
intervention program. LTC Boes knew
. LTC Boes also knew that
. LTC Boes also knew that in September 2017, he had been
cited for trying to use a fake identification (ID) to get into a bar and had been
ordered to complete forty hours of community service as a result. No one else at
the Citadel knew those things about him. A few days after the phone call, her son
told her he had handled the situation. She questioned him, but he would only tell
her that it was handled.106
The SLED report states that
said the following regarding Cadet
trip to Charlotte to visit
(Cadet
cousin) and Cadet
reported disclosure during that trip of his relationship with LTC Boes to
(Cadet
uncle):
LTC Boes alerted her that
would not respond to his messages or answer
his repeated calls. [Mrs. Boes] was able to track [
via the Find a
Friend application (app) on her cell phone.
was also able to track
his location via the
OnStar system. They determined he was in Charlotte.
She assumed he went to there to see his cousin,
She text [sic]
to find out what was going on.
confirmed he was with her.
told her that he reported he had needed a change of scenery.
then informed LTC Boes that he was okay and just needed a break from
school. LTC Boes informed her that he was not authorized to leave school, but he
(LTC Boes) would see what he could do to cover for him. The next day, she
received a text message from her son telling her he was not going back to school.
She questioned him, and he said it had to do with being told when he could and
could not work his internship. The next day, her brother in law,
called her and told her about a conversation he had with her son.
stated [Cadet]
told him that he had been sexually abused by LTC Boes and
that was the real reason he had left school.
did not give her any
additional details. She was not aware that there were allegations relating to multiple
episodes of sexual abuse. She thought her son was referring to the incident he told
her about back in September/October 2017. She felt like he was using it as an
excuse to quit school months later. She told
to tell him to go back to
school.107
105

Brady Vannoy is the criminal defense attorney who represented
.
106
See SLED Report at 8.
107
See SLED Report at 8-9.

when he
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also told SLED agents the following information:
In early March [2018], I texted Col. Boes to see how [
was doing and that
was when he informed me [
had “completely cut us out of his life.”
and one of [LTC Boes’s]
got into some sort of an argument
followed by a falling out with Mrs. Boes. [
came home for spring break
shortly after that but Col. Boes continued to text me wanting to know how [
was doing. In one of his text messages [he wrote] “let me know if anything
interesting comes up, please.” After [
returned to school he talked to Col.
Boes off and on but not Mrs. Boes.
was communicating with me and
informed me that he would be transferring to Battalion next year and would have
rank along with other duties. This was made possible by Col. Boes. After a few
weeks went by, Col. Boes texted me and seemed upset that [
was not
responding to all of his messages and was avoiding him whenever possible. Col.
Boes did tell me that he went to [
room to speak to him one Sunday
evening since he would not respond to his messages. About a week after, during
final exams,
left school and did not return. Col. Boes talked to me about
trying to talk to
but did not know where he was staying. I gave him the
location of the
at the jobsite of where
was doing his
. Col.
Boes then informed me that he thought [
cut off communication because
he
. Col. Boes said he would try to go to the job site and talk to
[
face to face and convince him work on a plan to take classes during the
summer. A few days later is when [
revealed everything.108
(b)
Cadet
cousin,
provided a written statement to SLED on September 11,
2018. In that statement,
confirmed that Cadet
visited her in Charlotte
unexpectedly on February 9, 2018.
also confirmed that Cadet
told her
during that visit that LTC Boes had been sexually abusing him since October 2017. According to
the SLED Report,
described Cadet
visit to Charlotte as follows:
Soon his tone began to change, and he seemed down. He asked her if she wanted
to know the real reason he had showed up to visit. He began to tell her about a
Colonel he said had been sexually abusing him since October (2017). It had been
happening for several months. He told her the Colonel made a pass at him in late
October. He just had enough and that was why he showed up at her door. She
believed he was very embarrassed that he let this happen, and he worried about
what people would say about him if they knew. While he did not talk to her about
the details of the sexual abuse, he did tell her the Colonel tried to give him massages
and tried to shower with him.

108

See SLED Report at 56.
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He told her the Colonel had gotten him an internship. He loved the internship and
worried the Colonel would take it away if he said anything about the abuse. He
said he was scared to go back to the Citadel. He was worried there would be more
abuse because he had left campus without authorization. The Colonel was
supposedly covering for him being away. She recalled reading a text message the
Colonel sent to him that weekend. The Colonel said he needed to call him. The
Colonel also said he would take care of any problems that came about. She felt that
[the] Colonel was trying [to] scare and manipulate him. He was an emotional
wreck. He was normally a strong, young man who did not show his feelings, but
when he told her about the abuse he cried and cried. He told her he tried to talk to
his mom (
about the abuse, but she would not listen. He said his
parents believed the Colonel over him.109
also confirmed that they called
father,
via video and Cadet
told her father the same account he had told her. According to the SLED Report,
wrote:
At the conclusion of the conversation [with
it was decided that he
would stay with her until further notice. Unfortunately, after her father spoke to
he was told he had to go back to the Citadel at once. When he left
her house, he was anxious and worried. She spoke with him once he got back to
his dorm, and he told her he would no longer be talking to the Colonel.110
(c)
On July 24, 2018, Cadet
uncle,
provided a written statement to SLED.
confirmed that he received a video call from his Cadet
and his daughter,
111
According to the SLED report,
provided the following
information:
During the call, his nephew appeared visibly upset, crying, and scared. His nephew
told him a Colonel at the Citadel was making him do things that were inappropriate
and disgusting. His nephew said this had happened more than once. He said the
Colonel had been acting as a mentor to him. His nephew did not tell him the
specific details of what the Colonel was making him do, but he took it to be of a
sexual assault nature. His nephew said the Colonel was a powerful man, and he
felt [he] had to do the things the Colonel wanted. His nephew said he felt he had
nowhere to go. He had fled to
seeking refuge.

109

See SLED Report at 9-10.
See SLED Report at 11.
111
recalled this video call taking place in or around October 2017, but he said he was not sure about that
date.
110
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told his nephew he believed him. He told him he needed to report
this to authorities. He told his nephew by reporting it he would be helping others
because if it happened to him, it had happened to someone else. He also told his
nephew to talk to his parents. He explained the process would not be easy, and
once he made the allegations it would be a long hard road. He told his nephew
ultimately it was his decision on whether or not to report the matter. He said he
would stand by him in whatever he decided to do. His nephew believed since the
Colonel was a powerful person, no one would believe him if he told.
asked his nephew to let him know what his decision was once he decided what he
was going to do. After the call, he spoke to his sister in law,
and
told her what his nephew had said to him. She said she was going to talk to him
about it. He texted his nephew several times over the next week or so to follow up.
His nephew finally told him he had worked out what to do, but he was not
specific.112
(d)
Cozen interviewed
on November 6, 2018.
is a
graduate of The
Citadel and a friend of
recalled attending a gathering of cadets at a restaurant
toward the end of the
semester.113
said that at that gathering “someone made
a comment that LTC Boes was not getting along with his wife and that he liked guys and that is
why he kept having all of these guys over [to his house].”
said she proceeded to make a
joke about LTC Boes “liking dudes.” In response to that comment,
said
replied,
“That is not a joke. That is the issue.”
said
appeared “serious” and was “not
joking.”
said the conversation then moved on to another topic.

112
113

See SLED Report at 11-12.
could not recall who was present at this gathering, other than
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said that after she received a call from a SLED agent to be interviewed in the summer of
2018, she reached out to
via text message to ask what was happening. She provided to
Cozen copies of the following text conversation:

(e)

Adam Lowder

Cadet
,
roommate during the 2017-18 school year, was interviewed by
LTC Boes’s Private Investigator, Patrick McDavid, on August 14, 2018.114 The interview
summary prepared by Mr. McDavid is the only source of testimony by
that Cozen was
able to obtain.

114

failed to appear for an interview with Cozen that was scheduled to take place on December 5, 2018. He
did not respond to
subsequent attempts to re-schedule the interview. Cozen asked
Company TAC
Officer, LTC
, for assistance in ensuring
participation in an interview. On January 14, 2019, LTC
informed Cozen that
had withdrawn from the South Carolina Corps of Cadets.
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According to Mr. McDavid’s interview summary,
was not aware of the allegations about
LTC Boes.
described
as a “good roommate and was as nice as he could be.”
reported being aware of “
relationship with the Boes family,” and that “everyone
thought it was weird that Boes and
hung out together,” but
said he did not share
that sentiment.
explained that
did not have family nearby, so
saw “Boes
115
as a second father for
and that “
talked to Boes like a friend.”
According to the interview summary:
said that he recalled a onetime incident, in March 2018, when
returned to their room and looked distraught.
said he could tell something
was the matter and he asked, “you alright dude”. [sic] He said
told him,
“Col. Boes tried to do some gay stuff with me”. [sic]
said he responded, “I
don’t want to hear that”. [sic] When asked why he wasn’t interest [sic] in what
had to say,
said there was a lot of drama at the School and he didn’t
want to be part of it.
said
did not tell him what happened, and he
was under the impression it wasn’t much, but whatever happened it “distressed
said he only saw
like that “one time” and that is why he
asked him how he was doing.
had never told him about any “gay
problems” with Lt. Col. Boes earlier in the year and
never saw
look like that day.
said, he doesn’t know what happened between Boes
and
said,
did not appear to have been drinking when he
116
made the statement.
(f)

Charles Bundy

, a Superintendent with
supervisor, was interviewed by SLED on July 19, 2018.

, and

internship

Mr.
reported to SLED that he was present on a Saturday morning in May 2018, when LTC
Boes came to his and
jobsite looking for
Mr.
said LTC Boes identified
himself as a colonel at The Citadel and was “insistent on seeing
but he would not say
why.”117 Mr.
said he called
a few times to locate him, but
did not answer
his phone, nor did he call him back.
Mr.
said he started to become “more interested in the reason LTC Boes wanted to see him
so badly.” He said LTC Boes said he needed to see
because of school “and other things.”
LTC Boes said
was failing school and his parents were going to “write him off” as a result.
Mr.
added that LTC Boes told him
father was “a hothead” and was going to take
.

115

See Exhibit 3 at 49-50.
See Exhibit 3 at 49-50.
117
See SLED Report at 5577.
116
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Mr.
said LTC Boes was “making out like he was such a great guy and how wonderful he
was trying to make if [sic] for
However, he said LTC Boes was acting “nervous as a
cat” and had a hundred questions. Mr.
said that as LTC Boes was talking to him, he was
“getting leery” of his story. Mr.
said LTC Boes was at the jobsite for over an hour before
he left. Mr.
said he later found
who said “he could not talk about it right now but
whatever LTC Boes was telling him was a lie.” A few minutes later, LTC Boes returned to the
jobsite and was driving around the property. Mr.
said he did not acknowledge LTC Boes
this time, and LTC Boes finally left. Mr.
said
told a few days later that LTC Boes
had “sexually abused him.”
5.

LTC Boes’s Response to

Allegations

In his January 24, 2019, interview with Cozen, LTC Boes denied having had a sexual relationship
with
LTC Boes described the evolution of his relationship with
as follows.
(a)

Summer 2017: Beginning of Relationship Between
the Boes Family

and

LTC Boes said he met
in 2017. He said he had heard about
from 2016 and that he was
to The Citadel after
semester.
LTC Boes said he first met
in late June or July 2017 outside of Fourth Battalion barracks.
LTC Boes said he introduced himself to
and invited him over to his house for a cigar.
LTC Boes said he and
texted each other to schedule a time and, a week later,
came over to his house at about 7:30 p.m. LTC Boes said his family was home and he took
out on the back porch. LTC Boes gave
a cigar and beer. LTC Boes said he never asked
age because he
and looked like he was 25 years old. He said the two talked
for close to four hours about
ex-girlfriend and his life story. LTC Boes said
was very likable and they had a pleasant evening. LTC Boes said that three or four days later,
came back to LTC Boes’s house to hang out again.
LTC Boes said he has two
, and since he liked and trusted
he gave
permission to date
LTC Boes said he had never before
permitted a cadet to date
, but he said with
“[Heidi and I] knew it was
inevitable. I saw a quality young man.” LTC Boes said it was obvious that “sparks flew” between
and his daughter, Morgan.
and Morgan went on a few dates, but Morgan ended
the relationship because she was returning to college in
, and she was upset that
left hickeys on her neck. LTC Boes said aside from saying, “hey hickey boy” to
LTC
Boes stayed out of Morgan and
relationship.
(b)

Fall 2017: Development of Mentor-Mentee Relationship

LTC Boes said that over the course of Fall 2017, he continued to mentor
out with him at the fitness center in Deas Hall. He said he would drive
he was required to attend
. He also said that

often working
to the
opened up
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to him about the
. For instance,
he said
told him that he never received Christmas presents and his father would wake him
up very early to do yard work. He said
described his father as “the devil incarnate.”118
LTC Boes said he first met
parents at The Citadel’s Parents’ Day in October 2017. LTC
Boes said in the days leading up to the visit,
was visibly distraught. He said
asked
if his parents could meet him at LTC Boes’s house instead of the barracks. LTC Boes said the
introduction to his parents was a little awkward, but then
parents invited the Boes family
to dinner. LTC Boes said that at the dinner,
mom said
“is such a liar.” She
added that she goes through periods of not talking to
and, as a result, resorts to tracking
his truck on LoJack to determine his whereabouts.
LTC Boes said cadets would often gather at his or Lt Col Sberna’s house on Wednesday nights to
smoke cigars. He said such gatherings usually took place at Lt Col Sberna’s house, which was
next door to his own house. He said
attended “Cigar Night” occasionally and was always
very quiet and standoff-ish around other cadets. He said
acted this way because
believed “they’re all assholes.”
LTC Boes said he served alcohol to cadets who were 21 or over. He said Lt Col Sberna had talked
to him about serving alcohol to underage cadets. LTC Boes said “the fact that an 18 year old can’t
drink beer is bullshit. He’s walking from my house to his dorm room.” LTC Boes denied knowing
that
underwent alcohol counseling at The Citadel. He said, “Hell no I did not know
[
had an alcohol problem. I knew about his violation. I did not know about all of the times
he was over there [Campus Alcohol and Drug Information Center]. If I had known, I would have
played it differently.”
LTC Boes said that
did not have any friends after he withdrew from The Citadel following
his criminal incident in December 2016. He said his wife, Heidi, was suffering from empty nest
syndrome with both
at college and him working long hours. Therefore, he said
spent a lot of time with Mrs. Boes watching television and going out to dinner. LTC Boes
estimated that in Fall 2017,
was present in his home two or three nights a week. LTC
Boes said that on these occasions,
would not be drinking “nine out of ten times.” LTC
Boes said Mrs. Boes gave
a key to their house. LTC Boes said he went to dinner with
other cadets (
and
), but he did not do so as often as he did with

118

The SLED Report includes an undated letter from
to his father, whom he addressed as Mr.
In the
letter,
discusses wishing he had a closer relationship with his father, and being jealous of other families who
are close. He also wrote that his father does not know him well, but LTC Boes “could tell you more about
than anyone.”
concluded the letter, “If you want to cut me off and never speak to me than do it. I wouldn’t
blame you for it.” See SLED Report at 5888-89.
. replied in a lengthy email dated
September 28, 2017, and said, in pertinent part, that he will not pay tuition if
grades, “are not what they
should be;” “that
is not most kids and [
] is not most parents. [They] are people who came from
nothing and worked tirelessly to get ahead;” and that
is to “never address [
as
again
as long as [
live[s].” See SLED Report at 5890.
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LTC Boes said in the Fall 2017 semester, LTC Polites spoke with LTC Boes about
. LTC Boes said
lied to him about his grades, so he was not aware
until LTC Polites told him.
LTC Boes said he and
went to two concerts during the fall of 2017. When he took
to these concerts, he instructed
to write in The Citadel’s Cadet Accountability System
(“CAS”) that LTC Boes was his host father so that when LTC Polites saw the request to attend the
concerts, he would know he was with LTC Boes. LTC Boes said he went to a total of three concerts
with
one of which included an overnight stay in a hotel. LTC Boes said that during that
hotel stay, he slept in the bed and
slept on the couch. LTC Boes said
bought the
concert tickets, and the only time he saw
happy was at concerts. LTC Boes said he did
not go to concerts with other cadets.
LTC Boes said
shared with him that he was interested in “big time construction” and was
thinking of going into the field after graduation. In October 2017, LTC Boes helped
secure an internship
in Mount Pleasant, South Carolina. LTC Boes said
he offered to give
clothes for the internship. LTC Boes said
“worked his butt
off” at the
and he now believes that
was neglecting his school work because he
was working so hard at his
.
(c)

Christmas 2017 and Winter Break: No Communication by
with the Boes Family

LTC Boes said that on December 19, 2017, his family hosted a Christmas dinner with their two
and
and gave
Christmas presents. LTC Boes said he bought
golf shirts for his internship. LTC Boes said they tried to make it a nice evening, but something
was off about
LTC Boes said he later learned that he and Morgan had a conversation that
night that hurt his feelings.
LTC Boes said over Christmas break,
mother called LTC Boes and told him that
Fall 2017 semester grades were poor and
father said he would not pay school
tuition for the Spring 2018 semester. He said
mom asked him to call
father
and talk with him. LTC Boes said he called
father and explained to
father
that
were not unusual for
and that
was loving his
.
father agreed to continue to pay tuition and
mother said LTC Boes “saved the holidays.”
LTC Boes said he did not hear from
for 10 or 11 days over the Christmas break. LTC
Boes said, “I was hurt. Morgan was pissed. Heidi was hurt. You’re in our lives, we give you a
Christmas, and I didn’t get a text for Christmas.” LTC Boes said Mrs. Boes called
and
asked for their house key back. He said
later came over to apologize and explained that
he shuts people out.
said the issue was his own doing (i.e., “it’s not you, it’s me”).
In early January 2018, before the start of the Spring 2018 semester, Charleston received an
unexpected snowfall. LTC Boes said
was working in Mount Pleasant and staying in a
corporate apartment. LTC Boes told
“to get [his] ass over here.”
spent three
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nights on the Boes family’s couch during the snow storm and LTC Boes said it appeared to him
that
and Morgan resumed their romantic relationship. LTC Boes said he and
“drove around goofing off in the snow downtown.”
(d)

Spring 2018: Deterioration of
Boes Family

Relationship with the

LTC Boes said he and
continued to work out together at the start of the Spring 2018
semester. He said
changed his schedule so they could work out together because
was going to his internship in the afternoons.
LTC Boes recalled receiving a call on a Friday in late January from LTC Polites, who was looking
for
LTC Boes told LTC Polites that
worked at his internship on Mondays,
Tuesdays and Thursdays, but that he was likely there despite it being a Friday. LTC Boes said he
then received a call from
mother, who was also looking for
She said his LoJack
indicated he was driving north. LTC Boes said he called and texted
who did not respond.
LTC Boes said he then called
Battalion TAC Officer, LTC
(to whom LTC Polites
reports), and said he did not know what was going on with
but his mom was worried.
LTC Boes asked LTC Panton if he could put
on Special Leave. LTC Boes explained the
rationale for his request to put
on Special Leave as follows: “If [
was looking at
six tours, he would leave school.”
LTC Boes said he received a call from
mother on Sunday night that
was on his
way back to The Citadel. LTC Boes said
“showed up at [his] door, crying, saying he can’t
take it. He can’t take school and being told what to do.” LTC Boes said he and Mrs. Boes calmed
down, fed him dinner and he returned to the barracks.
LTC Boes said that after this episode, he and
resumed their normal workout routine. He
said
also made plans to visit Morgan at college in
. LTC Boes said that in midFebruary 2018, Morgan told him that she did not want
to visit her “because he is too much
drama.” LTC Boes said
took the news hard and “went into a tail spin.” He said
called his mother asking to go on medical leave.
LTC Boes said that about a week or two after Morgan cancelled
trip, LTC Boes went
out of town and he asked
to look after Mrs. Boes because it was the anniversary of her
father’s death. LTC Boes said he received a phone call from Morgan, who was angry because
posted pictures on social media of himself having dinner with Mrs. Boes.119
LTC Boes said that later that evening,
was watching television with Mrs. Boes when
Morgan called. He said Morgan became even more upset during the call upon learning that
was watching television with Mrs. Boes. He said an argument ensued in which Morgan

119

The SLED Report reflects that on February 23, 2018, Morgan sent LTC Boes a text message that read, “Dad, I’m
pissed.” See SLED Report at 335.
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told
to leave and hang out with his own friends instead. LTC Boes said
left their home upset and later sent him and Mrs. Boes a text that read:

reportedly

Alright y'all I appreciate everything y'all have done for me but obviously this isn't
going to work because Morgan just called me and said it's not going to so don't
worry I'll get my shit tomorrow and you won't have [to] worry about me interfering
anymore. I don't want to come between your relationship with Morgan and
apparently I am according to her so I'll go about my way and let y'all have her.
Thanks for everything and I'm sorry it couldn't work out.120
The following morning at 6 a.m.,
went to the Boes house to retrieve his items. Mrs. Boes
asked
what he was doing and
said he was not welcome at their house anymore
and left their house. LTC Boes said Mrs. Boes drove around looking for
but could not
find him. LTC Boes said
never again communicated with Mrs. Boes, which he said
“devastated her.”
LTC Boes said he did not speak with
for some time after
Mrs. Boes. As noted in the chart below, LTC Boes repeatedly sent
next three days, but these went unanswered:121

falling-out with
text messages over the

Date
From
To
2/23/2018 LTC Boes

Time
10:22PM

Message
Call me please!

2/23/2018 LTC Boes

10:38PM

Stay calm, be smart…you are family and always
will be.

2/24/2018 LTC Boes

7:16AM

2/24/2018 LTC Boes

7:17 AM

2/24/2018 LTC Boes

7:34AM

! You ARE our family, don't let a angry
phone call change all you know about how much
we love you- and you know we do love you
unvonditionally [sic].
Please contact Heidi as she is distraught about
you taking your stuff and it is really making us
sad.
, talk to me

2/26/2018 LTC Boes

11:12AM I'm sorry that Morgan pissed you off, she should
have stayed out of it, but I am not sure why you
are angry with Heidi and me, especially Heidi,
because we have never been anything but
supportive of you. Let me know when/if you
want to talk.

120
121

See SLED Report at 602.
See SLED Report at 598-602.
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LTC Boes said despite
ignoring his texts, he would still see
in the gym. On one
occasion, LTC Boes approached
in the gym and
said, “Get the fuck out of my
face.” LTC Boes said he took a deep breath and walked away from
LTC Boes said he did not hear from
over Spring Break. After Spring Break, LTC Boes
said he and
started talking and working out again, but
did not go to LTC Boes’s
house anymore.
LTC Boes said both Mrs. Boes and Morgan were upset with LTC Boes for continuing to talk with
LTC Boes said that toward the end of April 2018, he and Mrs. Boes had a fight about his
continued communications with
LTC Boes said that at some point thereafter, he went to
internship site and asked
to make up with Mrs. Boes. However,
did
not make the effort to make up with Mrs. Boes, so the following day, LTC Boes went to
room in the barracks to talk to him. LTC Boes said he told
“If you want me out of your
life, I’m out. I’ll be hurt, but this on-again off-again thing isn’t working.” He said
told
him he did not want LTC Boes out of his life and again said, “It’s not you; it’s me.” LTC Boes
said he did not hear from
after that, and so the following day, LTC Boes texted him, “You
win, I’m out. You know how to get a hold of me if you want to.” LTC Boes commented in his
interview that he “thought the world” of
but that “enough [was] enough, even for me.”
LTC Boes said he received a call a few days later from
mother, who was upset about
from the Spring semester and scared of how
father would react.
She asked for LTC Boes’s help in organizing summer school for
and asked that he talk to
A few days following this phone call, LTC Boes told Mrs. Boes he was going to try once
more to talk with
On May 5, 2018, LTC Boes went to
internship location and
looked for
LTC Boes said he told one of the supervisors that
and he needed to talk with him to come up with a plan. LTC Boes said after looking for
and not finding him, he left and went to Burger King. While in Burger King, he received
a text from
that copied
attorney, Mr. Vannoy. In that text,
accused LTC Boes
of trying to get him fired from his internship.122 LTC Boes said he called Mr. Vannoy upon
122

The SLED Report contains the relevant iMessages from LTC Boes’s phone. The printout of the messages from
SLED’s forensic download of the message shows that the message was sent to only LTC Boes. However,
addressed the message to Mr. Vannoy by name. The messages say the following:
[sent to only LTC Boes]: Brady, Col Boes is harassing me and showing up to my job site
and trying to get me fired. Can you please intervene before I have to call the police
[sent to only LTC Boes]: I need this done ASAP because he is lying and ruining my
reputation at work. I am making my parents known of this harassment and they will get involved
legally if they have too
[sent to only LTC Boes]: Please intervene because I can not have him harassing me at
work.
LTC Boes: The ONLY reason I came to your work was to try to help you formulate a plan to deal
with your dad when he sees the
you received this semester in hopes of him not pulling
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receiving this text and told him what had happened. He said he then called
mom and
told her that
had hidden from him. LTC Boes said at that point, he was “officially
finished” with
LTC Boes said on Monday, May 7, 2018, he received an email from
(the owner of
the company for which
interned) asking that LTC Boes call him.123 LTC Boes called Mr.
, who said he “did not like drama on the work site.” LTC Boes said he downplayed what
happened and only shared with
that
dad was going to be upset about his
grades. LTC Boes said that 30 minutes later, he received a text from
that read, “You’re
going to be sorry you talked to
.” LTC Boes said he replied, “I’ve never lied to you.
Let’s talk.”124 LTC Boes said he never received a response from
(e)

May 2018: Criminal Complaint and Arrest

LTC Boes said on Thursday, May 17, 2018, he received a phone call from Mr. Vannoy, who said
wanted to meet with Mr. Vannoy and asked LTC Boes if he knew why
would be
requesting such a meeting. LTC Boes told Mr. Vannoy about going to
internship,
your truck, phone and tuition. I did not, and would not, try to get you fired from something you
love or get you in trouble in any way. I hope you figure things out, including knowing who cares
about your best interests. I will NOT be coming by or getting gin [sic] contact with you as you have
it all figured out. You know how to reach me if you want.
See SLED Report at 353-54.
See Exhibit 27.
124
The SLED Report contains the following iMessages, dated May 7, 2018, from LTC Boes’s phone:
123

You made a very very bad mistake by calling
.
knows everything and so do
my parents. I’m done with the citadel and I’m not coming back. Stay out of my life and STOP
TRYING TO GET ME FIRED.
LTC Boes:
emailed ME and I supported you and your abilities and potential. I told him that
you had
and needed a plan to move forward. He said that you must
have a college degree to work for them. BTW, I spoke with
. I am NOT trying to
hurt you!
So ruining my reputation at work that I’ve worked so hard for is helping? Telling everyone
who will listen my Personal and Family business? That’s not helpful. That’s an outright attack on
me and you better believe it’s coming right back. SO literally stop, I’m done at the citadel, I’m done
with my parents. I’m going to do my thing and I don’t care what anyone thinks.
LTC Boes:
, I told them as little as possible but I had to have a reason for coming to see you
– which I did to try to build a plan for your dad. YOU were the one that added drama by hiding and
not coming to speak with me which should not have caused a ripple with
or
. I know
you have a lot going on right now so I would only say to go slow and not jump too soon on decisions.
You may not believe it, but I am and will help you.
LTC Boes: Remember, I have NEVER lied to you about anything. Talking will be good for all.
See SLED Report at 347-48.
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refusing to meet with him and the subsequent call with Mr.
. LTC Boes said he
told Mr. Vannoy, “I’m done with this dude. Don’t forget he needs
.” Mr. Vannoy told LTC Boes that he would follow up with him after he met with
LTC Boes said despite calling and texting Mr. Vannoy in the subsequent days, Mr.
Vannoy did not respond.
LTC Boes said on May 21, 2018, he received a phone call from The Citadel’s General Counsel,
Mr. Brandenburg, who told him he received a letter that was a precursor to a lawsuit.125 LTC Boes
recalled that Mr. Brandenburg asked him to tell him “the deal” with
which LTC Boes
proceeded to do.
LTC Boes said he thereafter spoke with his friend who is a judge. That friend told him, “This ain’t
good. It’s gonna be sexual. What else is [
going to say? What else could it be?”
LTC Boes said on June 1, 2018, SLED executed a search warrant of his home. He said he was
sitting on his couch when SLED came to the door at 9:45 a.m. He was handcuffed and brought
out to the porch. SLED agents asked if he would talk to them, and he said yes. He said he was
asked whether he had had sex with
whether he and Mrs. Boes have sex, whether he
masturbated, whether he masturbated into
clothes and other related questions.
LTC Boes said he read
statement to SLED agents, and after doing so he understood why
the agents were asking him those questions. LTC Boes told the agents that
father is
worth a lot of money and is a bulldog. LTC Boes said he had an issue with the way in which
SLED summarized his interview because “they painted it a certain way and seemed to focus on
me taking away punishments along the way [for
when I have done the same for hundreds
and thousands of cadets.”
When asked by Cozen about the specific allegations in the arrest warrant, LTC Boes said that on
September 29, 2017—the date of the first alleged sexual contact—he went to work out with
and they stopped by his office for a protein drink. However, he denied having any sexual
contact with
on that occasion. LTC Boes added that
was at his house for dinner
on another occasion and
“rolled out a Charlie horse on [LTC Boes’s] leg.” LTC Boes
further recalled the evening of November 10, 2017—the night
alleged that LTC Boes gave
him pills and performed oral sex on him—and said that
was at his house; Mrs. Boes was
in New York; and it was “likely they hung out on the back porch and drank beer.” However, LTC
Boes denied ever giving
pills or performing oral sex on him, on that night or any night.
LTC Boes was also interviewed by SLED. In that interview, he reported having a close
mentor-mentee relationship with
which included
spending a significant amount
of time with him and his family. LTC Boes admitted to providing alcohol to
when he was
a minor but denied engaging in any sexual contact with
LTC Boes’s account was
consistent with certain portions of
account, in the following ways: he said they worked
125

See Exhibit 12.
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out together; ate meals together; went to concerts together; and that
. Additionally, LTC Boes corroborated specific facts in
specifically shared the following:


He got the key to unlock Deas Hall to work out with
closed;126



He visited
visiting a gym;



He saw



In his statement to SLED, he said he granted
he said he had done with other cadets in the past.128

briefly dated his
account, and
while the school was

apartment in January 2018 after a dinner, and a second time after
naked while they separately showered after working out;127 and

6.

overnights in the CAS database, as

Witness Interviews of Boes Family Members
(a)

Heidi Boes

Mrs. Boes was interviewed by SLED on June 1, 2018 and Cozen on January 24, 2019.129 She is a
the wife of LTC Boes.
(i)

Summer/Fall 2017:
Family

Relationship with the Boes

Mrs. Boes said LTC Boes often had cadets to their family home for dinner. She said she first met
when he came over to her family’s house for a dinner, and that in the ensuing months,
they grew closer and
would come over to their house often (at least once a week). Mrs.
Boes said
shared with her his experience growing up and she grew to love him and
consider him a son. Mrs. Boes said she felt bad for
due to her perception that he “ha[d]
been through hell” growing up.
Mrs. Boes said
did not have many friends at school and when other cadets would come
over to her home to smoke cigars with LTC Boes,
would stay inside the house with her.
She said her daughters were away at college and
would come over to help around the
house, watch television with her and go out to dinner with her and her family. Mrs. Boes said she
126

As noted in his written statement to SLED,
reported that on January 5, 2018, Deas Hall was closed due to
snow, and LTC Boes got the key to Deas Hall from the Commandant, took
to the gym inside Deas Hall to
work out and then performed oral sex on
in the storage closet.
127
Also as noted in his written statement to SLED,
reported that on January 1, 2018, after working out at
Pivotal Fitness in Mount Pleasant together, he and LTC Boes returned to
apartment in Mount Pleasant,
where LTC Boes performed oral sex on him and watched him as he showered.
128
See SLED Report at 16-17.
129
Mrs. Boes provided largely consistent accounts in the two interviews. Unless otherwise noted, all references to
statements by Mrs. Boes are from her interview with Cozen.
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and
(usually, but not always, accompanied by LTC Boes) went out to dinner once every
two or three weeks, and she and her husband would take turns paying the bill with
She
said
would join her on shopping trips to DSW and Marshalls.
Mrs. Boes said
would drink at her family’s house, and sometimes arrived at their house
intoxicated. She recalled that one time he vomited on their couch.
Mrs. Boes said her daughter Morgan dated
briefly during the summer of 2017. She said
they went out four times, but that Morgan did not like that he had been drinking prior to picking
her up and that he gave her hickeys on her neck, which Morgan found to be “too aggressive.” Mrs.
Boes said Morgan ended the relationship when she returned to college in
in the fall of
2017. Mrs. Boes shared that Morgan told her after their breakup that she began to see indications
in
behavior that led her to believe “something [was] not right with him.” According to
Mrs. Boes, Morgan told her that “he never goes out, he has no friends, he is only friends with
and he disappears on weekends.”
Mrs. Boes recounted her first meeting with
parents, at Parents’ Day at The Citadel in
October 2017. She said
was “a mess” leading up to the visit. She said she and LTC Boes
joined
and his parents for dinner. Mrs. Boes said
father was “bashing”
130
and his mother was “overbearing and all over him.”
(ii)

Christmas 2017 and Winter Break: No Communication
by
with the Boes Family

Mrs. Boes said she hung up a stocking for
during Christmas 2017 and bought him clothes
as gifts. She said
went to Virginia to spend the holiday with his parents and he did not
contact anyone in the Boes family while he was away. Mrs. Boes said she was hurt that
did not communicate with her family over the holiday break. She said, “We were all kind of ticked
off at him, you’re part of our lives or you’re not, make up your mind.” She said when
returned from visiting his parents, he apologized and gave gifts to everyone.131
(iii)

Spring 2018: Deterioration of
with the Boes Family

Relationship

Mrs. Boes said on the evening of February 23, 2018, LTC Boes was out of town and she and
went to dinner at Leon’s Oyster Bar. She recalled that
posted pictures of them at
dinner on social media.
Mrs. Boes said that after dinner, she and
went to the Boes house, and watched television
with her daughter Taylor, who was home for the weekend. Mrs. Boes said Morgan called her and
130

In explaining the impact
parents had on
Mrs. Boes noted that
had anxiety issues. She
said he would chew his fingers until they were unrecognizable and pick his eye brows. She said LTC Boes had been
trying to get
into counseling, but
refused to go.
131
These gifts included two Alex and Ani brand bracelets that said “Mom,” and a Starbucks gift card. She said he
also gave Taylor a $100 gift card to Lululemon.
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said that she had seen the social media posts of Mrs. Boes and
out to dinner. Morgan told
Mrs. Boes that she was upset that she was still socializing with
after she broke up with
him. Mrs. Boes said that Morgan’s call upset
who stormed out of the house and drove
away in his truck.132 She reported that later that night, her daughter showed her pictures that
posted on Snapchat of him doing cocaine after he left their house.
Mrs. Boes said after that evening,
stopped coming over to the Boes home and stopped
answering her phone calls. She said that at some later time, she walked over to the Fifth Battalion
barracks, and asked a cadet to tell
to come downstairs. She said
refused to meet
with her, so she walked to his car and put the bracelets he had given her for Christmas on his car,
along with a note that read, “Give these to your real mom.” Mrs. Boes said she never spoke with
again after he left their house on February 23, 2018, and she felt like she had lost a child.133
Mrs. Boes said LTC Boes stopped talking with
for a while after the evening of
February 23, 2018. She said that
parents continued to call LTC Boes when issues would
arise with
Mrs. Boes said, “I would get angry because I would be like, ‘Come home for
dinner,’” but he would be talking with
parents. Mrs. Boes said, based on the frequency
of their communications with LTC Boes,
parents “would have thought [
was
the only cadet [LTC Boes] had to deal with.”
Mrs. Boes said that around graduation time in May 2018,
mother asked LTC Boes to
talk with
Mrs. Boes said LTC Boes told her that he was going to go to
internship location to talk with him. She said she and LTC Boes had an argument over whether
LTC Boes should go there because she thought it would result in “a big blowout” between LTC
Boes and
She said LTC Boes called her on his way home and said his meeting with
did not go well and that he subsequently received a “disturbing text from
Mrs.
Boes said she subsequently called
internship boss and told him, “This has nothing to do
with [
work ethic but I am fearful for my family and I don’t know what he is capable
of.”134

132

Mrs. Boes said
had been drinking, and drove anyway.
Mrs. Boes said she had previously given
a key to the house to watch their cats when they were gone and
to paint Morgan’s bedroom. Following this episode, she asked LTC Boes to get the house key back from
She said that one day she returned home to find
clothes and personal items removed from the house, and
the key he had borrowed on the counter.

133

SLED’s report contains photographed excerpts of handwritten journal entries made by Mrs. Boes. Among these
excerpts is a March 19, 2018 journal entry in which Heidi wrote: “3 weeks ago,
severed his relationship with
us. Actually, it broke my heart too, but I felt worse for Greg [Heidi refers to Ken Boes by his first name, Greg]. I’m
not over it, it’s like mourning the loss of a child. I don’t [know] why he has chosen to hate us. It makes me sad and
I only wish him the very best in life. That was the first in 18 years. .” See SLED Report at 6238.
134
Mrs. Boes explained in her interview with Cozen that she made this phone call because of
criminal
incidents from December 2016, and because
had allegedly confided in her that he and a friend subsequently
threatened the victim of that incident to persuade her into telling The Citadel that the incident never occurred.
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(iv)

May to June 2018: Criminal Complaint and Arrest

Mrs. Boes said she first learned of the general nature of the allegations made by
on
May 21, 2018, when LTC Boes told her about the litigation hold letter received by
Mr. Brandenburg. According to Mrs. Boes, LTC Boes came home that day and said, “We need to
talk.” Mrs. Boes said he showed her the letter on their porch, and she was thinking to herself,
“You’ve got to be kidding.” Mrs. Boes said she thought that
was “going to charge us with
some kind of sexual assault.” Mrs. Boes said they brought their
to the porch, where they
talked about their anger. According to Mrs. Boes, their
said, “We knew it.”135
Mrs. Boes said she first learned of the specific allegations regarding LTC Boes’s sexual abuse on
June 1, 2018, when the search warrant on their home was executed. Mrs. Boes said she was not
home when the search warrant was executed, but when she returned home, she saw that her house
had been torn apart. Mrs. Boes commented in her interview, “I didn’t realize the agents were
against us. I thought that they were there to find the truth on either side.”
Mrs. Boes said in her interview that she and her family were “groomed and duped” by
According to her:
You grow to love these boys. We’ve been doing it for 18 years. We go to their
weddings. They have babies. They are family. This has been our life and I’ve
loved it. I had four sisters, no boys in our family. You know, these are our sons.
When we first started, some were like brothers. I have a class ring. They bought
me my own ring. They’ve asked us to be godparents. I do not believe this for a
millisecond. I just believe
is a narcissistic sociopath and we were
groomed perfectly.

135

In a journal entry from May 21, 2018 located in the SLED Report, Mrs. Boes wrote the following to her deceased
father:
You seem so far away – physically yes, but also in my thoughts – which I hate! I need you so much.
I know you know what’s going on with the whole
saga – it’s such bullshit. I know you’re
taking care of it, but I’m in utter shock. We loved him, gave him our hearts and our home and he
goes psycho on us? Really? Did we ever even know him? What a sicko. I wish he was a nonentity in our lives. Time will tell. We had so many red flags waving in our faces. One of us never
saw them. I hope it’s not too late.
Not a day goes by when you are not in my heart. I miss you Dad. This sucks.
See SLED Report at 6239.
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(b)

Morgan Boes

Morgan Boes was interviewed by SLED on June 4, 2018 and Cozen on March 18, 2019.136 Morgan
is the youngest daughter of LTC Boes and Mrs. Boes, and during the 2017-18 academic year, she
attended college at Auburn University.
Morgan said her family often served as a host family for cadets, and that cadets would regularly
come to her house for dinner and Cigar Nights. She reported meeting
in July 2017.
Shortly after their first meeting,
messaged her via Instagram to ask her out on a date.
Morgan said she had never before dated a cadet, but since he was friends with her parents, she
agreed to go out with him.
Morgan said she and
went out a few times, but she thought he was aggressive because he
gave her hickeys on her neck. She said she thought there was “something off about him.” She
described their romance as short-lived because
returned to Virginia for a few weeks
shortly after they started dating, and then she returned to Auburn for the 2017-18 academic year.
Morgan said she and
nonetheless remained friends, and she saw him with her family when
she came home for Fall Break and the Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays.
Morgan said that over Christmas break, she and
started dating again and they made plans
for him to visit her at Auburn University in February 2018. However, she said she was not “into
the relationship,” so she later called him to tell him not to visit her and that she just wanted to be
friends. She said both times she ended their relationship,
appeared to her to agree and
take it well, but she learned from her parents that
was actually heartbroken.
With respect to the events of February 23, 2018, Morgan said she saw a picture that
posted
on Instagram of himself outside of his ex-girlfriend’s house. She said she called her mother to talk
about the post, not knowing that
at the time was physically present with her mother.
Morgan said
yelled at Morgan while she was talking, which caused a fight between
Morgan, Taylor Boes (Morgan’s older sister, who was also present), and Mrs. Boes. According
to Morgan,
left the Boes house and later posted pictures on social media of himself doing
cocaine. Morgan said that was the last time she or her mother spoke with
Morgan said
her mother subsequently tried to talk with
but he refused to speak with her.
Morgan said she was not upset that her parents continued to talk with
nor was she upset that her father continued to “mentor”
after
Mrs. Boes.

after their break-up,
stopped speaking to

Morgan said that she learned of the allegations from her father and mother. She said she believes
is fabricating the allegations for three reasons. First, she said
was upset that
Morgan broke up with him. Second, she said
was upset that LTC Boes went to his jobsite
and told his bosses that he did not
. Third,
and needed
136

Morgan provided largely consistent accounts in the two interviews. Unless otherwise noted, all references to
statements by Morgan are from her interview with Cozen.
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an excuse for
. Morgan added that Mrs. Boes told her that
said his parents “will do anything to protect their reputation.”
7.

Reaction of Citadel Staff and Students to the Allegations

All staff members interviewed by Cozen expressed shock and disbelief at
allegations of
sexual abuse against LTC Boes. They described the allegations as “absurd,” “bullshit,”
“ludicrous” and an “ambush,” and said they were “dumbfounded” by the allegations.
LtCol Graham said that “LTC Boes did a couple of things wrong,” including “giving [
alcohol on campus and putting him on Special Leave [while he was] in [an]other Battalion.” He
said he could see how “an outsider” might perceive that LTC Boes was “grooming”
but
that his actions toward
were “also consistent with how LTC Boes took care of kids.”
LTC Polites said that when he learned of the allegations, he knew immediately they had been made
by
because no one else was around LTC Boes as much as
LtCol Graham said, “When I heard that he offered alcohol to a cadet who was 20, I was not
surprised. Alumni give alcohol to minors at games.” The TAC Officers reporting to LTC Boes
said they were shocked when they learned that LTC Boes admitted to providing alcohol to minors,
but they said LTC Boes’s admission about providing alcohol to minors in no way led them to
believe that LTC Boes sexually assaulted
nor did it change the fact that they held him in
high regard.
In his interview with Cozen, LTC Polites expressed his frustration about LTC Boes’s interference
in
discipline and
subsequent transfer to Fourth Battalion. Specifically,
LTC Polites reflected on the concerning number of times and circumstances LTC Boes personally
inserted himself into disciplinary decisions relating to
Additionally, with respect to
transfer, LTC Polites said it would have been “customary” for LTC Boes to ask
LTC Polites before transferring
LTC Polites also expressed remorse for not seeing the signs in
that he said he was trained
to spot in child victims of sexual assault through The Citadel’s Darkness to Light training. He
spoke about having difficulty reconciling
allegations with how he observed and tried to
help
LTC Polites said:
I looked back in my mind at the relevant chain of events. When we go through the
Darkness to Light training, the victims are not normally as old as
is not a small man. I was shocked to hear that the first allegation [by
of the
sexual abuse occurred] in the fall [of 2017]. Never once was there any indication
from
After first semester in fall [2017], I made
check in with
me every week.
never once indicated to me that something was going on
with LTC Boes. I spoke with
a lot about
. He talked a lot about
his dad, who he said was always hard on him.
said he had not spoken
with his mom since Christmas [2017]. I talked to him about the value of respect
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and that regardless of how he perceived what happened to him [regarding his
parents], he needed to be respectful [of his parents].
LTC Panton said that, had he recognized signs of sexual abuse before the accusations were made,
he would have felt comfortable raising his concerns up the chain of command. LTC Polites said
he would have been similarly comfortable in terms of being able and willing to report concerns.
Lt Col Sberna spoke with LTC Boes around the time the search warrant was executed in June 2018.
He said their conversation consisted of speculation about what SLED was investigating. Before
learning of the nature of the allegations, LTC Boes said he could only think it was a sexual
allegation. Lt Col Sberna said he recalled LTC Boes saying, “It’s the only thing that fits.”
All TAC Officers interviewed by Cozen said that they would not engage in the types of activity
that LTC Boes did with
including attending off-campus activities together, having
individual cadets to their houses or serving alcohol to minors. One TAC Officer described it as
“weird,” and others said it “blurred the lines.” Everyone reported, however, that they had not
noticed or heard about any conduct that would have led them to believe that LTC Boes was
engaged in sexual abuse of
or anyone else.
Some interviewees speculated that
fabricated the allegations against LTC Boes because
he was upset that LTC Boes got him fired from his internship
.137
Others speculated that
fabricated the allegations for some type of financial gain, or to get
back at his controlling father.
said she did not believe these rumors because
respected his father. She said, “It made me angry seeing the comments on social media
that [
was trying to get something out of it by making this up. I’ve seen both sides of LTC
Boes and I saw the way
told me in the restaurant. He is not making this up.”
Other interviewees expressed a slightly different view. Two cadets discussed LTC Boes having
favorites and “fuck buddies,” as well as “liking a certain type of dude.” One employee shared that
while he did not suspect sexual contact with cadets, he believed that LTC Boes did not like women
as cadets and employees of The Citadel, and was aware of certain comments allegedly made by
LTC Boes that suggested he believed that women should not be allowed to attend The Citadel.

137

There is no evidence that
was fired from his internship. His transcript indicates he completed
hours and received an
from The Citadel for his internship.

credit
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8.

Evidence Reviewed

In addition to conducting witness interviews and reviewing the summaries of SLED’s and
Mr. McDavid’s witness interviews, Cozen also reviewed the following sources of documentary
evidence:


Text messages and photos taken from LTC Boes’s personal phone, which was
forensically imaged by SLED (from the SLED Report);



A flash drive containing photos of
SLED Report);



LTC Boes’s personnel file from The Citadel (provided by The Citadel);



Emails from The Citadel’s server (provided by The Citadel);



A description of items seized or located pursuant to SLED’s search warrant (from the
SLED Report);

provided to SLED by

(from the



Leave Requests from The Citadel (provided by The Citadel);



disciplinary history at The Citadel (provided by The Citadel);



infirmary records from The Citadel (provided by The Citadel); and



community service records (from the SLED Report).
(a)

Text Communications

SLED’s report contains 4,706 pages of text messages that were sourced from a forensic download
by SLED of LTC Boes’s personal cell phone. Among those communications were text message
exchanges between LTC Boes and
from July 14, 2017 to May 7, 2018.
These messages corroborate that LTC Boes and
worked out together on a near-daily
basis; ate dinner together at least weekly; discussed
relationship with his parents;
discussed
relationship with Morgan Boes; and discussed
Pre-Trial
Intervention requirements. The messages reflect that LTC Boes was usually the one who initiated
the dinners and outings, though
rarely declined LTC Boes’s invitations.
The text message communications between LTC Boes and
are markedly different in tone
and subject from LTC Boes’s text message conversations with other cadets. Whereas LTC Boes’s
texts with
were generally casual and related to personal issues, his texts with other cadets
were usually brief and related strictly to school matters.138
Reproduced below are excerpts of conversations that shed light on the relationship between LTC
Boes and
138

As noted in Section V(C)(9) below, LTC Boes did exchange certain casual text messages containing sexual
innuendoes with several other cadets.
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Date
10/5/2017

From
LTC Boes

Time
10:05PM

Message
Calm and cool my studly friend139

10/19/2017 LTC Boes

10:50AM

10/19/2017 LTC Boes
10/19/2017
10/19/2017

LTC Boes
LTC Boes

10:51AM
10:51AM
10:55AM

10/19/2017 LTC Boes
10/19/2017

LTC Boes

10:55AM
10:58AM

Awesome! You
.
Lol but I can be bribed!!
You coming over just after 11?
What did you have in mind?
We gonna go pick up your prescription,
meal and lift?
Yes, sir!!!
I’ll be over shortly!140

10/28/2017

LTC Boes

12:13PM

LTC Boes

12:13PM
12:46PM
12:46PM

10/28/2017 LTC Boes
10/28/2017
10/28/2017 LTC Boes

To

11/24/2017 LTC Boes
11/24/2017
11/24/2017 LTC Boes
11/24/2017
11/24/2017 LTC Boes

10:29AM
LTC Boes
LTC Boes

10:38AM
10:37AM142
10:39AM
12:39PM

If I was to do the march on to the
football game, could I walk back with
you when you go back home to change
or would that put you in a bad spot?
Probably better not
That's what I was thinking
Ya, gotta keep up appearances. Haha141
When are you heading back to
Charleston?
Sunday morning
Good, looking forward to seeing you!
Looking forward to seeing you too!
called and said he is
looking forward to seeing us!143

139

See SLED Report at 1164.
See SLED Report at 1109-10.
141
See SLED Report at 1067.
142
The timestamp of this text message reflects that it was sent earlier than the previous and subsequent text messages.
This anomaly was present in the SLED report.
143
See SLED Report at 967.
140
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Date
11/26/2017
11/26/2017
11/26/2017
11/26/2017
11/26/2017
11/26/2017
11/26/2017
11/26/2017
11/26/2017

From
LTC Boes

To
LTC Boes

LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes

Time
3:36PM
3:46PM
3:46PM
3:55PM
3:55PM
3:58PM
3:57PM144
3:58PM
3:59PM

11/26/2017 LTC Boes

4:00PM

11/26/2017 LTC Boes

9:18PM

11/26/2017

LTC Boes

9:24PM

12/7/2017

LTC Boes

12:29PM

12/7/2017
12/8/2017
12/8/2017
12/8/2017
12/8/2017
12/8/2017
12/8/2017
12/8/2017
12/8/2017

LTC Boes

1:00PM
LTC Boes
LTC Boes

LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes

5:33PM
5:34PM
5:34PM
5:34PM
5:34PM
5:35PM
5:36PM
5:36PM

Message
Damn, it was good to hear your voice…
That's the damn truth!
[NO MESSAGE]
What are you doing for dinner?
Having it with you….
We can bring something in.
We can discuss when you get closer.
I am happy….
I'm getting there, I will be when I get
there! I'll call u when I get on 26
be safe!145
Thanks for dinner ….very glad you are
back!
Thank you for the cheesecake! I'm very
glad to be back!!146
All signed out and taken care of at the
infirmary. Thanks bro.
Quid pro quo …..Lol147
Just got off the bridge
Same plan?
You in uniform
?
No
Not yet
Park in infirmary go on path to house
keep walking fast past Bobs, then put on
PT's and come around back to Bob's
Roger that148

144

The timestamp of this text message reflects that it was sent earlier than the previous and subsequent text messages.
This anomaly was present in the SLED report.
145
See SLED Report at 951-52.
146
See SLED Report at 949.
147
See SLED Report at 896. The Citadel’s infirmary records corroborate that
was granted medical leave from
1200 December 7, 2017 through 0800 December 11, 2017. The request, approved by Dr. Capell, noted that the
destination address was LTC Boes’s on-campus address. See SLED Report at 5819. Dr. Capell told Cozen that the
infirmary provides a daily report to the Commandant’s Department of the list of cadets on medical leave, and that
report does not include the destination or the reason.
148
See SLED Report at 888.
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Date
From
12/16/2017 LTC Boes
12/16/2017
12/16/2017 LTC Boes
12/16/2017
12/16/2017 LTC Boes

4:33PM

12/16/2017 LTC Boes

10:54PM

Message
You coming to dinner tonight?
No y'all go and enjoy it
You sure? Heidi asked for you to come
Yeah y'all go on I've imposed enough
over the past week
You did NOT impose! And, you are
most welcome but if you want to chill I
understand
You ok all by yourself?149

10:53PM
10:53PM
10:53PM

I already miss you
it's gonna be a rough week!
Indeed!150
All is well
Let me know about tomorrow!
Good! Yankee Candle!151
Thanks for all today!! You are the
best…
Thank you for all you do!!! You're the
best
Yankee Candle my buddy!152

12/21/2017 LTC Boes
12/21/2017
12/21/2017 LTC Boes

To
LTC Boes
LTC Boes

LTC Boes

LTC Boes
LTC Boes

Time
4:20PM
4:22PM
4:22PM
4:30PM

1/8/2018
1/8/2018
1/8/2018

LTC Boes

11:54PM
11:56PM
11:56PM

1/9/2018

LTC Boes

9:07PM

1/9/2018
1/9/2018

LTC Boes
LTC Boes

1/23/2018

9:13PM
LTC Boes

1/23/2018
1/23/2018
1/23/2018
1/23/2018

LTC Boes

1/30/2018
1/30/2018

LTC Boes

9:12PM

10:06AM

LTC Boes

10:07AM
10:07AM
10:35AM
10:36AM

LTC Boes

3:38PM
3:50PM

LTC Boes
LTC Boes

I have an intriguing proposition for
you……I'll trade some ken and
time for the removal of 5 bullshit cons
that polites fucked me on
Done!
Thank you I'll explain later!
You are green.
You're the best!153
You have zero cons now
Oh man thank you so much!!! You're
the best

149

See SLED Report at 863-64.
See SLED Report at 844.
151
See SLED Report at 778.
152
See SLED Report at 771.
153
See SLED Report at 722-23.
150
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Date
1/30/2018

From
LTC Boes

1/30/2018

LTC Boes

1/30/2018
1/30/2018

2/2/2018
2/2/2018
2/2/2018
2/2/2018

LTC Boes

4:49PM

LTC Boes

8:14AM
8:14AM
8:15AM
8:15AM
8:16AM
8:18AM

You in class?
Yes should be out soon
Ok have you seen Polites today’s [sic]?
No he’s not here
Ok let me know when heading this way
Leaving class156

LTC Boes

1:21PM

Is everything okay? I saw I got an email
saying I got written up for another PR
today
Haven’t heard anything, what is PR for?
I have no clue I can’t log on to see it
I’ll try to see if I can see it
Are you on orders for internship
I’m not signed out…..I’ve never signed
out before and never been pulled…157

LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes

LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes

2/2/2018
2/2/2018

LTC Boes

2/2/2018
2/2/2018
2/2/2018
2/2/2018

LTC Boes

2/2/2018
2/2/2018

LTC Boes
LTC Boes

4:30PM
4:47PM
4:48PM

LTC Boes

2/2/2018

Message
This needs to be a great day for you!!154

LTC Boes

LTC Boes

2/2/2018

Time
3:54PM

I have more good news for you…
Blazers being given tomorrow!! Don't
tell anyone….
God bless I'm so happy I want to cry!
Thought you would… do I get any
rewards?
Whatever you want!!155

LTC Boes

1/30/2018
2/2/2018
2/2/2018
2/2/2018
2/2/2018
2/2/2018
2/2/2018

To

1:26PM
1:26PM
1:26PM
1:31PM

LTC Boes

1:34PM

LTC Boes

3:09PM
3:30PM

LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes

3:31PM
3:32PM
3:34PM
3:35PM
3:36PM
3:36PM

What’s up?
I’m going to take care of it myself it’s
fine don’t worry about it
I know…where are you?
Work
Ok, don’t cut me out…
I’m not I just need to get my thoughts
straight
It is still small and manageable
There is nothing that cannot be handled

154

See SLED Report at 722-23.
See SLED Report at 701.
156
See SLED Report at 689.
157
See SLED Report at 688-89.
155
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Date
2/2/2018
2/2/2018
2/2/2018
2/2/2018

From
LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes

2/2/2018

2/3/2018

Message
What’s going on?
!
Come on, talk to me…
Just spoke to LTC Just spoke to LTC
Panton and he approved special leave
for you, which you are now legally on
until 2230 Sunday. He said that they
have things on hold for you until they
get to speak with you. Bottom line is
nothing is too bad and we can fix easily;
TRUST ME!158

LTC Boes

10:28PM

is with his cousin
in
Concord NC right outside of Charlotte.
I told her to tell him to call you.159

7:35 AM

I am standing by to talk…160

9:43AM

texted me this morning telling me
he’s not going back to school. Have you
heard from him?
No he won’t answer me

LTC Boes
LTC Boes

2/3/2018

2/3/2018

Time
6:38PM
6:47PM
6:55PM
9:46PM

LTC Boes

2/3/2018
2/3/2018

To

9:45AM
LTC Boes

LTC Boes

2/3/2018

LTC Boes

11:33AM

Just talked to
She said he has a
bad week and just needed a change of
scenery. He did not tell her he was not
going back. She told him to call you so
hopefully he will. He’s on the way to a
gym to workout now.161

12:37PM

At least have enough respect for me to
call and talk162

1:14PM

I don’t think you understand....I packed
my stuff up and I’m not going back
ever. I’m not going to let no one tell me
whether I can work or not,

158

See SLED Report at 684-88.
See SLED Report at 684.
160
See SLED Report at 683.
161
See SLED Report at 682-83.
162
See SLED Report at 682.
159
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Date

From

2/3/2018
2/3/2018
2/3/2018
2/3/2018

To

Time

LTC Boes

1:15PM

LTC Boes

2:21PM
2:48 PM
2:49PM

Lewis BBQ?
What do you mean?
Heidi said you may be coming back
tonight so we can go out to dinner164

LTC Boes

6:03PM

Have you heard anything else from
? I just checked on the truck
location and it’s still at
.
No, I think they went to
for the
165
game; that’s where his phone is.

LTC Boes
LTC Boes

2/3/2018

Message
that’s just not happening I don’t care
what I have to do. I’ve lived under other
people’s rule for my whole life and I’m
just not having it
anymore I can’t take it. I can’t go back
anyways because I’ll be walking tours
for a year and that’s not in my life plan
right now so just get the
idea of me going back out of your head
This was
last text to me163

2/3/2018

LTC Boes

6:06PM

2/3/2018

LTC Boes

11:06PM

Looking forward to seeing you
tomorrow and giving you a big hug!166

10:35AM

Have you heard from

12:11PM

Not yet, he’s at gym in

12:13PM

I talked to
this morning and said
he plans on going back to school today.
Good, can she let you know when he
leaves.
Yes she will. I just hope he goes back.

2/4/2018
2/4/2018

LTC Boes
LTC Boes

2/4/2018
2/4/2018

LTC Boes
LTC Boes

2/4/2018

1:10PM
LTC Boes

1:32PM

?

163

See SLED Report at 681.
See SLED Report at 680-81.
165
See SLED Report at 680.
166
See SLED Report at 678.
164
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Date
2/4/2018

From
LTC Boes

2/4/2018

LTC Boes

2/4/2018
2/4/2018

To

LTC Boes
LTC Boes

2/4/2018

LTC Boes

Time
1:33PM

Message
He will167

4:09PM

How about being a sergeant in
November Company?168

5:02PM

He’s on his way back

5:03PM

Thank God!!

5:06PM

Please let me know when you see or talk
to him. And try to find out why he’s
acting like a two year old!!
Will do!

2/4/2018

LTC Boes

5:09PM

2/4/2018

LTC Boes

7:44PM

2/4/2018

LTC Boes

is back on campus

7:45PM

Yes.

2/4/2018

LTC Boes

7:45PM

How do you know that? Truck!

2/4/2018

LTC Boes

7:46PM

Good!

7:47PM
7:48PM

Don’t know if he is staying though. He
won’t talk to me
We haven’t heard from either.

7:48PM

I think his phone is off.

7:49PM

I don’t know if I hear I’ll let you know.

2/4/2018
2/4/2018

LTC Boes
LTC Boes

2/4/2018
2/4/2018

LTC Boes
LTC Boes

2/4/2018

LTC Boes

7:49PM

Thank you

2/4/2018

LTC Boes

8:10PM

Are you at home? It looks like the truck
is at your house169

8:15PM

Hi
it’s Heidi, he is here they are
talking in the kitchen. He’s in his blazer
and said he’s not leaving. But they’re

2/4/2018

LTC Boes

167

See SLED Report at 675-77.
See SLED Report at 674.
169
See SLED Report at 673-74.
168
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Date

From

2/4/2018

2/4/2018

Time

LTC Boes

8:18PM

LTC Boes

2/4/2018

2/4/2018

To

8:24PM

LTC Boes

LTC Boes

2/4/2018

9:39PM

LTC Boes

2/14/2018

LTC Boes

2/14/2018
2/14/2018

LTC Boes

9:40PM
11:47AM

LTC Boes

2/23/2018

8:31PM

11:47AM
11:50AM

LTC Boes, 10:08PM
Heidi Boes
[Hot Mama]

Message
talking privately so I don’t know .... but
at least he’s back
Thank the Lord!!! I’m so stressed. I just
don’t know what is wrong with him!!
I’m so thankful he has you and your
husband.
I can’t imagine how stressed you are
because we are incredibly stressed . The
wondering and worry is overwhelming
as we love him so much and we’re not
even his parents. My phone number is
[REDACTED]. I teach from 7-2:45 but
just in case. We’ll keep you posted
tonight. Hang in there.
Thanks. I will put your number in my
phone. I feel like I will be stressed until
he graduates. I just don’t want him to
give up after all he’s beenthrough this
past year. Thanks again!!170
He is doing better and we have
discussed going to counseling which
has agreed he wants to do. I’ll keep you
in the loop.
Thank you.171
Glad we talked and got some time
together
Me too! I needed it more than I thought
I know you did and, by the way, so did
I.172
Alright y'all I appreciate everything
y'all have done for me but obviously
this isn't going to work because Morgan
just called me and said it's not going to
so don't worry I'll get my shit tomorrow
and you won't have worry about me

170

See SLED Report at 672.
See SLED Report at 672.
172
See SLED Report at 633-34.
171
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Date

From

To

2/23/2018
2/23/2018

LTC Boes
LTC Boes

10:22PM
10:38PM

3/27/2018
3/27/2018
3/27/2018
3/27/2018
3/27/2018
3/27/2018
3/27/2018
3/27/2018
3/27/2018
3/27/2018
3/27/2018

LTC Boes
LTC Boes

LTC Boes

10:54PM
10:57PM
10:58PM
10:58PM
11:05PM
11:06PM
11:07PM
11:08PM
11:09PM
11:10PM
11:12PM

You in?
All good?
All in and all god!!
Yankee Candle!! My friend!!
Indeed
Yankee cable [sic], so
Sorry To leave you ei [sic]
With a loaded gun
Really enjoyed tonight!
Me too man thanks for everything!!
Need to finish what I started; good talk
to [sic]174

4/14/2018

LTC Boes

9:10AM

, I really have no idea what has
you upset, I truly do not. Please call me
so we can discuss and remember that I
have NEVER lied to you.175

4/16/2018

LTC Boes

1:18PM

My friend! I’m glad we talked a
bit…know that I am here for you like
you are for me.
I’m glad to have you back for sure.
It’s good to be back with my friend.176
You mad at me?177

LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes

LTC Boes

Time

4/16/2018
4/16/2018

LTC Boes

1:31PM
1:33PM

4/29/2018

LTC Boes

4:05PM

Message
interfering anymore. I don't want to
come between your relationship with
Morgan and apparently I am according
to her so I'll go about my way and let
y'all have her. Thanks for everything
and I'm sorry it couldn't work out.
Call me please!
Stay calm, be smart…you are family
and always will be.173

173

See SLED Report at 601-02.
See SLED Report at 499-500.
175
See SLED Report at 437.
176
See SLED Report at 432.
177
See SLED Report at 387.
174
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Date
4/30/2018

From
LTC Boes

5/2/2018

LTC Boes
(b)

To

Time
12:19PM

Message
You wil! I’m out…you know how to
get in touch if you want to.178

10:34PM

Let’s talk.179

Images from LTC Boes’s phone

LTC Boes’s personal cell phone was forensically imaged by SLED. As noted in the SLED Report,
among the contents on his phone were the below images of him and
These images were
saved by LTC Boes to his phone on December 17, 2017.180

178

See SLED Report at 386.
See SLED Report at 368.
180
See SLED Report at 4984-85. The clarity of these image cannot be improved, as the report was a .pdf file and did
not contain links to the underlying photographs.
179
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(c)

Pictures of

Injury

On July 12, 2018,
provided to SLED a flash drive that he said contained pictures of
181
injuries to his penis.
Cozen reviewed SLED’s description of these photographs to assess the
nature of any available physical corroboration that The Citadel knew or could have known to
inform its response. The flash drive was viewed by Special Agent David Owen, and contained
four photographs, two of
penis and two of
groin.182 Special Agent Owen
reported observing an abrasion on the shaft of
penis in two of the photographs, and
razor burn to the groin in the other two photographs. According to the metadata associated with
these images, the pictures of
penis were taken on February 4, 2018 at 1:47 p.m. (i.e. the
Sunday of
trip to Charlotte, where he reported that he disclosed the sexual abuse to
and
and the photographs of
groin were taken on July 3, 2018 at
183
6:11 a.m.
(d)

LTC Boes’s Personnel File

The Citadel provided to Cozen two employment-related files for LTC Boes—one labeled a
“personnel file” and the other a “Commandant” file.
These files reflect that LTC Boes generally received positive evaluations, including positive
reviews by CAPT Paluso (the Commandant) and LtCol Charles Graham, along with marks of
“Exceeds” or “Substantially Exceeds” in his performance evaluations. However, also included in
the files is a 2009 Letter of Reprimand authored by then-Third Battalion TAC Officer, Dennis
Lane. This letter cites LTC Boes’s “abuse of the leave policy, inappropriate attitude, and flagrant
violation and insubordination.”184 LTC Boes also received a 2010 performance review in which
LtCol Graham’s initial assessment of “substantially exceeds” was changed by then Commandant
Col Leo Mercado, USMC (Ret.) to “exceeds,” along with the notation, “I do not concur with all
areas evaluated as ‘SE.’ Solid performance overall but NOT ‘SE.’ I assess/evaluated as
exceeds.”185

181

See SLED Report at 5760.
See SLED Report at 5838.
183
See SLED Report at 5838-39.
184
See SLED Report at 6137.
185
See SLED Report at 6135. Also included in the files is a May 16, 2006 memorandum authored by LTC Boes. In
that memorandum, LTC Boes described receiving a phone call from an unknown male, who said that LTC Boes had
been “touching women inappropriately on campus” and that LTC Boes had touched this man’s wife twice. LTC Boes
wrote, “He then asked me what I had to say about all of this to which I replied, ‘I have no idea what you are talking
about and if he would identify himself perhaps we could figure out what he was talking about.’ The man became
more agitated and said ‘I will cut your fucking balls off, stick them in your mouth and bring them to your wife.’” LTC
Boes continued, “At this point I told him that he should do what he felt he needed to because I was very confident that
no untoward incidents have ever transpired. He stated, ‘I have two witnesses and will go to personnel because you
have no fucking right to work at The Citadel.’ The man then hung up the phone.” LTC Boes wrote that he did not
know the identity of the caller, nor did he know why he was being accused of touching women. LTC Boes wrote that
he called the number back, no one answered, and the voice on the “machine” was “from an older woman.” See SLED
Report at 6022.
182
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(e)

LTC Boes’s emails

The Citadel searched LTC Boes’s school email account for correspondence to or from
as well as for correspondence referencing
name.186 These searches yielded over 800
emails, which were provided to Cozen. Among the emails in LTC Boes’s custodial account was
an October 25, 2017 message reflecting that
was moved, at LTC Boes’s request, to the
class that LTC Boes was teaching at the time.187 When asked during his
interview with Cozen about the circumstances of this request, LTC Boes described the class as a
one-time, six hour class about leadership. He called it a “check-the-box requirement” and said
that
was required to take the class and had asked to join the one LTC Boes was scheduled
to teach.
Also among the emails was correspondence reflecting that LTC Boes was encouraging
to
seek academic help and facilitating that process. For instance, on April 9, 2018,
emailed
LTC Chris Fudge to ask him for help with respect to his academic planning. In his email,
noted that he was reaching out to LTC Fudge at the recommendation of LTC Boes.188
(f)

Leave Requests

A cadet may leave campus pursuant to either General Leave, Overnight/Weekend Leave, Special
Leave, or Medical Leave. A cadet must seek permission from the Company TAC for Overnight
and Special Leave via the CAS database.
leave requests—which were pulled by The
Citadel from CAS and provided to Cozen—reflect that between September 2017 and April 2018,
LTC Boes was identified as
emergency contact on his leave requests 18 times.189
leave request records included requests for Overnight and Weekend Leave, as well as
Special Leave. Among
Special Leave requests were requests to go with LTC Boes to
three concerts, to church and to pick up a car.190
(g)

Disciplinary History

As provided in The Citadel’s Blue Book, the Commandant has primary responsibility for the Cadet
Disciplinary System and administers the system through the Assistant Commandant for Discipline
and Battalion/Company TAC Officers. While TAC Officers do not report to the Assistant
186

Cozen did not have access to LTC Boes’s Citadel hard drive, as SLED seized LTC Boes’s work computer when it
searched LTC Boes’s house.
187
See Exhibit 22. Mr. Brandenburg explained to Cozen that the “Leadership 311” class was a one-day, six-hour class
held on Leadership Day, an annual event during the Fall, when The Citadel cancels all “regular” classes. For
,
a Junior at the time, it would have been a six-hour leadership class taught by either a TAC Officer, professor or
administrator. He said it is not unusual for the Registrar to add a cadet to a class “after the fact” to make sure the cadet
gets credit for the class. Cadets are required to write a paper on leadership and receive either a pass for turning in the
paper, or a fail for not turning in the paper.
188
See Exhibit 29.
189
See Exhibit 30.
190
See SLED Report at 6246-67. CAS requires an explanation only for Special Leave requests. Conversely, CAS
does not require an explanation of where a cadet goes on Overnight and Weekend Leave. Therefore, no documentation
exists in CAS to confirm where
went during Overnight and Weekend Leave periods.
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Commandant for Discipline on operational issues, they do submit discipline recommendations to
him for his review. Violations or suspected violations of regulations on the part of cadets that are
Class I or Class II offenses are entered into CAS via a Performance Report (“PR”).191 After the
cadet has had an opportunity to submit an Explanation Required in Writing (“ERW”), the PR is
sent to the Cadet Company Commander or Executive Officer who reviews the PR/ERW,
recommends a punishment and provides any rationale for the recommendation on the PR or the
ERW to the Company TAC. The Company TAC then reviews the recommendation and submits
his/her response, recommendation and rationale to the Battalion TAC, who in turn reviews and
submits his/her response, recommendation and rationale to the Assistant Commandant for
Discipline for final adjudication. Based on these recommendations, the Assistant Commandant
can either assign punishment or make a recommendation to the Commandant that a
Commandant’s Board or Hearing be convened to recommend punishment.
A cadet’s disciplinary file is maintained by the Assistant Commandant for Discipline.
disciplinary records from The Citadel consisted of the following notations:192
Date of
Discipline

Date of Underlying
Infraction

Description

191

AWOL over 24 hours and possession of alcohol on campus are both Class I offenses. Violation of the tobacco
policy is a Class III offense for the first offense and a Class II offense, beginning with the second offense.
192
See SLED Report at 6273-74.
193
The Blue Book provides that “[a] confinement is a 50-minute period during which confined cadets, in duty uniform
with white waist belt, are required to remain in their assigned confinement classroom (or when approved by the ACD
their own room which will be in MRI order) studying.”
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Date of
Discipline

Date of Underlying
Infraction

Description

These disciplinary notations in CAS—specifically
explanations for his conduct, which
are provided in the underlying ERWs—are another example of documentary evidence
demonstrating the nature and frequency of the interactions between LTC Boes and
These
records include:



t



194

See SLED Report at 6290.
See SLED Report at 6293.
196
Smoking cigars in the barracks violates § 1.13.3.1 of The Citadel’s Blue Book.
197
See SLED Report at 6297.
195
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The records reflect that LTC Polites was noting the negative impact that LTC Boes’s interactions
with
was having on
success as a cadet and was documenting his observations
and notifying LTC Panton and LTC Sberna through Performance Reports.
Further, a review of the August 29, 2017
reflects that The Citadel was on notice of
.
ERW for those incidents
.200 Additionally, the

record included

.

198

Text messages between

and LTC Boes corroborate that LTC Boes removed confinements
.” On January 23, 2018,
wrote, “I'll trade some ken and
time for the removal of 5 bullshit cons that polites fucked me on.” LTC Boes replied, “You are green.” See SLED
Report at 888.
199
See SLED Report at 6304.
200
See SLED Discovery 6318-19.
201
See SLED Report at 6361-77.
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(h)

Infirmary Records

The SLED Report also contains the following

202

(i)

Community Service Log

was arrested in September 2017 for possessing or using a fake ID.203
204

Mrs. Boes was among the listed contacts for these entries. As
evidence of LTC Boes’s favors for
reported to SLED that he performed only a
fraction of the
on that log and LTC Boes falsified the remaining entries.
Specifically,
reported to SLED that he completed only two of the 10 entries listed on the
log—one day at Rack Room and one day at Mrs. Boes’s classroom.
SLED obtained the visitor’s log from Mrs. Boes’s school. According to the SLED Report, that
visitor’s log showed that “
performed community service at Heidi’s classroom one day,
but the rest of those entries [of service in Mrs. Boes’s classroom] were falsified.”205

202

See SLED Report at 5782-83.
As outlined in
statement to SLED, both
September 2017 arrest. Further, LTC Boes assisted
in obtaining
. See SLED Report at 8.
204
See SLED Report at 5762.
205
See SLED Report at 5766-77.
203

and LTC Boes were aware of this
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SLED also interviewed Citadel alum
, who was one of the listed contacts for
purported community service work. Mr.
reported that he received a telephone
call from LTC Boes—who was Mr.
TAC Officer when he was a student—inquiring
about community service options for a Citadel cadet who was “in a situation.” During his
interview, SLED showed
community service log, which indicated that he
performed community service at Redeemer Presbyterian Church under the supervision of
Mr.
. Mr.
denied signing that document.206 Notably, LTC Boes and
exchanged the following text message on October 11, 2017:207
From

To

Time

LTC Boes

8:49PM
LTC Boes

LTC Boes

8:58PM
9:00PM

(j)

Message
Thanks for a great workout today. . . I enjoyed
it immensely!
I enjoyed it more! Thank you for going with me
and than [sic] you for the community service
help. . . I owe you a steak dinner
I'm sure we can figure something out….

SLED Warrants

Finally, the SLED Report contains a description of items seized and observed during SLED’s
execution of the June 1, 2018, search warrant at LTC Boes’s home. According to the Report, the
items seized by SLED included LTC Boes’s cell phone, a computer and clothing. Additionally,
the SLED Report noted, a box labeled “Hitter”—containing drug paraphernalia, as well as two
photo identification cards with different names, but with
picture (one a driver’s license
from Pennsylvania, and the second a driver’s license from North Carolina), and a printed
photograph of
was found inside the drawer of the side table in the master bedroom.208
Lastly, the Report noted a prescription pill bottle of Lorazepam
was
observed on a dresser in the master bedroom.
C.

Observations or Awareness by Other Officers and Cadets Regarding
Irregularities in the Relationship Between LTC Boes and

The section that follows contains information regarding the awareness and/or observations of other
officers and cadets with respect to LTC Boes’s irregular conduct with
that should or could
have raised concerns about the nature of their relationship. The section summarizes:
(1) LTC Boes’s requests to reduce or remove discipline from
record; (2) LTC Boes’s
facilitation of Special Leave requests for
(3) the granting of additional Overnight Leave
requests for
(4) LTC Boes’s intrusion into the handling of
affairs by
superior officers; (5) LTC Boes’s role in transferring
to Fourth Battalion and facilitating
206

See SLED Report at 5779-80.
See SLED Report at 1139.
208
See SLED Report at 5643-44. Mrs. Boes told SLED during her interview that she suffers from migraine headaches
and would smoke marijuana on her back porch to relieve the pain. She said she had smoked marijuana in front of
who also told SLED during his interview that Mrs. Boes smoked marijuana.
207
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his assignment of rank; (6)
dating the
of LTC Boes; (7) LTC Boes’s role as
informal “host father”; (8) general descriptions by others about the atypical nature of
LTC Boes’s relationship with
(9) a description by others about the nature of LTC Boes’s
relationship with other cadets; and (10) LTC Boes’s hosting of Cigar Nights and provision of
alcohol to
and other cadets.
1.

Reduction or Removal of Disciplinary Actions Against
Request of LTC Boes

at the

reported to SLED that LTC Boes “made punishments go away.” In his interview with
Cozen, LTC Boes admitted to asking Ellen Eigner to remove confinements from
record,
and, as noted above, text messages confirm that LTC Boes was successful in doing so.209
CAS entries contained in the SLED Report reflect that since August 2017,
served
and
tours. The record also shows that in that time, Ms. Eigner credited or
corrected
and
tours, removing them from
requirements.210
Additionally,
tours were removed in a single entry on September 13, 2017.211
Ms. Eigner reported to Cozen that she did not have a recollection of deleting specific disciplinary
notations from
record, but she said she would only have done so at the direction of a
TAC Officer. She said TAC Officers would sometimes call her to add, revise or delete
confinements, and she would make those changes as directed.
In his interview with Cozen, LTC Boes explained his rationale for having Ms. Eigner alter
disciplinary notations as follows: “I was bending the rules to keep him from flipping
out. I did it for [
because he had no friends.” LTC Boes said he had done the same for
many other cadets.
In late January 2018, LTC Polites noticed that certain of
confinements had been deleted
from the CAS system. On January 30, LTC Polites sent an email to
notifying him that he
had been assigned confinements
. In the January 30 email, LTC Polites wrote,
.”212 LTC Polites never received a reply from

209

For instance, on January 23, 2018,
wrote, “I have an intriguing proposition for you……I'll trade some ken
and
time for the removal of 5 bullshit cons that polites fucked me on.” LTC Boes replied, “Done.” On
January 30, 2018, LTC Boes wrote, “You have zero cons now.” Later that day, LTC Boes texted
“Cons
gone.” See SLED Report at 1294. Additionally, a review of CAS records shows that Ellen Eigner deleted
confinements that were
. See Exhibit 31.
210
See SLED Report at 6354-56.
211
See SLED Report at 6355.
212
See Exhibit 32.
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On February 1, 2018, not knowing that LTC Boes had intervened to request that Ms. Eigner delete
these confinements,213 LTC Polites saw that the confinements had been deleted from CAS. That
same day, LTC Polites sent emails to Susan Redmond (an administrative assistant in the
Commandant’s office), Lt Col Sberna and LTC Chris Fudge (Assistant to the Associate Provost
for Academic Affairs), asking: (1) whether they had had contact with
(who, at the time,
was reported as missing), and (2) whether they knew how
disciplinary status had been
changed from “red” to “green.”214 Everyone asked responded that they had not heard from
nor did they know how
status came to be changed.215
For his part, CAPT Paluso had the following to say to SLED regarding TAC Officers involving
themselves in cadets’ disciplinary matters:
Paluso stated it would not be unusual for a TAC Officer to get involved in the
discipline matters of a cadet who is not in his chain of command because both
cadets and TAC Officers are occasionally transferred among companies. A TAC
officer may have knowledge of a cadet due to such a prior relationship. If a TAC
officer “has knowledge” of a cadet based on a circumstance, such as a mentoring
relationship, then he would not consider his involvement in the cadet’s disciplinary
matters to be unusual. Beyond these circumstances, if it appeared a TAC officer
had inserted himself in the affairs of a random cadet, it would be unusual.
Paluso agreed TAC officers have a great deal of leeway in the assigning and
enforcement of cadet punishments. TAC officers have the authority to call
administrative personnel, Susan Redmond and Ellen Eigner, and make changes to
cadet’s discipline and/or leave records. TAC officers can make changes to a cadet’s
discipline/leave record with Redmond or Eigner without having any discussion
with or approval from Sberna (the Assistant Commandant of Discipline) and with
no questions asked. TAC officers know their cadets better than anyone. They have
been given the authority to run their companies as they need to. Every circumstance
and every cadet is different.216

213

See Exhibit 31.
See Exhibits 32, 33 and 34.
215
See Exhibits 32, 33 and 34.
216
See SLED Report at 5535-36.
214
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2.

Granting Special Leave Requests to
Potential for Discipline

in Order to Minimize

(a)
LTC Panton,
Battalion TAC officer, said in an interview with Cozen that in or around
February 2018, he received a report that
. He said that LTC Polites tried
217
to locate
but was unable to make contact. LTC Panton said he then received a call from
LTC Boes, wherein LTC Boes said that he was
host father, that
had been having
family problems and that he was putting
on Special Leave.
In his interview with Cozen, LTC Panton said, “We gave the kid the benefit of the doubt that he
thought he was on orders.218 We gave him poor judgment because he did not inform his chain of
command and did not sign out.” LTC Panton added, “Since then, SLED told me that his
punishments disappeared somehow. I do not know how that happened because neither LTC Polites
nor I removed them. I spoke with LTC Polites about it and he had no idea how it happened.”
LTC Polites said he eventually learned that
said he was very stressed out and had gone to
Charlotte to visit with family during that time period. LTC Polites thereafter required that
meet with him weekly to talk and touch base.
leave requests reflect that he was retroactively granted Special Leave for
February 2-4.219 As outlined in his statement above, LTC Boes was made aware that
was
absent without leave. LTC Boes told Cozen that he texted and called
and subsequently
arranged the retroactive Special Leave. The relevant CAS records reflect
. As
was returning to
The Citadel on February 4, 2018, from being AWOL in Charlotte, LTC Boes texted
“How
about being a sergeant in November company.”220
LTC Panton said it was “out of the ordinary” for LTC Boes to put a cadet outside of his Battalion
on Special Leave, but he trusted LTC Boes. At least four other staff members corroborated LTC
Panton’s belief that it was odd that LTC Boes requested Special Leave for a cadet outside of his
Battalion. For instance, LtCol Graham said LTC Boes was “disrespectful” in the way he handled
the Special Leave issue with LTC Panton.

217

Based on the evidence available in the record,
, visiting with his cousin. That visit to
occurred on February 2-4, 2018.
218
LTC Panton said during the time
was AWOL, he was also on orders for an internship (i.e. that he was
permitted to leave campus to attend an internship), but the required paperwork for his internship was not submitted.
219
See SLED Report at 6262.
220
See SLED Report at 406. See also Section V.C.5.
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On February 9, 2018, Kevin Modglin (Director of Campus Alcohol and Drug Information Center)
emailed LTC Polites to check in on
who Mr. Modglin said
.
LTC Polites replied to Mr. Modglin:
He’s been having some cadet behavior issues (missing formations, going to his
internship on days he’s not supposed to, etc). I’ve started having him come to my
office every Wed before lunch just to talk.
I don’t think he’s using alcohol, but he’s definitely got emotional baggage he’s
dealing with from his past and homefront [sic].221
(b)

General Observations Regarding Special Leave Requests

Lt Col Sberna told Cozen and SLED that there was no record of LTC Boes handling disciplinary
actions for
nor was there a record of LTC Boes granting additional Special Leave for
According to the SLED Report, Lt Col Sberna:
. . . could not recall if LTC Boes has ever come to him to reduce a cadet’s
punishments, but he believed he probably had. He stated, at one time or other, all
the TAC officers probably had. Sberna stated he has reviewed . . .
discipline record, and he could not identify a single confinement or tour that was
removed from his discipline record for anything other than a legitimate reason. He
did recall LTC Boes once asked him to delete a performance report (P.R.) on . . .
The P.R. LTC Boes asked him to delete was a duplicate report, issued in
error. If LTC Boes were to call him requesting he reduce or remove punishments
on a cadet, he would not do it. It would be unethical. Additionally, he strives for
consistency in discipline.222
In his interview with Cozen, LTC Polites said the following about

leave requests:

What I noticed first semester were the special leave requests and staying out all
night and staying at host dad’s [LTC Boes’s] house as opposed to going back to
barracks. That is not a Special Leave request - it does not fall within the criteria for
Special Leave in the White Book. [I saw the] requests of going to concerts - that
was not something you see every day. But I had no reason to suspect sexual abuse.
I saw them together a lot. After a parade, I saw LTC Boes driving with
both smoking a cigar. I remember thinking, so much for the tobacco policy on
campus.

221
222

See Exhibit 35.
See SLED Report at 5539.
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3.

Granting Additional Overnights to

LTC Boes said in his interview with Cozen that he called Ms. Eigner and requested that she grant
Overnight Leave so he would not get in trouble when he went AWOL.
Approved Leave Request Form reflects that he used overnights accrued from blood donation on
February 17, 2018, and April 14, 2018.
Lt Col Sberna explained that cadets can accumulate additional overnights by donating blood: two
pints donated earns a cadet one overnight, and four pints donated earns a cadet a weekend.
.
Ms. Eigner reported that sometimes TAC Officers would ask her to enter leave for cadets in the
CAS database without specifying a particular reason. She said in such circumstances, she
generally selected “blood donor 2 pints” because that was the first selection in the drop-down box.
Ms. Eigner said that was likely how
received overnights on account of donating blood.
Ms. Eigner said she did not have a specific recollection of having entered
overnights
into CAS, but she said she would have done so at the request of TAC Officers, including
LTC Boes.223
4.

Intrusion by LTC Boes into the Handling of
Superior Officers

Affairs by

In her interview with Cozen,
who served for part of the 2017-18 school year as
Company Commander, said LTC Boes “interfered with
Company” when it came to
For instance, she said LTC Boes granted
informal leave from school-related
events such as games or parades so that
could take Mrs. Boes to the airport or the doctor.
She also said LTC Boes secured a “job” for
off campus, which she said “is not something
said she was also aware that LTC Boes granted Special
a Battalion TAC should do.”224
Leave for
without first talking to LTC Polites. In sum,
said, “LTC Boes helped
out in ways he should not have. [
was talking about the special treatment and
cadets were getting mad and asking, ‘What is going on with
and LTC Boes?’ Cadets
would make jokes about
relationship with LTC Boes.”
LTC Polites recalled getting upset with LTC Boes at one point because
had been approved
to spend a night off campus during the week and LTC Boes was listed as the point of contact for
that approval. However, LTC Polites said he would not have known about many of the absences
that
had taken from school-related functions because he would only come to know of such
absences when a cadet went “AWOL.” LTC Polites explained that a cadet would not be considered

223

Ms. Eigner added that the drop-down box has since been amended to include selections called “overnight incentive”
or “weekend incentive” to more accurately reflect the entry.
224
said it would be unusual for a Battalion TAC to secure a “job” for a cadet, as opposed to an “internship,”
which would not be unusual.
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AWOL if that cadet was excused from an event by a Squad Sergeant or Company Commander.
Therefore, he said he was not aware in real time of all of
absences.
5.

Transfer to Fourth Battalion and Assignment of Rank

In the spring of 2018,
was assigned the rank of Fourth Battalion Supply Sergeant.225 LTC
Boes said in his interview with Cozen that the decision to transfer
to the Fourth Battalion
and promote him to Supply Sergeant was made by Battalion Commander, Cadet
.
LTC Boes said it was his typical practice to allow the ranked cadets to pick their staff, and he
provided guidance and final approval for those decisions.
However, the decision to transfer and promote
which occurred in March or April 2018,
according to LTC Boes—occurred only weeks after LTC Boes sent a text message to
on
February 4, 2018, asking
whether he wanted to “be a sergeant in November company.”226
LTC Boes acknowledged in his interview that he had spoken with
about the potential
promotion, but said the decision was the Battalion Commander’s to make. He said such decisions
are a question of who is best for a given job, and then the chosen person is transferred to that role.
LTC Boes added that
was eligible for rank because tours, not confinements, are what
preclude a cadet from making rank, and
had by then served his tours.
In his interview with Cozen, Battalion Commander
said that even though it was his decision
to add
to the Fourth Battalion staff, LTC Boes had suggested
for that position,
and
agreed. Battalion Commander
said that after LTC Boes made the suggestion to
him—which he thought occurred around March 2018—he personally asked
if he was
interested in the position and transfer, and
responded positively.
LTC Panton and LTC Polites reported that they did not learn of
transfer until July 2018,
when LTC Panton pulled his roster to look for
name and saw that he was on the Fourth
Battalion’s roster. Both LTC Panton and LTC Polites said it was unusual and curious that
was not only transferred out of Fifth Battalion, but that he was transferred without their knowledge.
LTC Polites said that in July 2018, Commandant Sergeant Major Andrew Yagle inquired about
transfer to Fourth Battalion. In response, LTC Polites emailed Sergeant Major Yagle,
copying LTC Panton, with the following information:
SGT MAJ,
I just pulled up his Fall semester
) and his Spring semester
)
– I had numerous discussions with him early 2d semester, we met weekly on
Wednesday’s [sic] in my office right before lunch so I could monitor
.
225

See Exhibit 36. Based on a review of email correspondence,
the Fourth Battalion as of April 25, 2018. See Exhibit 37.
226
See SLED Report at 406.

was aware that he was being transferred to
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I was never asked about him serving as a cadet MSG in
it to me, nor would I have ever recommended it

BN, he never mentioned

227

In his interview with Cozen, LTC Panton echoed LTC Polites’s assessment that the nature of
transfer was unusual and inconsistent with protocol. According to LTC Panton:
As soon as I find out about the allegations, I find out that
is not in my
Battalion anymore. I saw that he was moved to Fourth Battalion. There is a policy
and procedure for transferring Battalions. Once that paperwork is run up the chain
of command in the Battalion, it then goes to Sgt. Major Yagle and he publishes the
orders. It is not unheard of to pull cadets to fill ranks from other companies, but
the paperwork is filled out and here, there was no transfer paperwork filed. I guess
it could have been an administrative error. I would have never thought to transfer
someone without consulting that Battalion TAC. That was the red flag.
was listed as a Fourth Battalion supply sergeant. The supply sergeant is
second in rank to the first sergeant. If the first sergeant is gone, the company supply
sergeant steps in to the role of first sergeant. That would put him in a high position.
Usually you put your second best in this position. It would be prestigious. It is
rank. It is also coveted because it improves recommendations and credentials. But
a cadet
,
had a
GPA.228 It is up
to the Battalion TAC to see if cadets are eligible.
6.

Dating Morgan Boes

All Fourth Battalion staff members interviewed were aware of the romantic relationship between
Morgan Boes and
The staff members interviewed unanimously stated that they would
not permit a cadet to date a daughter of theirs.
7.

LTC Boes Serving as

Host Father

LTC Boes said he officially served as a host father to cadets in 2002, when he returned to
Charleston but before he was employed by The Citadel. Thereafter, he said he was never officially
a host father, but that he served in the role unofficially for many cadets. Nonetheless,
identified LTC Boes as his host father on his Special Leave requests to attend a concert with LTC
Boes on October 24, 2017, and again to attend another concert with him on November 28, 2018.229

227

See Exhibit 37.
Although it is accurate that
GPA for the Spring semester was
,
cumulative GPA at the
conclusion of the Spring 2018 semester was
, which indeed made him eligible for rank. The Citadel’s Blue Book
section 2.1.2 provides, “The academic requirements for holding cadet rank are 2.0 cumulative GPA and proper class
classification.”
229
See Exhibit 30.
228
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LTC Boes said in his interview with Cozen that he told
those leave requests.

to list him as his host father on

TAC Officers said it was unusual for a TAC Officer to be listed as a host father. For instance, in
his interview with Cozen, LTC Polites said he believed it was odd and raised the issue with LTC
Panton. LTC Panton confirmed that LTC Polites had told him that he did not like that LTC Boes
was being listed as
host father because it opened the door to accusations of
favoritism.230
8.

Observations by Others About the Nature of LTC Boes’s Relationship
with

Every witness interviewed was aware that LTC Boes and
had a close relationship. TAC
Officers reported often seeing LTC Boes and
working out together in the school’s weight
room, eating together, spending time in LTC Boes’s office and driving around campus together.
(a)

LTC Polites

LTC Polites reported that he talked with LTC Boes about the amount of time LTC Boes was
spending with
and its impact on
academics. LTC Polites recalled having such
a conversation with LTC Boes toward the end of the Fall 2017 semester, and telling him that he
was concerned that “
[was] not focused on what he should be focused on.”
LTC Polites said he also recalled talking with LTC Panton about his concerns regarding
spending too much time with LTC Boes and not focusing enough on academics. According to
LTC Polites:
I also remember being upset and talking to LTC Panton about it because I would
ask [LTC] Boes over email [where
was] and [LTC Boes] would not
respond. I would have to leave a sticky note on
desk to talk with me
about where he is. [
was on my radar because he just scraped by first
semester and no one could tell me where he was, so I started looking for him.
Email records reflect that LTC Polites was also aware that
attended church with LTC
Boes, worked out in the gym with him, went to at least one concert with him, performed personal
errands with him and spent time at his house at night. Specifically:


230
231

On September 4, 2017, LTC Polites granted
with LTC Boes.231

standing approval to attend church

LTC Panton also reported that LTC Polites did not like how LTC Boes hosted cadets at his house.
See Exhibit 38.
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Also in September 2017,
explained in an email to LTC Polites that he missed a
tour because he was working out in the gym with LTC Boes.232



On October 25, 2017, LTC Polites wrote to LTC Boes regarding “a special
leave request for . . .
to spend the night at your house . . . because a
concert . . . may preclude him from returning to the barracks before 2300.
What’s the concert for?”233



On November 3, 2017, LTC Polites wrote to
and then-Commander
(blind copying LTC Boes), noting that he was seeing a
“trend of last minute requests for special leave” by
LTC Polites
noted in the email that “your host father can’t task you to go with him on a
five hour trip to pick up a car rental.”234

LTC Polites said in his interview with Cozen that during the Spring 2018 semester, he continued
to raise his concern with LTC Panton that
was spending too much time in social settings
with LTC Boes. LTC Polites reported being upset that
had been approved to spend the
night off campus during the week and LTC Boes was listed as the point of contact. LTC Polites
said he told LTC Boes that
needed to stop going off campus because his grades were
suffering. According to LTC Polites:
It seemed weird for LTC Boes to act as a host family for a cadet. I would never put
myself that close to a cadet. There were not any red flags prior to the allegations.
LTC Panton and I both discussed we would never do this. Going out and socializing
with cadets. This was not an unknown situation. My assumption was that
Lt Col Sberna and others knew cadets were going over to LTC Boes’s house for
supper. It was not unknown, but I would not have done it.
(b)

Lt Col Sberna

LTC Boes did not hide his off campus activities with
from others. In his interview with
Cozen, Lt Col Sberna said he was aware that
dated Morgan Boes, and that LTC Boes and
spent time together in off campus settings, including at concerts and the movies. In his
interview with SLED, Lt Col Sberna said he often saw
in the area of staff residences on
Register Road, which would normally “raise a red flag” because cadets do not frequent that area.235
Lt Col Sberna also told SLED that it was “not normal or accepted behavior for TAC Officers to
hang out with cadets off campus, out of town. He does not like and it and does not approve of
it.”236 Lt Col Sberna added, “There are lines you do not cross and this type of behavior goes
beyond mentoring.”237
232

See Exhibit 39.
See Exhibit 40. There is no email reply from LTC Boes in the record.
234
See Exhibit 41.
235
See SLED Report at 5540.
236
See SLED Report at 5540.
237
See SLED Report at 5540.
233
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In his interview with Cozen, Lt Col Sberna said he had little opportunity to observe LTC Boes and
together. Rather, he learned of their outings directly from LTC Boes.238 Lt Col Sberna
said he expressed his concern to LTC Boes that LTC Boes was getting too close to
In
his interview, he said that “[LTC Boes] leads by establishing a relationship with cadets - he is very,
very good at that - but occasionally I would wonder why he would get that close.”
Lt Col Sberna told both Cozen and SLED that it was not unusual for LTC Boes to become close
with cadets. However, he said LTC Boes spent more time with
than any other cadet.
Lt Col Sberna recalled learning that LTC Boes was planning to attend a concert with
and
told LTC Boes that he did not think doing so was a good idea. Lt Col Sberna said that LTC Boes
“would rationalize it in his mind.”
Lt Col Sberna said that despite his concerns regarding LTC Boes’s relationship with
Lt Col Sberna was never concerned about an “inappropriate relationship” between them.
Lt Col Sberna explained, “What I meant is he got too close and could not lead them. We do not
fraternize with subordinates because it creates a lack of structure in the command structure. But
coming over to the house, going out with them, that to me is a breach too far. I may take a cadet
to lunch, but it is extremely rare.” Lt Col Sberna said LTC Boes wears his heart on his sleeve and
LTC saw in
“a kid who did not have a father or mother to go to.” Lt Col Sberna added
that when LTC Boes learned
was going to sleep in his car over Thanksgiving break, LTC
Boes “took him in.”
Lt Col Sberna said in the Spring 2018 semester, LTC Boes told him that
“broke away”
from him. Lt Col Sberna said Morgan Boes had ended her relationship with
and told her
father to keep
away because “he is bad news.” Lt Col Sberna said that Mrs. Boes agreed
that
should stay away from the family. However, LTC Boes thought the conflict was
trivial, and Lt Col Sberna said this difference of opinion created a divide in the family.
Lt Col Sberna recalled that Mrs. Boes was upset about
in March 2018, but LTC Boes
encouraged her to turn the other cheek. Lt Col Sberna said LTC Boes talked with LTC Sberna
throughout this period. He said LTC Boes was upset that
had pulled away from his family,
and he even confronted
in the campus gym, saying, “You’re family. Come over.”
Lt Col Sberna said, “Looking back, it seems weird that LTC Boes did not take his daughter’s side.
But at the time, it appeared that he thought the fight was trivial and LTC Boes was approaching it
logically and thinking, ‘Just because it did not work out with my daughter, does not mean that I
will stop talking with
(c)
Cadet
also knew about
close relationship with LTC Boes and his family. She
said in her interview with Cozen that
relationship with Morgan had ended badly. She
said
told her that the Boes family was using him. Specifically, she recalled
telling
her that he was doing things for LTC Boes—for example, taking Mrs. Boes to doctor appointments
238

In his interview with SLED, LTC Sberna said he had “dozens and dozens” of conversations with LTC Boes about
See SLED Report at 5540.
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and the airport, and painting their house—and these errands excused
from mandatory
cadet requirements, like going to a game or a parade practice.
also said
would
“go out for drinks with Mrs. Boes and chauffeur her around.”
remembered that at the
end of the 2017-18 academic year,
and LTC Boes “had a big falling-out and
said
they are using him.” She said
no longer considered LTC Boes a mentor or a good person.
said she and LTC Boes discussed LTC Boes’s relationship with
during a meeting
in LTC Boes’s office toward the end of Spring 2018 semester.
said by that point, she
knew that he and
had had a “falling-out” over Morgan, but she was otherwise unclear on
the details. According to
LTC Boes told her at that meeting that
was going
through a rough patch, that
had many layers, that
does not like to let people in
and that LTC Boes was trying to help
out.
said that LTC Boes made it seem like
he was trying to be a mentor to
and wanted them to be close again.
(d)

Others

In his interview with Cozen, CAPT Paluso said he recalled occasionally seeing
car at
LTC Boes’s house. CAPT Paluso told Cozen that the only time he spoke with LTC Boes about
was when he told LTC Boes that the car did not have a sticker authorizing it to be parked
on campus. Later in the interview, CAPT Paluso also shared that LTC Boes told CAPT Paluso
that
had been on a date with his
.
In his interview with SLED, SFC Kenneth Greene, a member of the Cadet Operations department
in the Office of the Commandant, said he recalled seeing LTC Boes “with an individual believed
to be a cadet together in Deas Hall when Deas Hall was closed.”239 He recalled seeing them over
“maybe Spring Break,” and another time when the campus was closed for a hurricane.240
In his interview with SLED, Henry Bouton, the Associate Director of Intramural Club Recreation
Athletics at The Citadel, said he recalled a time when he observed LTC Boes and a cadet go into
a storage closet together where an ice machine was located.241 He said Deas Hall was open at the
time and the two individuals were in the closet for “no time at all.” Mr. Bouton later identified the
cadet as
after seeing his yearbook picture. Mr. Bouton said he had seen LTC Boes
working out with
at least twice a week for many weeks during the 2017-18 school year.
The SLED report clarified that later in his interview, Bouton “backed off his initial answer about
seeing LTC Boes and the cadet in the ice room and stated that he could not definitely say he saw
LTC Boes and the cadet go in or come out of the ice room together.”242 In a follow-up interview,
Bouton said it was “very possible” they were in the storage closet together. Bouton clarified that
did not believe it would have been unusual for them to have gone in the storage closet together to
get ice. According to Bouton, “what made the situation unusual was that LTC Boes was the only
239

Cozen presented SFC Greene with the summary of his interview prepared by SLED. Mr. Greene reported that it
was an accurate summary and did not have any revisions, additions or corrections to the interview summary.
240
See SLED Report at 5544.
241
Cozen presented Mr. Bouton with the summary of his interview prepared by SLED. Mr. Bouton had minor
typographical changes to the interview summary, but said it was otherwise accurate.
242
See SLED Report at 5545.
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person that worked out with a cadet. LTC Boes, in fact, worked out with the same cadet,
According to the SLED Report, “Bouton had no doubt that he had never seen any other
TAC officer going into or coming out of the storage closet with a cadet.”243
In his interview with SLED,
, a senior cadet who was in
Company with
said he thought LTC Boes’s relationship with
was “strange” and “odd.”244 He
recounted a time when he saw a picture that
posted to social media of
and LTC
Boes at a concert together drinking alcohol.245 Cadet
also said he thought LTC Boes
interfered with
cadet duties, as there were times when
missed Saturday morning
inspections and a “couple of parades.” Cadet
recalled talking with LTC Polites about
missing required duties because he was spending time with LTC Boes. He also shared
that “others took notice” of
and LTC Boes’s close relationship.246
A cadet who often attended Cigar Night said that
stopped hanging out with LTC Boes and
attending Cigar Night after his relationship with Morgan ended. The cadet said, “After [the breakup with Morgan],
did not come around anymore. He distanced himself from LTC Boes,
and me, and cigar night. I can understand not seeing Morgan, but it was weird for me that he
distanced himself from everyone else. I think it was all about Morgan.”
9.

The Nature of Boes’s Relationships with Other Cadets

Other staff members interviewed by Cozen said that LTC Boes engaged closely with other cadets
as well, occasionally in ways that would cross the line. They cited the following examples of LTC
Boes crossing the line: having cadets over to his house; inserting himself in punishment decisions
of cadets outside of his Battalion; and displaying favoritism.
LTC Panton said, “LTC Boes was well liked by cadets. I thought he spent a lot of time talking to
cadets. Now I am questioning why he was liked. I think he helped out cadets, but at the time I
had no reason to suspect anything else.” He said that cadets from other Battalions would talk with
LTC Boes, and LTC Boes would act toward other TAC Officers with an attitude of “I know more
than you know about what is going on in your Battalion.” LTC Panton reported that this attitude
undermined the other TAC Officers and did not always sit well with them.
LtCol Graham said he “talked to [LTC Boes] about not being [cadets’] big brother and being their
father figure.” He said that LTC Boes was the type of person who “would bring the three-legged
dog home. I always had to talk to him about getting too close. We care, but he got too close
sometimes.”
243

See SLED Report at 5546.
Cozen presented Cadet
with the summary of his interview prepared by SLED. Cadet
reported
that it was an accurate summary and did not have any revisions, additions or corrections to the interview summary.
245
While it is not known what picture
saw on social media, one of the pictures recovered from LTC Boes’s
phone and provided in Section V(B)(8)(b) above is consistent with
description of
and LTC Boes
with drinks in their hands at a concert, one of which shows them holding beverages and has a Music Farm sign behind
them. The date that photo was saved to LTC Boes’s phone is December 17, 2017. See SLED Report at 4984-85.
246
See SLED Report at 5553.
244
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described LTC Boes as friendly with cadets and said he would smoke cigars in the sally
port on Thursdays with cadets. She said that “there was a lot of physical contact – a pat on the
back, slinging an arm around the shoulder. He has always had his favorites.” According to
who said she had a falling-out with LTC Boes regarding an overnight stay she was
supposed to have at LTC Boes’s home on the eve of a hurricane—cadets talked about LTC Boes
picking favorites, noting that he was anti-female and “picked rank based on what males looked
like.” She said cadets would talk about how LTC Boes was “always choosing big muscular dudes”
to make rank.
told Cozen that there had been claims of discrimination filed against LTC
Boes for not promoting women to positions of rank.247
said she also heard from other
cadets that LTC Boes would “mak[e] Performance Reports disappear or assign fewer punishments
to his favorites.”
added that “[i]t was talked about in the Corps that it was a joke that he
liked [having] big muscular dudes over [to his house]. I definitely noticed that the guys he hung
out with and gave rank, and have over house were all a certain type of dude.”
All of the male cadets interviewed by Cozen described having a mentor-mentee relationship with
LTC Boes and spoke highly of him. Like
LTC Boes served as an informal host father
for these other cadets and he had them over for Cigar Night; however, most cadets reported going
to LTC Boes’s house only once or twice for Cigar Night.
The cadets interviewed believed they had a very close relationship with LTC Boes, but all denied
going to concerts with LTC Boes, sleeping at his house, dating his
, and all but one denied
going out to dinner with LTC Boes. All interviewed cadets denied that LTC Boes ever removed
discipline or granted overnights for them. One cadet reported that LTC Boes gave lighter
punishments to cadets who were experiencing personal troubles, but otherwise described him as
being tough on discipline.

247

Cozen reviewed the Title IX investigative file of a complaint involving two female cadets who reported that
LTC Boes discriminated against them because of their gender in denying them a promotion in rank. LTC Boes was
found not responsible in that investigation. As the scope of our investigative mandate included The Citadel’s
institutional response to the conduct of LTC Boes, we reviewed the Title IX investigative file and observed the
following investigative concerns: (1) the Title IX Coordinator, who served as the investigator, failed to interview two
female cadets who were identified by name as having experienced discriminatory behavior by LTC Boes; (2) the
written summary alludes to previous conversations by senior level staff about this issue with LTC Boes. It provides
that, in addition to the reports by the two female cadets, “Paluso and CARE Director Janet Shealy had discussed the
matter previously” and “Shealy had previously mentioned to Gedney the potential for this matter”; and (3) language
used in the analysis, specifically the discussion of credibility and standard of evidence, is inconsistent with Title IX
regulation and guidance. See Exhibit 42.
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Based on a review of LTC Boes’s text messages from the SLED report, LTC Boes sent
communications to another cadet that were written in a casual tone and that included sexual
innuendoes. For example, on January 30, 2018, LTC Boes and
exchanged the
248
below messages:
From

To

Time

LTC Boes

5:03PM

LTC Boes

5:04PM

LTC Boes
LTC Boes

5:04PM
5:05PM
LTC Boes

LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes
LTC Boes

5:05PM
5:06PM
5:48PM
5:48PM
5:51PM
5:52PM

Message
Will get you straightened out In the
next week or so .. I'll keep coming by
and tracking everything for you .
By the way let me know if you ever
wanna do dinners during the week , I
could come by and cook lol
thanks
Let's do it
Just let me know a day and I'll have
all the groceries ready!
I honestly wouldn't mind a bit and it
would help me make sure your eating
a healthy dinner
We will pick a day
It's a days
Date
That makes me excited
How do you think I feel

The evidence also reflects that LTC Boes had text communications with former cadets that were
similar in tone and topic to those exchanged with
and
. The texts convey
LTC Boes’s familiarity and comfort in communicating with current and former cadets in the same
sexual manner—e.g. discussing “nuts” with hair and semen extract.249
10.

Cigar Night and Provision of Alcohol to Minors

Everyone interviewed knew that LTC Boes hosted “Cigar Night” at his house on campus every
Wednesday.250 Some, but not all, TAC Officers were invited to Cigar Night. Lt Col Sberna
described Cigar Night as a gathering on LTC Boes’s porch where TAC Officers and cadets would
smoke cigars, and cadets over 21 would drink alcohol.251 Lt Col Sberna also hosted Cigar Night
248

See SLED Report at 700. Cadet
was in the Class of 2020, but withdrew from The Citadel in December
2018.
249
Cozen acknowledges the change in relationship status when a cadet graduates from The Citadel; however, the
relevance to this review was the overt informality and familiarity in LTC Boes’s manner of interaction with recent
graduates.
250
The Citadel’s Blue Book provides for general leave on Wednesday evenings from 1500 to 1900. See Blue Book §
6.8.2.7.
251
Major Craig said he believed Cigar Night was for staff only, and cadets were not present.
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at his house. LTC Boes said he and Lt Col Sberna would alternate who hosted the Wednesday
night get-together.
Lt Col Sberna said that LTC Boes would allow underage cadets to drink alcohol. He explained,
“LTC Boes was not as good as he should have been about monitoring alcohol. I would tell him
not to do it, but [LTC Boes] had the opinion, ‘If they’re old enough to die for this county, they are
old enough for a drink.’”
Despite Lt Col Sberna and
reportedly being at Cigar Night regularly, Lt Col Sberna said
that he recalled meeting
at Cigar Night only one time. Lt Col Sberna said he gave
a cigar and
played the piano. In his interviews with Cozen and SLED, Lt Col Sberna said
he did not observe
drinking alcohol on that occasion.
Other cadets reported going to LTC Boes’s house for Cigar Night or dinner, and seeing
there. They reported that
would not interact with the other cadets; rather, he would stay
to the side and only talk to LTC Boes or Mrs. Boes.
LTC Panton said he was aware that a select group of cadets were going to LTC Boes’s house
frequently. LTC Panton, as well as all other staff members interviewed (except Lt Col Sberna),
said that they would not invite cadets to their home.252
Ms. Shealy, Director of CARE, was also aware of Cigar Night and reported expressing concern to
Lt Col Sberna about his decision to allow smoking and drinking at his residence.253 She suggested
in her interview with Cozen that Cigar Night created other types of institutional issues at The
Citadel, aside from smoking and drinking. Specifically, she said that students commented to her
about favoritism and the exclusion of women from Cigar Night.
also said that
LTC Boes invited males over to his house for cigars and bourbon, and she was not aware of
females being invited.
D.

LTC Boes’s Mandatory Training Records

As described in Section III(C) above, Cozen reviewed The Citadel’s training requirements relevant
to this review. Cozen further assessed LTC Boes’s completion of those mandated trainings. Our
review of LTC Boes’s attendance records reflects that LTC Boes did not have up-to-date training

252

Two TAC Officers said that they have an annual party at their house for graduating cadets, where no alcohol is
served.
253
This issue was also raised by the South Carolina General Assembly’s Legislative Audit Council Report of
October 2017, which is addressed in more detail in Section IV(C).
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in the areas of Campus Security Authority, FERPA, General Security Awareness and HIPAA.
However, he had satisfied the training requirements for Title IX and Darkness to Light.

VI.

Institutional Response – Factual Synthesis

In assessing the institutional response of The Citadel, we considered: the legal and regulatory
authority set forth by Title IX, the Clery Act and South Carolina state law; The Citadel’s policies
and procedures;254 the training and education provided to cadets and administrators by The Citadel;
the institutional history of The Citadel as it relates to prior incidences of sexual misconduct; and
relevant aspects of the climate and culture of The Citadel as they relate to reporting and
institutional values. The following sections synthesize the key facts with supporting references
relevant to the investigative scope and related law, regulations, policy, practice and institutional
history.
A.

Criminal Allegations and Potential Citadel Policy Violations

Consistent with the scope of this engagement following LTC Boes’s resignation, we have not
reached a finding regarding the veracity of the underlying allegations against LTC Boes.255 We
note in the criminal context, that SLED decided to arrest LTC Boes based on probable cause of
the crimes, then the Charleston County Solicitor’s Office subsequently withdrew the charge of
criminal sexual conduct by force or coercion, and proceeded on the charge related to providing
alcohol to minors. We also observe that under The Citadel’s policy definitions, the mere existence
of sexual conduct, regardless of consent, between LTC Boes, a supervisor, and
a cadet,

254

Generally, The Citadel’s policies and procedures related to sexual and gender-based harassment, professional
boundaries and other conduct expectations are disjointed and not easily accessible, and would benefit from
consolidation and revision.
255
As outlined in Section II above, Cozen’s scope was twofold: first, to evaluate The Citadel’s institutional response
to learning on May 21, 2018 that
had alleged that LTC Boes sexually assaulted him on multiple occasions
between September 2017 and April 2018; and second, whether The Citadel—including its employees—knew or, in
the exercise of reasonable care, should have known, of potential policy violations by LTC Boes.
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provides information relevant and could support a violation of the Sexual Harassment Policy and
Sexual Violence Prevention and Response Policy.
Notwithstanding the parallel criminal process, The Citadel’s policies differ from South Carolina
law in two significant ways. First, while the criminal courts require proof beyond a reasonable
doubt to sustain a conviction, The Citadel’s policies require only that a policy violation be found
by a preponderance of the evidence, which is a lower standard of proof. Second, the scope of
prohibited conduct that constitutes a policy violation at The Citadel is broader. Specifically:


Under The Citadel’s Sexual Harassment Policy, there is no need to establish force or
coercion to establish a policy violation. The Policy “prohibits amorous/romantic
relationships between any student and any individual with professional responsibility for
that student (e.g., faculty, staff or a member of the cadet's chain of command), even where
consensual.”256 Given the positions of LTC Boes and
superior officer and
cadet—the mere existence of an amorous/romantic relationship between the two would be
a policy violation, regardless of whether or not it was consensual in nature.



The Citadel’s Sexual Harassment Policy also prohibits sexual harassment, which is defined
to include both quid pro quo harassment and unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature that
creates a hostile environment. The definition of sexual harassment similarly does not
require proof of coercion or force; a lesser standard of “unwelcome” conduct is sufficient.
In light of the power differential between LTC Boes and
and the evidence of
repeated and frequent special treatment and favors, is relevant to the analysis of whether a
policy violation for sexual harassment—either quid pro quo or hostile environment—could
be established based upon the evidence detailed in the SLED Report and gathered in this
investigation.257



Finally, The Citadel’s Sexual Violence Prevention and Response Policy prohibits nonconsensual sexual intercourse or sexual contact, which requires proof of a lack of
affirmative consent, a more broadly defined term than force or coercion.

Recognizing the differences between The Citadel’s policies and the laws of South Carolina, as
well as the asymmetric power dynamic between LTC Boes and
the evidence of the sexual
relationship between LTC Boes and
could have yielded a different conclusion under The
Citadel’s definitions and policies.
While we do not reach a conclusion as to whether LTC Boes engaged in a sexual relationship with
with or without affirmative consent, the facts as outlined above provide corroborative
information supporting
account, including: text messages; contemporaneous
observations and actions of witnesses related to concerns for the nature of the relationship and the
amount of time spent alone on and off campus; documents related to disciplinary consequences;
256

See http://www.citadel.edu/root/images/policies/2-026-sexual-harassment-policy.pdf.
Text messages and infirmary records corroborate an exchange between
and LTC Boes that LTC Boes
described as “Quid pro quo.” See SLED Report at 896.

257
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forged community service logs; and admissions by LTC Boes to removing disciplinary
consequences, granting overnights and providing alcohol. SLED’s description of the photographs
of abrasions to
penis taken in February of 2018, together with the circumstances of
disclosure of sexual abuse over a period of seven months to his mother, his cousin, his
uncle, Cadet
, Commander
and
, as well as his attempts to leave
campus and distance himself from LTC Boes, also support
account that he experienced
unwanted sexual contact.258
Further, the uncontested evidence from the text messages, interviews of LTC Boes and evidence
recovered from LTC Boes’s home in the search warrant, illustrates the existence of a relationship
that is atypical for a TAC Officer and a cadet. Compared to his relationship with most other cadets,
LTC Boes used a different tone and manner with
and they communicated more
frequently. Specifically, LTC Boes checked in on
daily, invited him over to his house
regularly, told him he enjoyed their time together and told him he missed him. LTC Boes reported
being upset that
did not call him over Christmas. He kept a picture of
in his
bedside table and stored photos of
on his phone, including several photos of
shirtless and/or with LTC Boes. LTC Boes allowed
a cadet, to treat him informally rather
than within the confines of rank (e.g., he did not reprimand
for saying “get the fuck out of
my face” at the gym). LTC Boes offered
the rank of supply sergeant in a text message,
despite the fact that he knew at the time that
was AWOL in Charlotte, NC. He also
continued to communicate with
after his
and his wife ended their relationships
with
and asked that he also end his relationship with
When
refused to
see LTC Boes in May 2018, LTC Boes went to his construction jobsite to look for him, and he
called Mr. Vannoy repeatedly after
refused to speak with him.

258

Several witnesses speculated about
potential motive to fabricate allegations against LTC Boes, including
his breakup with LTC Boes’s
; his poor academic performance; anger at LTC Boes for visiting his job site
and speaking negatively about him; protection of his family reputation; and issues with his father. Each of these
circumstances could be true observations about
and the abuse could still have occurred. As noted in the
discussion in Section VI(C)(1) regarding the dynamics of grooming, offenders often seek out troubled individuals
who may be less likely to be believed because of their life circumstances. It is also possible that an individual may
have multiple motivations to disclose abuse, and anger is sometimes the catalyst for the disclosure.
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B.

Institutional Response to May 2018 Report

As outlined in greater detail in Appendix I, the institutional response to sexual and gender-based
harassment and violence is governed by Title IX and the Clery Act. When an educational
institution knows or reasonably should know about sexual or gender-based harassment or violence
that creates a hostile educational or working environment, the institution must take immediate and
appropriate steps to investigate or otherwise determine what occurred.259 If an investigation
reveals the existence of a hostile environment, the institution must then take prompt and effective
steps reasonably calculated to eliminate the hostile educational and employment environment,
prevent its recurrence and address its effects.260 Once an institution has notice of an allegation of
sexual or gender-based harassment or violence within its educational or employment activities, it
must promptly take steps to ensure equal access to its education programs and activities and protect
the complainant as necessary, including taking reasonably available interim measures while the
investigation is pending.261 The institution should notify the complainant of reasonably available
measures and any available resources, such as “counseling, extensions of time or other course
related adjustments, modifications of work or class schedules, campus escort services, restrictions
on contact between the parties, changes in work or housing locations, leaves of absence, increased
security and monitoring of certain areas of campus, and other similar accommodations.”262 The
institution should also inform the complainant of his or her Title IX rights and the right to report a
crime to campus or local law enforcement.263 The Title IX regulations require that an institution’s
grievance procedures “provide for the prompt and equitable resolution of student and employee
complaints.”264
As discussed above, the VAWA amendments to the Clery Act require that schools include in their
Annual Security Report that they will provide written notification of: the available services
(including on- and off-campus counseling, health, mental health, victim advocacy and legal
assistance programs); options for and availability of changes to academic, living, transportation
and working situations; the availability of those options or changes, regardless of whether an
individual chooses to report an alleged crime to campus police or law enforcement; and a written
explanation of an individual’s rights and options when a student or employee reports on- or offcampus domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault or stalking.
The Clery Act, in relevant part, also requires that institutions record Clery Act crimes that are
reported to campus police or security in a Daily Crime Log no more than two business days
following notice of the crime.265 The Daily Crime Log should contain specific information about
2001 Guidance at 15; 2014 Q&A at 2. Note that in the 2017 Q&A, citing section VII of the 2001 Guidance, OCR
states that the school’s obligation is to “take steps to understand what occurred and to respond appropriately.”
2017 Q&A at 1. This is arguably a broader and less specific requirement than “investigate or otherwise determine
what occurred.”
260
2017 Q&A at 1, fn. 3; 1997 Guidance. See also 2011 DCL at 4 and 2014 Q&A at 2-3, both of which have been
rescinded.
261
2014 Q&A at 32-33; 2017 Q&A at 3.
262
2017 Q&A at 2.
263
Id.
264 34 C.F.R. § 106.8(b).
265
20 U.S.C. § 1092 (f)(4)(A); 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(f); Clery Handbook at 5-3.
259
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the criminal incident.266 The Clery Act also requires institutions to alert their campus community
to certain crimes in a manner that is timely and will aid in the prevention of similar crimes.267
Timely warnings must be issued for any Clery Act crime that occurs on Clery geography that is:
(1) reported to Campus Security Authorities or local police agencies; and (2) considered by the
institution to represent a serious or continuing threat to students and employees.268
Further, the Citadel is subject to the Jessica Horton Act, a 2007 South Carolina law that requires
campus police to notify SLED of criminal sexual conduct or death that results from conduct that
occurs on campus.
On May 21, 2018, The Citadel was informed of
allegation that LTC Boes sexually
abused him over a period of seven months. The report was shared with The Citadel’s Title IX
Coordinator. In response to the report, The Citadel took the following steps to comply with federal
and state laws, and other guidance:


The Citadel contacted SLED to inform them of the report, in compliance with its reporting
obligations under the Jessica Horton Act.



The Citadel’s General Counsel promptly notified the appropriate staff to preserve relevant
documents, pursuant to the litigation hold request.



On May 23, 2018, The Citadel issued a No Contact Order prohibiting LTC Boes from
having contact with cadets.



The Citadel removed LTC Boes from his role as Battalion TAC and transferred him to an
administrative role that involved no contact with cadets.



On June 4, 2018, The Citadel engaged Cozen to conduct an external investigation into the
allegations to determine whether LTC Boes violated The Citadel’s Title IX Policies.



On June 5, 2018, The Citadel’s General Counsel provided
with the contact
information for the College’s Director of Cadet Advocacy, Response, and Education.
Further, the Title IX Coordinator provided this information to
on June 11, 2018.



On June 11, 2018, The Citadel issued to both
and LTC Boes a written notice of
investigation. While the investigation was delayed in deference to the concurrent law
enforcement investigation, The Citadel nonetheless took steps to initiate an investigation
under its Title IX grievance procedures.

266

20 U.S.C. § 1092 (f)(4)(A); 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(f)(2); Clery Handbook at 5-3.
20 U.S.C. § 1092 (f)(3); 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(e); Clery Handbook at 111.
268
20 U.S.C. § 1092 (f)(3); 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(e). Clery Act crimes include sex offenses. Clery Handbook at 111.
267
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On August 22, 2018, the day of LTC Boes’s arrest, The Citadel issued a statement
informing the community about the arrest and the Title IX investigation, and invited
anyone believing he or she had been victimized by, witnessed, or was aware of sexual
abuse related to the matter to contact SLED.

The above steps reflect actions to comply with federal and state laws and guidance. The Citadel
identified the report as a potential Title IX matter, shared the report with the Title IX Coordinator,
provided information about resources to
imposed some level of protective measures
restricting LTC Boes’s contact with students and took steps toward a prompt and equitable Title IX
investigation under Citadel policy.
However, the record also reflects that:


During the four months following notice to The Citadel of the SLED investigation, The
Citadel permitted LTC Boes and his family to remain in their residence on campus. The
Citadel’s Senior Vice President of Operations, Colonel Thomas Philipkosky, said that after
learning of the allegations in May 2018, senior leadership weighed all options, including
terminating LTC Boes. However, there is no documentation showing that The Citadel
conducted a risk assessment to evaluate whether there were prior concerns about
LTC Boes’s conduct or other factors that may have impacted the safety and welfare of
students in light of the reported information.



May 21, 2018 report was entered into the Daily Crime Log. However, there is
no evidence that this report was reviewed in a manner consistent with The Citadel’s
obligations under the Clery Act related to documenting and assessing the need for a Timely
Warning.



While there was an email notifying
and his counsel of a willingness to provide
services, there is no evidence that written notification of specific available services, rights
and options to change academic or living situations was provided to
as required
by the VAWA amendments to the Clery Act.



On August 23, 2018, when LTC Boes was released from custody, cadets—at the suggestion
of Commander Horlbeck, the Battalion TAC Officer, and with tacit approval by CAPT
Paluso—waited to greet LTC Boes to express their support for him. Upon his return to
campus, LTC Boes interacted with multiple cadets in violation of the No Contact Order.
The Citadel promptly suspended LTC Boes at 8 a.m. the following morning for violating
the No Contact Order, but took no action to admonish the Citadel employees who prompted
the show of support for LTC Boes without considering or understanding the impact on
other cadets or The Citadel’s Title IX obligations.



LTC Boes was permitted to remain in his on-campus housing for 30 days following his
violation of an interim protective measure and his resignation.
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On two occasions—in September 2018 and November 2018—
in writing through
his counsel, requested The Citadel take action to
on
transcript “based on the circumstances that prompted
to leave the school in
April 2018.” The facts reflect that The Citadel rejected
claim without consulting
with the Title IX Coordinator to evaluate the appropriateness of such a remedy.269 At no
time did The Citadel reflect a recognition of the Title IX and VAWA implications of this
request and did not integrate the request with its regulatory responsibilities to evaluate
interim measures.270
C.

Awareness of Misconduct by LTC Boes

With respect to whether employees of The Citadel knew or, in the exercise of reasonable care,
should have known of potential policy violations by LTC Boes, the information gathered from
documents and interviews reflects that those closest to
both cadets and employees—
observed direct and overreaching conduct by LTC Boes. That conduct included demonstrated
favoritism, the provision of alcohol to a minor, the provision of tobacco, special treatment in the
removal of disciplinary consequences, an inappropriately-close emotional relationship, numerous
observed boundary violations (including off-campus social events and serving as an informal host
father outside of the confines of the program) and the granting of special privileges including
Special Leave.
In Cozen’s review of the gathered information and applicable policy, LTC Boes’s conduct
implicated the following policies: The Alcoholic Beverages Policy )for the provision of alcohol to
as a minor), the Tobacco Product-Free Campus Policy (for permitting cadets to smoke
cigars outside of the on campus residential housing), and the Ethical Principles for Employees (for
impacting discipline of a cadet outside of his Battalion by surreptitiously overriding the discipline
issued to
by his supervisors, in violation of the ethical “principles of honesty,
accountability, integrity and respect”). Cozen finds sufficient evidence in the record to establish
violations of these policies by a preponderance of the evidence, as the policy is written, recognizing
that The Citadel in the exercise of its discretion may not pursue those policy violations or reach
the same conclusion.
In the context of sexual assault allegations, the conduct described by
observed by other
cadets and employees of The Citadel and admitted to by LTC Boes—constituted grooming.
269

Because the alleged conduct occurred by an employee within the scope of his employment, The Citadel had a
heightened obligation to remedy the impacts of the conduct. When sexual harassment is “so severe, persistent, or
pervasive as to deny or limit a student’s ability to participate in or benefit from the school’s programs or activities, a
hostile environment exists and the school must respond.” See OCR Q&A on Campus Sexual Misconduct (Sept. 2017)
(“OCR 2017 Q&A”). To the extent LTC Boes engaged in hostile environment sexual harassment while performing
his job, The Citadel is responsible for ending the harassment, preventing its recurrence and remedying its effects on
the victim, regardless of whether the University had notice. See 2001 Guidance at 10.
270
As described above, VAWA provides that “institutions must provide accommodations related to the victim’s
academic, living, transportation, or working situation if the victim requests those accommodations and if they are
reasonably available.” See 34 C.F.R. § 668.46 (b). The Citadel’s Title IX policies do not provide for the availability
of these academic considerations.
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LTC Boes often engaged in the conduct in open and observable ways, which impacted how others
perceived the conduct. However, the facts do not reflect that employees at The Citadel knew, or
in the exercise of reasonable care, should have known about the sexual abuse described by
Rather, the facts reflect that the known conduct by LTC Boes should have caused others to
intervene, to ask questions, to elevate and to report. The inaction of Citadel employees allowed
policy violations and irregularities to persist and created the conditions for abuse to occur. Calling
out inappropriate conduct at an earlier juncture would have demonstrated that potential misconduct
is not condoned and may have created a safer space for disclosure.
1.

LTC Boes’s Grooming of

A number of the dynamics of grooming, as described in Section IV(A) above, existed in LTC
Boes’s relationship with
First,
was described by LTC Boes as a troubled young
man, and the record reflects that he had difficulty—or perceived difficulty—with alcohol-related
conduct, domestic violence, academics and otherwise conforming his conduct to The Citadel’s
expectations. Following his arrest in December 2016,
The Citadel
. At the time of his re-enrollment, LTC Brace—
Battalion TAC Officer for
18 months—declined to accept him back into the
Battalion. As a result, in fall 2017,
transferred from the
Battalion to the Fifth Battalion.271 LTC Brace explained to
Cozen that he did not trust
judgment or his character following the December 2016
arrest, and that he had other general concerns about
conduct. LTC Brace also said
was “[m]uch higher drama, [and had] more significant issues than other students,” and
noted that
got himself into trouble because of alcohol and immaturity. LTC Brace also
questioned
integrity and described
as quiet and guarded with LTC Brace.
Second, LTC Boes had a reputation for engaging too closely with cadets and for taking special
care of the most troubled cadets. While his role required significant interaction with students, coworkers gave him cautionary advice about maintaining professional boundaries. For example, Lt.
Col. Graham said he “ranked LTC Boes high, but talked to him about not being [cadets’] big
brother and being their father figure.” He commented, “LTC Boes would bring the three-legged
dog home. I always had to talk to him about getting too close. We care, but he got too close
sometimes.”
Others expressed concern about LTC Boes’s conduct, noting that they would not be comfortable
engaging with cadets in the manner LTC Boes did. One TAC Officer said, “LTC Boes was well
liked by cadets. I thought he spent a lot of time talking to cadets. Now I am questioning why he
was liked. I think he helped out cadets, but at the time I had no reason to suspect anything else.”
LTC Boes himself said he “made a history” of helping out young cadets who were in trouble, such
as readmitted students. He said he had helped such cadets hundreds of times. He acknowledged
that his style was different than other TAC Officers, whom he described as “hammers.” LTC Boes
acknowledged receiving cautionary advice from peers about his close relationship with cadets, but
271

During the Summer 2017 semester, students, including
Battalion.
was never a cadet in the Fourth Battalion.

stayed in

Barracks, which houses the Fourth
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said, “I tended to get closer to cadets than most TACs. As a family, we sponsored cadets and were
a host family. I took in kids. I think they trusted me. I didn’t hide anything.” LTC Boes explained
that his family “took in kids who needed help” and that “some came over more and more.”
The combination of these two factors—
vulnerability and LTC Boes’s reputation for
helping cadets—allowed others to view the relationship between the two as a relationship between
a troubled cadet and a close mentor. Observations of LTC Boes’s closeness to
were
shrugged off with an attitude of “that’s how LTC Boes is,” and not recognized as more troubling
or concerning in nature, despite the fact that much of LTC Boes’s conduct constituted the above
outlined policy violations and egregious irregularities. Despite the evidence of awareness of his
conduct, and the TAC Officer’s Handbook outlining the importance of reporting, there is no
evidence that these known violations were properly reported and addressed.
Third, there is significant evidence supporting a finding that LTC Boes demonstrated favoritism
with respect to
and gave him special treatment. That evidence, outlined in greater detail
in Section V(C) of this report, includes the following policy violations,272 irregularities and
potential “red flags”:
1. Reduction or removal of disciplinary actions against
at the request of LTC Boes.
LTC Boes admitted to “bending the rules” regarding
disciplinary record to help
Ms. Eigner confirmed, and the underlying CAS entries reflect, that LTC Boes
had disciplinary notations removed from
record.
2. Granting special leave requests to
in order to minimize potential for discipline.
While characterized as “out of the ordinary” for a TAC Officer to put a cadet outside of his
battalion on special leave, LTC Boes twice retroactively granted special leave to
on January 26-28, 2018 and February 2-4, 2018.
3. Granting additional overnights to
Approved Leave Request Form
reflects that he accrued and used overnights from blood donation on February 17, 2018 and
April 14, 2018. However, the record reflects that
has never donated blood.
4. Intrusion by LTC Boes into the handling of
affairs by
superior officers.
Both Cadet
in her role as
Company Commander, and LTC Polites
expressed concern about LTC Boes’s interference in their affairs on behalf of
Witnesses interviewed said it was highly irregular for any officer outside of
supervisory chain of command to be involved in decision-making relating to
While a TAC Officer may adjust conduct consequences within their own battalion, it is not
common to reach into another battalion to interfere with consequences given by an officer
in the cadet’s chain of command.

272

As noted above, LTC Boes’s conduct violated the Alcoholic Beverages Policy, the Tobacco-Free Campus Policy,
and the Ethical Principles for Employees.
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5.

transfer to Fourth Battalion and assignment of rank. Battalion Commander
confirmed that LTC Boes had recommended
for the position of supply
sergeant, but that it was Battalion Commander
decision to assign
to the
273
role. LTC Panton and LTC Polites both said the nature of
transfer was unusual
and inconsistent with protocol.

6.

dating LTC Boes’s daughter. All Fourth Battalion staff members interviewed
were aware of the romantic relationship between Morgan Boes and
and
unanimously stated that they would not permit a cadet to date their daughters.

7. LTC Boes serving as
informal host father. At the time of his relationship with
LTC Boes was not formally participating in The Citadel’s host father program.
In their interviews with Cozen, TAC Officers said it was unusual for a TAC Officer to
serve as a host father. For instance, LTC Polities said he raised the issue with LTC Panton,
and LTC Panton acknowledged that the arrangement opened the door to accusations of
favoritism.274
8. LTC Boes doing
laundry.
reported to SLED that LTC Boes masturbated
into
dirty underwear and would “make [
let [LTC Boes] do [
275
dirty laundry every time [
needed it done.”
Text messages on at least three
occasions corroborate that LTC Boes did
laundry and left the laundry in LTC
Boes’s office for pick up. Notably, LTC Boes’s office is located adjacent to the entrance
of Watts Barracks where coworkers and cadets of the Fourth Battalion would be able to
see the pick-up and transport of laundry.
9. Observations by others about the close nature of LTC Boes’s relationship with
Every witness interviewed was aware that LTC Boes and
shared a close
relationship. TAC Officers reported often seeing LTC Boes and
working out
together in the school’s weight room, eating together, spending time in LTC Boes’s office
and driving around campus together. The following individuals made comments to this
effect:
a) LTC Polites. LTC Polites talked with LTC Boes about the amount of time
LTC Boes was spending with
and its detrimental impact on
academic performance. LTC Polites also talked with LTC Panton on more than
one occasion about these concerns. LTC Polites’s emails reflect that he was also
aware that
attended church with LTC Boes, exercised with him, went to at
least one concert with him, performed personal errands with/for him and spent time
at his house at night. LTC Polites told LTC Boes that
needed to stop going
off campus because his grades were suffering. He described it as unusual that
273

The evidence reflects that as early as February 4, 2018, when
disclosed sexual abuse, he received a text
from LTC Boes offering him the role of sergeant in November company. See Section V.C.5.
274
LTC Panton also reported that LTC Polites did not like how LTC Boes hosted cadets at his house.
275
See SLED Report at 43.
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LTC Boes would act as a host father and socialize with cadets, and he said he
himself would never get that close to a cadet. LTC Polites also saw LTC Boes
driving with
both smoking a cigar.
b) Lt. Col. Sberna. Lt. Col. Sberna said LTC Boes and
spent time together
in off-campus settings, including at concerts and the movies, and he often saw
in the area of staff residences on Register Road, which would normally
“raise a red flag” because cadets do not frequent that area.276 Lt. Col. Sberna said
it was “not normal or accepted behavior for TAC Officers to hang out with cadets
off campus, out of town” and he did not approve of the conduct, which he described
as crossing the line and going beyond mentoring.277 Lt. Col. Sberna said he
expressed his concern to LTC Boes that LTC Boes was getting too close to
and that he had “dozens and dozens” of conversations with LTC Boes about
c) LTC Panton. In addition to relaying that LTC Polites raised concerns to him about
LTC Boes’s interactions with
including leave requests and LTC Boes
being listed as
host father and emergency contact, LTC Panton recounted
his own observations. LTC Panton identified irregularities arising from the AWOL
incident in February 2018, when
traveled to Charlotte, North Carolina
(when
first disclosed abuse to his cousin and uncle). LTC Panton said he
found it notable and “out of the ordinary” that LTC Boes retroactively requested to
place
a cadet outside of his chain of command—on special leave after
going
. LTC Panton also said that LTC Boes did not inform him that he
granted rank to
despite the fact that
was at the time in LTC
Panton’s Battalion. LTC Panton said he learned of
assignment of rank
and transfer out of his Battalion only after LTC Boes’s arrest. He said he was upset
that LTC Boes did not extend him the professional courtesy of notifying him in real
time.
d)

276
277

described LTC Boes’s relationship with
as
resembling a father-son relationship. She observed that
was spending an
increasing amount of time with LTC Boes, including working out and having drinks
at a local restaurant. She recalled one instance when
returned to the
Barracks from LTC Boes’s house and was intoxicated.
said other cadets
observed the same dynamic and commented that it was unusual. She said
was LTC Boes’s favorite and received special treatment from him. She said she
talked to
about this dynamic because she was concerned about their
relationship.
said LTC Boes helped
out in ways he should not
have, and that other cadets were mad about the favoritism
received and
would make jokes about their relationship.
said she and LTC Boes

See SLED Report at 5540.
See SLED Report at 5540.
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discussed LTC Boes’s relationship with
and that LTC Boes told her
was going through a rough patch and LTC Boes was trying to help
out. She said that LTC Boes made it seem like he was trying to mentor
and wanted them to be close again.
e)

.
roommate,
, knew of
close relationship
with LTC Boes. He said while other cadets found their closeness odd,
understood it because
was away from his parents. He said LTC Boes was
a second father to
also recalled a time when
appeared
distressed and disclosed that “Col. Boes tried to do some gay stuff with me.”

f) CAPT Paluso. CAPT Paluso recalled occasionally seeing
car at
LTC Boes’s house. CAPT Paluso told Cozen that the only time he spoke with LTC
Boes about
was when he told LTC Boes that the car did not have a sticker
authorizing it to be parked on campus. Later in the interview, CAPT Paluso also
shared with Cozen that LTC Boes told CAPT Paluso that
had been on a
date with his
.
g) SFC Kenneth Greene. SFC Greene recalled seeing LTC Boes with a cadet in Deas
Hall when Deas Hall was closed.
h) Henry Bouton. Mr. Bouton observed LTC Boes and a cadet go into a storage closet
together where an ice machine was located, and had seen LTC Boes working out
with
at least twice a week for many weeks during the 2017-18 school year.
i)

. Cadet
said he thought LTC Boes’s relationship with
was “strange” and “odd.” He recalled a social media image of
and
LTC Boes at a concert together drinking alcohol and was also concerned that
LTC Boes interfered with
cadet duties, as there were times when
missed Saturday morning inspections and a “couple of parades.” Cadet
recalled talking with LTC Polites about
missing required duties because he
was spending time with LTC Boes.

10. The nature of LTC Boes’s relationships with other cadets. Staff members said in their
interviews that LTC Boes engaged closely with other cadets as well, occasionally in ways
that crossed the line. They cited the following categories of examples of crossing the line:
having cadets over to his house; inserting himself in punishment decisions of cadets outside
of his Battalion; and displaying favoritism. Certain cadets described LTC Boes smoking
cigars in the sally port on Thursdays with cadets; hosting Cigar Night; serving as an
informal host father; engaging in physical contact with cadets (a pat on the back, slinging
an arm around the shoulder); and demonstrating favoritism for male cadets over female
cadets. However, even though the cadets believed they had a close relationship with
LTC Boes themselves, they all denied going to concerts with LTC Boes, sleeping at his
house, dating his
, and, with the exception of one cadet, going out to dinner with
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LTC Boes. They also denied that LTC Boes ever removed disciplinary citations or granted
overnights for them.
According to
cadets talked about LTC Boes picking favorites, noting that he was
anti-female, and “picked rank based on what males looked like.” She said cadets would
talk about how LTC Boes was “always choosing big muscular dudes” to make rank.
said she also heard from other cadets that LTC Boes would “mak[e] Performance
Reports disappear or assign fewer punishments to his favorites.”
added that “[i]t
was talked about in the Corps that it was a joke that he liked [having] big muscular dudes
over [to his house]. I definitely noticed that the guys he hung out with and gave rank, and
have over house were all a certain type of dude.” Other cadets reported that LTC Boes had
favorites and “fuck buddies,” as well as “liking a certain type of dude.”
In addition, LTC Boes’s text messages include communications from LTC Boes to another
cadet that was written in a casual tone and that included jokes of a sexual nature.
11. Cigar Night and the provision of alcohol to minors. LTC Boes hosted “Cigar Night” at his
house on campus on Wednesdays. At these events, he served alcohol to cadets, including
who was an underage cadet. The evidence reflects that even the TAC Officers
interviewed who did not attend Cigar Night were aware of LTC Boes hosting Cigar Night.
Other cadets reported going to LTC Boes’s house for Cigar Night or dinner, and seeing
there. They reported that
would not interact with the other cadets; rather,
he would stay to the side and only talk to LTC Boes or Mrs. Boes. LTC Panton said he
was aware that a select group of cadets were going to LTC Boes’s house frequently. In
addition, cadets reported to CARE about the apparent favoritism of and the exclusion of
women from Cigar Night, and others perceived that LTC Boes invited males over to his
house for cigars and bourbon, but he never invited females.
D.

Reporting

Both the Sexual Harassment278 and Non-Discrimination and Harassment279 Policies contain
specific reporting requirements.280 The Sexual Harassment Policy provides that “supervisors,
managers, and other designated employees are required to report incidents of sexual harassment
which are brought to their attention to Janet Shealy, Director of Cadet Advocacy, Response, and
Education (CARE) for alleged sexual harassment by students and John Gedney, Title IX
Coordinator, for alleged sexual harassment by faculty/staff.” The Non-Discrimination and
Harassment Policy also requires that “Employees who experience or observe unlawful
discrimination or harassment are encouraged to report their concerns to their immediate supervisor,
Human Resources, and/or the Director of EEO/AA. All supervisors have an affirmative duty to

278

See http://www.citadel.edu/root/images/policies/2-026-sexual-harassment-policy.pdf.
See http://www.citadel.edu/root/images/human_resources/ppnon_discr.pdf.
280
Under the TAC Handbook, TAC Officers are also cautioned to immediately stop and address individual cadet and
collective egregious misbehavior in order to avoid discredit to The Citadel.
279
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protect employees from discrimination and should promptly report any alleged incidents or
concerns to Human Resources and/or the Director of EEO/AA.”
In this context, TAC Officers are required to report incidents of sexual harassment that are brought
to their attention. We found that the TAC Officers interviewed during our review understood both
the duty to report and the avenues to make a report. The TAC Officers said they had a good
understanding of what their reporting requirements were, and they were able to explain that they
must report to the Title IX Coordinator information that is either reported to them or conduct they
observe that could be in violation of the Title IX policy. In contrast, the TAC Officers had less
confidence in identifying conduct that could constitute warning signs that sexual harassment may
be occurring. We note that this contrast is not unusual in higher education; employees are often
able to recognize overt harassment, but are far less adept at identifying grooming behaviors or
boundary violations that could be the precursor to abuse or harassment. Even employees who may
be familiar with grooming in the child abuse context may be less likely to identify the same
concepts with respect to victimization of an adult. For example, LTC Polites expressed remorse
for not seeing the signs in
that he said he was trained to spot in child victims of sexual
assault through The Citadel’s Darkness to Light training. LTC Polites said, “When we go through
the Darkness to Light training, the victims are not normally as old as
He observed that
“
is not a small man,” which made it difficult for him to perceive
as a victim.
Lt. Col. Graham also said LTC Boes’s conduct “could look like grooming,” but did not report the
conduct contemporaneously.
A number of TAC Officers said that had they seen “red flags” of sexual abuse before the
accusations were made, they would have felt comfortable raising the concerns up the chain of
command. However, based on the interviews in this review, they did not contemporaneously
identify as red flags the conduct they were observing. This inability to recognize the red flags in
real time was reflected in the statements of numerous TAC officers, who, with the benefit of
hindsight, were able to identify LTC Boes’s conduct as inappropriate, wrong or a form of
grooming.
Nonetheless, as outlined in the preceding section, LTC Sberna and cadets observed violations of
the Tobacco-Free Campus Policy and the Alcoholic Beverages Policy and TAC Officers and
cadets observed procedural irregularities that they did not report. In their interviews with Cozen,
witnesses offered several explanations for not taking more responsive action, including: the culture
of The Citadel with respect to “how we have always done it;” respect for the chain of command;
discomfort or fear of speaking up about a fellow employee; deference to and trust in LTC Boes;
and the reality that in some instances, grooming behaviors mimic otherwise laudable mentoring
and development of appropriate professional relationships. For example, one TAC Officer said
that “LTC Boes did a couple of things wrong,” including “giving [
alcohol on campus and
putting him on special leave [while he was] in [an]other Battalion.” He said he could see how “an
outsider” might perceive that LTC Boes was “grooming”
but that his actions toward
were “also consistent with how LTC Boes took care of kids.”
Other TAC Officers said they were shocked when they learned that LTC Boes admitted to
providing alcohol to minors, but they said LTC Boes’s admission about providing alcohol to
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minors in no way led them to believe that LTC Boes sexually assaulted
nor did it change
their esteemed opinion of him. All TAC Officers interviewed said that they would not engage in
the types of activity that LTC Boes did with
including attending off-campus activities
together, having individual cadets to their houses and serving alcohol to minors. One TAC Officer
described it as “weird,” and others said it “blurred the lines.” In some instances, employees of The
Citadel, like LTC Polites, addressed LTC Boes directly and spoke with LTC Panton about
LTC Boes’s conduct, but there is no evidence that the conduct was reported beyond LTC Panton,
nor that steps were taken to stop the conduct through formal disciplinary processes when it
persisted after the initial interventions.
The evidence reflects that LTC Boes’s grooming behaviors were open, notorious and pervasive.
The evidence also reflects that employees of The Citadel did not suspect that LTC Boes sexually
abused
or others; however, the evidence demonstrates a systemic failure by those
employees to report the numerous policy violations and concerning behaviors they observed.
These failures to report now place The Citadel in the untenable position of having to defend the
failure to report suspected violations of law and known policy violations and concerning behaviors
observed by staff. These failures to report also created the conditions that provided the
opportunity, access and isolation for LTC Boes to engage in a prohibited relationship with
E.

Provision of Alcohol to a Minor

South Carolina state law prohibits serving alcohol to minors, and LTC Boes was criminally
charged with violating this law. Consistent with state law, The Citadel prohibits the provision of
alcohol to minors. The Alcoholic Beverages Policy281 in place during the time period relevant to
this report generally prohibited cadet possession or use of alcohol anywhere on campus, but carved
out an exception that allowed “[f]aculty and staff members entertaining cadets or other students in
their quarters” to have alcohol as long as they “abide by South Carolina state laws concerning
alcoholic beverages.”282 In contrast, the Blue Book, which applies to the Corps of Cadets, not staff
or faculty, prohibits cadets from consuming, possessing or trafficking alcoholic beverages
anywhere on campus, regardless of the age of the cadet.283 There is no exception for employee
campus housing. Likewise, the Blue Book prohibits tobacco on campus.
In light of these policies, LTC Boes’s admission that he provided alcohol to
not only
constituted a grooming behavior, as described above, but, in and of itself, was a policy violation.
In addition to LTC Boes’s admission to law enforcement of providing alcohol to
Lt Col Sberna said he had talked with LTC Boes about not providing alcohol to minors, to which
LTC Boes replied, “If they are old enough to die for this country, they are old enough to drink.”
281

The Alcohol and Other Drugs Policy that currently expressly prohibits “the possession of alcohol on property
owned or controlled by The Citadel . . . except as specifically authorized by the President (or Designee)” became
effective on March 25, 2019, after the conduct relevant to this investigation occurred.
282
See Exhibit 5.
283
“Campus” is defined by the Blue Book to include 171 Moultrie Street, Johnson Hagood Stadium and accompanying
parking lots, The Citadel Beach House, the Lockwood Property, College/Riley Parks and The Citadel Alumni
Facilities when in use by The Citadel or when The Citadel is participating in an event.
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Despite his role as Assistant Commandant for Discipline, Lt Col Sberna took no action to curb this
practice; rather, he continued to attend Cigar Night where an underage cadet was provided alcohol
by a fellow officer in violation of both state law and Citadel policies. Lt Col Sberna’s awareness
and failure to effectively intervene and prevent LTC Boes from providing alcohol to a minor
violated Citadel policy and exposed The Citadel to claims that employees of The Citadel promoted
and condoned violations of state law.
Based on the provision of alcohol and tobacco to cadets at Cigar Night, both LTC Boes and
Lt Col Sberna also likely violated The Citadel’s Progressive Discipline Policy—which provides
that “Employees are expected to conduct themselves professionally, [and] at all times be mindful
of the public expectations of the College and its employees”—284and the General Rules and
Regulations, which prohibit employees from engaging in “any act that may result in danger or
injury to yourself, your fellow employees, visitors, or students.”285
Further, The Citadel was aware that
had
two arrests (in
December 2016 and September 2017) related to alcohol and/or possession of a fake identification
card. The Citadel, through its disciplinary process, required
to undergo
upon his re-enrollment at The Citadel in August 2017. In light of this institutional knowledge, it
is especially problematic that LTC Boes continually and openly furnished
with alcohol
and Lt Col Sberna, in his role as Assistant Commandant for Discipline, failed to take action on this
known violation of The Citadel’s policy and ethical standards.
Finally, the Drug Free Schools and Safe Campuses regulations require higher education
institutions to certify that they have developed and implemented a drug and alcohol abuse
education and prevention program (“DAAPP”).286 The program must be designed to prevent the
unlawful possession, use and distribution of drugs and alcohol on campus and at recognized events
and activities. DAAPP programs at institutions take many different forms, but generally include
expectations that staff members report violations of liquor laws and campus alcohol and drug
policies. For an institution to not expect staff members, especially those charged with overseeing
student conduct processes, to report obvious violations of the student code of conduct or state or
federal laws related to alcohol and other drugs, directly contravenes the DFSCA’s requirement that
the institution ensure that it consistently enforces its disciplinary sanctions.
F.

Importance of The Citadel’s Institutional History as it Relates to its
Understanding of Grooming

The MHA Report, Wise Report and Council Report each provided relevant guidance and direction
to The Citadel. The observations and recommendations from these prior reviews squarely brought
the issues attendant to this matter into sharp focus prior to 2018. The Citadel was on explicit notice
of the nature of grooming behaviors, the importance of providing training to employees on how to
284

See http://www.citadel.edu/root/images/policies/progressive-discipline-policy.pdf.
See http://www.citadel.edu/root/hr-policies-procedures/178-human-resources/20334-policies-procedures-generalrules-regulations.
286
See 34 CFR, Part 86.
285
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spot such behaviors, the need to incentivize and require reporting of such behaviors and the
institution’s responsibility to address both general cultural issues, as well as specific reports, in an
informed, prompt and equitable manner.
The Citadel’s history of litigation and external reviews relating to the conduct of Arpaio and
ReVille should have better equipped it to more effectively prevent, identify and respond to
subsequent policy and criminal violations. While we found no information that individuals in
leadership positions knew or should have known about the alleged sexual relationship between
LTC Boes and
there is significant evidence of leadership and employee failures in
following The Citadels policies, procedures, practices and core values. For five years, The Citadel
had notice and multiple opportunities to address the policy and cultural changes highlighted in the
MHA, Wise and Council Reports. In evaluating the current response, we cannot ignore The
Citadel’s pre-existing knowledge from the prior reviews; faithfully incorporating the lessons
learned from those reviews may have, at a minimum, avoided the public questions about
institutional failures, and at a maximum, prevented abuse before it could occur.
As outlined above, after LTC Boes’s arrest, the greater Citadel community by-and-large doubted
account of events in favor of blindly supporting LTC Boes, a beloved officer. This
reaction reinforced the perception that The Citadel has not fully embraced a nuanced understanding
of the dynamics of sexual and gender-based harassment and violence. It was incumbent on
The Citadel, in the wake of the Arpaio and ReVille cases, to implement an effective training
curriculum and an expectation of a respectful and appropriate response to and reporting of
violations of law and policy, observations of inappropriate conduct (including potential grooming
behaviors) and suspicions and reports of sexual abuse.
It is similarly remarkable that the Council Report addressed the issue of faculty and staff/cadet
interaction in on-campus housing in October 2017 (i.e. at the same time that such fraternization
was happening between LTC Boes and
The concerns regarding favoritism and
inequitable application of The Citadel’s alcohol and tobacco policy were also addressed by the
Council in 2017 and in part in the Title IX investigation in 2016 brought by two female cadets.287
Had The Citadel revised its policies and eliminated the practice of selective enforcement of its own
policies, those same concerns would not have been echoed by cadets and staff in interviews
pursuant to this investigation.
G.

Culture and Climate

The culture and climate at an institution may present barriers to reporting experiences of sexual
abuse, particularly by staff and faculty. Notably, every Fourth Battalion TAC Officer interviewed
expressed disdain for
and unwavering allegiance to LTC Boes, even without having any
information about the substance or specifics of the allegations. The vast majority of cadets vilified
for making the report to SLED and supported LTC Boes wholesale, again without
knowing any information. Additionally, at the suggestion of the acting Fourth Battalion TAC
Officer, and the approval of the Commandant, cadets lined the street to welcome LTC Boes back
287

See fn. 247.
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to campus after he was released from custody. During at least one campus football game (the
homecoming game), supporters of LTC Boes erected a tent with prominent signage with the
message “Support LTC Boes.” A photograph of this tent remains on the Support Ken Boes
Facebook page. The website, established by alumni, is still accessible. It calls
allegations “malicious” and
“troubled.” Although not sanctioned or sponsored by The
Citadel, the website depicts images of The Citadel, including a building and individuals in The
Citadel’s uniform. According to Col Philipkosky, The Citadel, in an effort to “not fan the flames,”
decided to take no action to disavow the website or to reinforce the neutrality of its Title IX
processes and its commitment to maintaining an environment free from discrimination and
harassment.
The Citadel did not directly address and dismantle the groundswell of support for LTC Boes. This
inaction represented a missed opportunity to address concerns about The Citadel’s culture and
climate, and to reinforce The Citadel’s institutional values regarding the prohibition of sexual and
gender-based harassment and violence. Recognizing the autonomy of individual cadets and
employees to support LTC Boes, The Citadel took no action to place appropriate limits on the
forms of activism that were connected to The Citadel. To date, we are not aware of any action The
Citadel has taken to remove the use of its name, uniform or property in the messaging related to
these allegations. The silence by The Citadel in the wake of this public and visible support of LTC
Boes risks chilling future reporting by cadets.
These culture-and climate-related issues were palpable to
who told his uncle that
LTC Boes “was a powerful man, and he felt [he] had to do the things the [LTC Boes] wanted.”
told his uncle that he felt he had nowhere to go, and since LTC Boes was a powerful
person, no one would believe him if he reported LTC Boes’s conduct. This fear is supported by
the evidence. For example, when
first tried to tell his roommate, Cadet
, about the
abuse, he replied, “I don’t want to hear that.” Further, when he sought an appropriate interim
measure under Title IX, he was told by The Citadel that evidence of the arrest of an employee was
insufficient evidence to establish a need to remedy impacts on his academic performance. The
facts gathered as part of this review reflect a climate of community-wide disbelief of these
allegations and disdain for
The impact of this open and public disdain for
unchecked by The Citadel, supports a perception that The Citadel tacitly approved that attitude,
undercuts the credibility of The Citadel’s stated institutional values and creates barriers to future
reporting.
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VII.

Findings and Conclusions

Our review focused on two core areas of inquiry. First, The Citadel’s response to the May 2018
report to SLED that LTC Boes sexually assaulted
on multiple occasions between
September 2017 and April 2018; and second, whether The Citadel, including its employees, knew,
or in the exercise of reasonable care, should have known, of potential policy violations by LTC
Boes.
With respect to these issues, we reach the following findings and conclusions:
1. In response to the May 2018 report of criminal sexual misconduct by a Citadel employee,
The Citadel largely complied with Title IX and related authority. The Citadel immediately
placed LTC Boes on leave, contacted
to offer resources and invite him to
participate in a Title IX investigation of the allegation, engaged external counsel to conduct
a prompt, equitable and impartial investigation, and imposed interim protective measures.
This response, which relied on The Citadel’s Title IX Policies for interim measures and
investigative procedures, represented a significant improvement over the 2007 ReVille
response, and demonstrated institutional growth and maturity in the decision-making
process.
2. However, the May 2018 response lacked in other respects:
a. In response to significant activism and grassroots efforts to support LTC Boes, The
Citadel took insufficient action to curb certain such demonstrations of support that
occurred on campus or were connected to campus.
b. Many administrators and employees of The Citadel expressed perspectives that
reflected continued deficiencies in their understanding of the dynamics of abuse
and, as a result, articulated biases against
and in favor of LTC Boes. As
identified in the MHA and Wise Reports, the default response by campus
professionals was to discredit the complainant, rather than allow for the possibility
that the alleged conduct may indeed have occurred.
c. The efforts to support
who ultimately withdrew from The Citadel because
of the alleged abuse, were insufficient. The steps taken by The Citadel, as outlined
in this report, even in the absence of disciplinary authority over LTC Boes, were
insufficient to remedy or address the effects on
More broadly, they were
insufficient to address the observed cultural deficiencies on campus that contributed
to and may create barriers to reporting violations of this nature.
d.

May 21, 2018 report to SLED was entered into the Daily Crime Log.
However, there is no evidence that this report was reviewed in a manner consistent
with The Citadel’s obligations under the Clery Act related to documenting and
assessing the need for a Timely Warning.
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3. With respect to whether employees of The Citadel knew or, in the exercise of reasonable
care, should have known, of misconduct by LTC Boes, we find that there was significant
information available to support a conclusion that both cadets and administrators were
aware of such misconduct. As outlined above, this misconduct included: demonstrating
favoritism towards
providing alcohol to
(a minor); smoking cigars with
granting special privileges to
and removing disciplinary consequences
from
record; engaging in an inappropriately-close emotional relationship with
and engaging in numerous other observed boundary violations (including at off
campus social events and serving as an informal host father outside of the confines of the
official program). With respect to this conduct, we observe that:
a. The conduct was open, notorious and widely-known by cadets and employees.
b. The conduct violated the law prohibiting the provision of alcohol to minors, as well
as the specific written policies of The Citadel, and should have resulted in
redirection, correction or personnel action against LTC Boes.
c. In some instances, employees of The Citadel, including LTC Polites, addressed
LTC Boes and spoke with LTC Panton about LTC Boes’s conduct, but there is no
indication that the conduct was reported beyond LTC Panton, nor that steps were
taken to stop the conduct through formal disciplinary processes when it persisted
after the initial interventions.
d.

addressed
directly about her concerns that he was spending too
much time with LTC Boes, but there is no indication that any employee of The
Citadel asked
whether he was comfortable with the conduct.

e. The known conduct—and the institutional failure to respond to the conduct—
created the conditions that allowed the type of sexual abuse described by
to occur. The conduct, which involved significant and repeated violations of
Citadel policy, constituted grooming.
f. There is no indication that employees of The Citadel recognized the conduct as
grooming, or understood the connection between boundary violations and potential
sexual abuse.
4. We find that Lt Col Sberna, the Assistant Commandant for Discipline, knew of alcohol
violations and failed to take appropriate action, which is deeply concerning both from a
regulatory compliance and student welfare perspective, as it represents a violation of state
and federal law, and contravenes the requirements of the DFSCA and The Citadel’s policy.
5. The Citadel’s policies related to sexual and gender-based harassment, professional
boundaries and other conduct expectations are disjointed and not easily accessible, and
would benefit from consolidation and revision.
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6. The Citadel’s existing training and education programs are insufficient to foster a culture
that promotes reporting, demands accountability and dismantles misunderstandings about
the dynamics of sexual and gender-based harassment and violence.
7. The Citadel did not effectively heed or implement the observations and recommendations
in the MHA Report, Wise Report and Council Audit Report, which squarely brought the
issues attendant to this matter into sharp focus for The Citadel prior to 2018. We find that
The Citadel did not take sufficient steps to raise awareness about the nature of grooming
behaviors and the importance of professional boundaries as they relate to preventing abuse;
to mandate and incentivize reporting; or to remedy cultural and climate-related
shortcomings that prevented The Citadel from effectively recognizing, preventing and
responding to sexual and gender-based harassment and violence in an informed, prompt
and equitable manner.
Collectively, these failures to report known misconduct by LTC Boes contributed to an
environment that, at best, allowed LTC Boes to play favorites, and, at worst, turned a blind eye to
policy violations; disregarded the laws of South Carolina; suggested that certain individuals were
above the law and The Citadel’s own rules; and fostered conduct that was contrary to The Citadel’s
institutional ethics and stated values. The evidence that employees of The Citadel did not report
known violations of law and policy reflects either that not all employees of The Citadel knew to
report the relevant legal and policy breaches—despite having observed anomalous activity—or
that these employees knew to report such conduct but chose not to do so. Either way, these
shortcomings undercut The Citadel’s core values of character and competence.
The Citadel’s actions, when viewed through the lens of its core values, is concerning in the wake
of several prior reviews that addressed similar issues of child protection, grooming, sexual assault
and cadet discipline. Given the prior recommendations regarding policy, training, education and
climate, The Citadel’s subsequent response to known violations of policy and law by LTC Boes
demonstrates continued deficiencies in its training and education, as well as its enforcement of its
reporting policies. The Citadel’s inaction allowed LTC Boes’s misconduct to continue, created
the conditions for abuse to occur and created a perception that LTC Boes’s misconduct and policy
violations were an accepted part of The Citadel’s culture. This environment had a detrimental
impact on student welfare and created competing institutional norms that diminished The Citadel’s
stated commitment to responding effectively to Title IX issues.
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VIII. Recommendations288
Based on our review of the facts and above conclusions, we recommend that The Citadel consider
the following recommendations:
A.

Remedy the Flaws Identified in Its Institutional Response to the Allegations
Against LTC Boes

As outlined in the sections above, The Citadel’s institutional response to the allegations against
LTC Boes was flawed in several aspects. We recommend that The Citadel:
1. Evaluate and take appropriate steps to address and remedy any effects on impacted
individuals.
2. Evaluate and take appropriate steps to address failures by Citadel employees to respond to
known disciplinary violations.
3. Given the high-profile nature of this matter, and The Citadel’s shortcomings with respect
to compliance and culture, schedule a debrief for senior leadership to address tone-at-thetop messaging that will promote compliance and cultural changes consistent with The
Citadel’s stated values.
4. Consider issuing a public communication that addresses its shortcomings with respect to
campus culture. Such a communication should promote a climate on campus that fosters
288

The following recommendations were shared with The Citadel’s Board of Visitors and senior leadership in an oral
presentation on June 14, 2019. We note that since the presentation, The Citadel has taken significant steps to
implement these recommendations. The Citadel issued a notice of trespass, effective until May 15, 2021, preventing
LTC Boes from accessing The Citadel’s campus at 171 Moultrie Street, Johnson Hagood Stadium, the Col. Robert
McCormick Beach House at the Isle of Palms, or Joe Riley Stadium while it is being used by The Citadel. See Exhibit
43. In addition, The Citadel has commissioned a team of representatives from key areas across campus to oversee
implementation of the recommendations. The team, which has already met several times, consists of the following
individuals:
 Col Philipkosky (Sr. VP for Operations and Administration) (Chair)
 Dr. David Allen (Associate Provost for Academic Affairs)
 Tangela Smalls (Title IX Coordinator / Child Protection Officer)
 Leah Schonfeld (Associate Vice President for Human Resources)
 Janet Shealy (Director of Cadet Advocacy, Response and Education)
 Shawn S. Edwards (Chief Diversity Officer)
 Kathy Kroupa (Senior Women’s Administrator)
 Kimberly Keelor (Senior Director of Communications)
 Michael Turner (Chief, PSAF)
 Thomas McAlister (Alumni Affairs)
 Conway Saylor (Director of Service Learning and Civic Engagement, The Krause Center for Leadership and
Ethics)
This team’s work is ongoing. However, to date, this team has: drafted proposed revisions to Memoranda 2-025 and
2-026, which address sexual violence and harassment; drafted a new professional boundaries policy; circulated an
updated whistleblower / non-retaliation policy; and gathered documentation on The Citadel’s “host family” program.
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reporting and reinforces The Citadel’s commitment to prioritizing support for and belief of
complainants.
5. Develop and implement a high–profile, institutional campaign to communicate the changes
and commitments that emerge from The Citadel’s review in this matter.
B.

Conduct an Audit of Standards, Policies, Procedures and Practices

In the context of Title IX and its intersectionality with other forms of protected class
discrimination, harassment and misconduct, we recommend that The Citadel conduct a
comprehensive audit of its standards, policies, procedures and implementation practices. The goal
of this audit would be to ensure that The Citadel’s institutional responses are consistent across its
myriad policies and procedures, and reflective of its legal requirements and institutional values.
The Citadel’s institutional responses should be trauma-informed, procedurally fair, prompt and
equitable. We recommend that the audit specifically address and implement:
1. All prior recommendations from the MHA, Wise and Audit Council Reports.
2. The coordination of multiple intersecting and overlapping policies.
3. The role and authority of the Title IX Coordinator.
4. Professional boundaries for interactions between cadets and employees, including policy
and oversight methods to monitor one-on-one interactions between cadets and employees.
5. Alcohol and tobacco policies outlining clear expectations for supervisory staff and cadet
consumption.
6. Employee and cadet reporting obligations that are consistent with the definitions and
requirements of Title IX (e.g., relating to responsible employees), the Clery Act (e.g.,
relating to Campus Security Authorities), South Carolina law (The Jessica Horton Act
and mandatory child abuse reporting obligations) and all other intersecting legal and
policy reporting requirements.
7. Support, resource and reporting options (including confidential and private reporting
options) for all community members.
8. Multi-disciplinary response teams responsible for the coordinated implementation of
Title IX, Clery, VAWA and other applicable state and federal regulatory requirements.
Teams should include representatives from the institutional units responsible for the
effective implementation of these pan-institutional requirements.
9. The establishment of lines of authority, decision making responsibility and rubrics for
decision making. The multi-disciplinary team should collaborate to identify lines of
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authority, and responsibility. The team should also standardize the elements for informed
and compliant decision-making related to Title IX, Clery and VAWA.
10. Documentation and record keeping solutions. The multi-disciplinary team should identify
a workable and effective way to document and record efforts to comply with law,
regulation, and policy, and care for The Citadel’s constituents.
11. Internal protocols that specify any and all requirements relating to the timing, sharing and
coordination of information.
12. Intake protocols for initial assessments, assessments of risk and the provision of interim
measures.
13. Discipline system oversight and accountability (including updating the CAS database to
create an audit trail that includes the identity of the requestor, as well as the identity of
the individual who inputs changes in the database).
C.

Elevate Oversight of the Title IX Program to Ensure Pan-Institutional
Commitment

Addressing Title IX and related forms of misconduct is a pan-institutional responsibility that
requires an authentic commitment and a tone-at-the-top that demonstrates senior leadership’s
support for, commitment to and knowledge of the content and operation of the program. Senior
leaders must exercise reasonable oversight with respect to the implementation of The Citadel’s
Title IX Policies, and the school must allocate sufficient resources for personnel, systems, recordkeeping, training and sustainability, in order to make those Policies effective.
We recommend that The Citadel consider the following steps to develop and administer an
effective Title IX program and institutional response to reports of sexual and gender-based
harassment and violence:
1. Identify an implementation coordinator steeped with sufficient authority and respect in the
organization to lead and coordinate an institutional, multi-disciplinary implementation
team.
2. Create a multi-disciplinary team that meets regularly and coordinates with respect to the
formation of institutional responses that are informed by all available information and
driven by consistent protocols.
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D.

Strengthen and Develop a Comprehensive Education and Training Program

We recommend that The Citadel develop a comprehensive, consistent and compliant Title IX
training program with a specific focus on the following topics: institutional culture; the dynamics
of abuse; the impacts of power differentials and grooming behaviors in The Citadel’s hierarchical
environment; and reporting responsibility requirements based on regulatory and policy reporting
obligations. We recommend that the training program:
1. Prioritize and implement educational programs that highlight the importance of required
reporting of all policy violations—including minor infractions—as an essential element of
The Citadel’s commitment to early detection and prevention of abuse.
2. Highlight the significance of the tone-at-the-top and the importance that language and
actions play in shaping a positive culture and systems designed to the prevent and respond
to sexual and gender-based harassment and violence.
3. Provide comprehensive training for the following audiences:
a. Senior leaders and implementers related to the issues discussed above, including:
oversight functions; supervision and discipline of cadets; barriers to reporting; and
concerns attendant to a hierarchical, traditionally male-dominated, military
institution.
b. All community members (cadets, faculty, staff, leadership) on policies, procedures,
reporting requirements, resolution options, resources and support.
E.

Review and Revise Its Monitoring, Auditing and Internal Reporting Systems

Effective Title IX programs require a culture that promotes accountability and responsibility. Such
a culture requires ensuring that all employees understand and embrace their reporting obligations,
that the institution provide consistent and values-based responses and that the institution take steps
to reinforce and sustain the Title IX program. We recommend that The Citadel:
1. Update and clarify its expectations regarding required reporting for all employees with
respect to violations of policy by cadets or employees.
2. Publicize a system that allows reporting and or the receipt of guidance about potential and
actual non-compliance, without fear of retaliation.
3. Provide specific training that demonstrates the expectation of senior leadership for
employees to report or seek guidance regarding potential grooming behaviors or abuse-ofpower concerns that may or may not rise to the level of policy violations.
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4. Emphasize a pan-institutional commitment to preventing discrimination and harassment
through rigorous, open and consistently-enforced reporting expectations that message
institutional care to constituents and institutional intolerance to potential abusers.
5. Conduct bi-annual audits and annual random sampling to test the effectiveness of its
trainings, systems and compliance.
6. Review its policies annually to update and incorporate any legal and/or policy changes, or
lessons learned through practice.
7. Enhance its systems to effectively monitor compliance with institutional policies.
8. Revisit the methodology and approach to employee evaluations to focus on early detection
and resolution of concerning behaviors that may compromise its institutional values and
place its cadets at risk.
9. Prepare an annual report of all reporting requirement metrics and disciplinary actions to
identify trends, assess risks, inform training and education programs and implement
program enhancements.
F.

Establish and Reinforce a Culture of Accountability and Responsibility

In keeping with the institutional commitment to centralized reporting, we recommend that The
Citadel:
1. Ensure that its institutional reporting policies clearly promote and enforce its policies up
and down reporting chains, as well as across institutional departments.
2. Provide incentives for complying and sanctions for failing to comply with applicable
policies and laws.
3. Implement systems to prevent and detect non-compliance.
4. Document all failures to comply and any attendant response, discipline or education.
5. Provide an annual report to senior leadership of any disciplinary actions for failing to
comply.
6. Require follow-up education and training for individuals involved in any failures to
comply.
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OVERVIEW OF THE LEGAL AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Regulatory Framework and Guidance
The institutional response to sexual and gender-based harassment and violence is
governed by a complex federal and state legal and regulatory framework. The federal
framework is based on two primary statutes: Title IX of the Education Amendments of 19721
(Title IX), and the Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security and Campus Crime Statistics
Act2 (Clery Act or Clery), as amended by Section 304 of the Violence Against Women
Reauthorization Act of 2013 (VAWA).3 Effective institutional responses demand a coordinated
and integrated approach to Title IX, Clery and VAWA. Educational institutions must also
carefully consider obligations under state and local laws.
A.

Title IX
1.

The Title IX Obligation to Address Sexual Harassment

Title IX is a federal civil rights law that provides that no “person in the United States
shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be
subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance.”4 Title IX applies to all educational institutions that receive federal financial
assistance either directly or indirectly, including public and private elementary and secondary
schools, school districts, colleges and universities.5 The Title IX regulations apply to the
participation of any person, including students and employees, in an institution’s education
programs6 as well as to the employment context.7
Title IX prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in all of an institution’s programs and
activities, including those related to both education and employment.8 Title IX applies to all
forms of sex discrimination, including sexual and gender-based harassment and violence.9 By its
1

Title IX is codified starting at 20 U.S.C. § 1681.
20 U.S.C. § 1092(f).
3
Pub. L. 113-4, Violence Against Women Act of 2013 (Mar. 7, 2013).
4
20 U.S.C. § 1681(a).
5
20 U.S.C. § 1681(a); 34 C.F.R. § 106.11.
6
While OCR’s guidance typically refers to students, the language of the statute and regulation is broad enough to
cover third parties as well. Like the Title IX statute (see above text accompanying n.1), the regulation provides that
“no person” shall be subjected to discrimination on the basis of sex “in any education program or activity operated
by a recipient” of federal funding, including academic, research or extracurricular activities. (34 C.F.R. § 106.31(a)
(emphasis added).
7
See 34 C.F.R. § 106.8(b) (requiring schools to adopt and publish grievance procedures for students and employees);
34 C.F.R. § 106.51 (prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sex in employment in education programs or
activities); see also 2011 DCL at p.4 n.11 (“Title IX also protects employees of a recipient from sexual
harassment.”).
8
See generally 20 U.S.C. § 1681 et seq.; 34 C.F.R. Part 106.
9
U.S. Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights Dear Colleague Letter, April 4, 2011 (2011 DCL) at 1. In
2011, OCR defined sexual violence as “physical sexual acts perpetrated against a person’s will or where a person is
incapable of giving consent due to the victim’s use of drugs or alcohol.” 2011 DCL at 1. As noted later in this
overview, the 2011 DCL was rescinded on September 22, 2017, and replaced with interim guidance, which uses the
2

1

own terms, Title IX binds institutions that receive Federal funds, not private individuals.10
However, as discussed below, sexual harassment by an individual, or a failure by an institution to
properly respond to sexual harassment by an individual, can itself constitute sex discrimination
by an institution in violation of Title IX when that harassment limits or denies an individual the
ability to participate in or benefit from the institution’s program on the basis of sex.11
OCR has stated that Title IX’s protections encompass conduct that occurs on campus or
in the context of any institution-related education program or activity, regardless of location.12
Further, OCR has stated that a school must evaluate the impact of off-campus conduct that
occurs outside of an education program or activity to determine whether there are any continuing
effects on campus or in an off-campus education program or activity that are creating or
contributing to a hostile environment.13 OCR reiterated this concept in the 2017 Q&A, stating
that, “Schools are responsible for redressing a hostile environment that occurs on campus even if
it relates to off-campus activities.”14
An institution’s obligation to respond appropriately to sexual harassment complaints is
the same regardless of the sex or sexes of the parties involved.15
2.

Law vs. Guidance

Title IX is accompanied by implementing regulations that have the force and effect of
law. In addition to the implementing regulations, the U.S. Department of Education’s Office
for Civil Rights (OCR) has issued guidance documents that provide policy guidance to assist
educational institutions in meeting their Title IX obligations. Early guidance documents include
the 1997 Sexual Harassment Guidance (1997 Guidance) and the 2001 Revised Sexual
Harassment Guidance (2001 Guidance).17 In April 2011, OCR designated its April 4, 2011 Dear
16

terms sexual misconduct and sexual violence, albeit without definition. See OCR’s September 22, 2017 Questions
& Answers on Campus Sexual Misconduct (2017 Q&A).
10
20 U.S.C. §§ 1681(a), 1682. See also Davis v. Monroe Cty. Bd. of Ed., 526 U.S. 629, 641 (1999) (“The
Government’s enforcement authority may only be exercised against the funding recipient….”).
11
U.S. Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights, Revised Sexual Harassment Guidance: Harassment of
Students by School Employees, Other Students, or Third Parties (2001) (2001 Guidance), reissued with Dear
Colleague Letter dated January 25, 2006 (2006 DCL) at 2).
12
2001 Guidance at 2-3 (“Title IX protects students in connection with all of the academic, educational, extracurricular, athletic, and other programs of the school, whether they take place in the facilities of the school, on a
school bus, at a class or training program sponsored by the school at another location, or elsewhere.”).
13
See 2011 DCL at 4, and 2014 Q&A at 29, both of which have since been rescinded.
14
2017 Q&A at 1, fn 3. See also 2011 DCL at 4 and 2014 Q&A at 29, both of which have since been rescinded.
15
See 2001 Guidance at 3 (“Title IX protects any ‘person’ from sex discrimination. Accordingly, both male and
female students are protected from sexual harassment engaged in by a school’s employees, other students, or third
parties. Moreover, Title IX prohibits sexual harassment regardless of the sex of the harasser, i.e., even if the harasser
and the person being harassed are members of the same sex.” (citation omitted)). See also Resolution Agreements
between OCR and University of Virginia, Minot State University, Wesley College, Frostburg State University, and
Ohio State University.
16
These implementing regulations are codified at 34 C.F.R. § 106.
17
The 2001 Guidance replaced the 1997 Sexual Harassment Guidance: Harassment of Students by School
Employees, Other Students, or Third Parties. 62 Fed. Reg. 12,034 (Mar. 13, 1997). The 1997 guidance was “the
product of extensive consultation with interested parties, including students, teachers, school administrators, and
researchers” and the document was made available for public comment. The 2001 Guidance was also published in
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Colleague Letter (2011 DCL) as a significant guidance document. In response to questions
about implementation of the 2011 DCL, on April 29, 2014, OCR released its Questions and
Answers on Title IX and Sexual Violence (2014 Q&A), which was also designated as a
significant guidance document. According to OCR, significant guidance documents provide
information and examples to inform educational institutions about how OCR evaluates
compliance with legal obligations under Title IX.18 In contrast to both the 1997 Guidance and
2001 Guidance, the 2011 DCL and the 2014 Q&A were not subject to notice and comment, and
controversy arose over what some viewed as an overreach by OCR.19 While these guidance
documents did not purport to create or add legally binding requirements to applicable law,
enforcement efforts by OCR between 2011 and 2017 held institutions accountable for the tenets
set forth in these guidance documents.20
On September 22, 2017, OCR issued a Dear Colleague Letter (2017 DCL) rescinding the
2011 DCL and the 2014 Q&A and expressing its intent to implement a policy, through a
rulemaking process, that considers public comment. OCR concurrently issued interim guidance
in the form of a Questions & Answers on Campus Sexual Misconduct (2017 Q&A). The 2017
Q&A outlines how OCR intends to review a school’s compliance with Title IX, and makes clear
that it will continue to rely on its 2001 Guidance, which was reissued in a Dear Colleague Letter
issued on January 25, 2006 (2006 DCL). The 2017 Q&A includes concepts that have not yet
been subject to rulemaking, and is silent on many of the concepts set forth in the 2011 DCL and
2014 Q&A, leaving many unanswered questions about the current state of Title IX guidance as it
relates to critical concepts.
This overview retains the key elements from the 2011 DCL and 2014 Q&A, many of
which tracked the 2001 guidance, and hence, have remained unchanged. This overview
highlights the new or different elements set forth in the 2017 Q&A, and identifies areas where
there is uncertainty as to an institution’s responsibilities under the 2017 guidance.

the Federal Register, at 62 Fed. Reg. 66,092 (Nov. 2, 2000), and was available for public comment. The 2001
Guidance is available at http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/shguide.pdf.
18
See 2011 DCL at n. 1.
19
As discussed further below, OCR issued an April 2015 Dear Colleague Letter on Title IX Coordinators and
accompanying Title IX Resource Guide. These documents, which were not subject to notice and comment, have not
been rescinded by OCR.
20
While Congress authorized the U.S. Department of Education (DOE) to effectuate the provisions of Title IX, 20
U.S.C. § 1681, by issuing rules, regulations, or orders of general applicability, Congress also specified that “[n]o
such rule, regulation, or order shall become effective unless and until approved by the President.” 20 U.S.C. § 1682.
The Title IX implementing regulations expressly give the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights discretion over the
implementation of certain requirements, such as the requirement to dictate the information and manner in which the
funding recipient disseminates its Title IX policy. 34 C.F.R. § 106.9(a). The enabling legislation and implementing
regulations with respect to Title IX do not, however, authorize the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights to promulgate
standards for administrative enforcement that differ from the standards set forth by the Supreme Court. 34 C.F.R. §
106. Moreover, the former Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights has acknowledged that administrative guidance
documents, issued without notice and comment, do not have “the force and effect of law.” Catherine E. Lhamon,
Assistant Secretary Education, Office for Civil Rights, Letter to U.S. Senator James Lankford, Feb. 17, 2016, p. 2.
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3.

Implementing Regulations: Required Elements of An Institution’s
Approach to Sexual Harassment

Title IX’s implementing regulations articulate three specific obligations related to how an
educational institution must address sex discrimination that occurs in connection with the school:
that an institution publish a non-discrimination statement;21 that it appoint a Title IX
coordinator;22 and that it adopt grievance procedures that are prompt and equitable.23 As
described below, OCR has elaborated substantially upon these regulatory requirements through
sub-regulatory guidance.
a.

Notice of Non-Discrimination

The Title IX regulation requires that institutions publish a non-discrimination statement.24
The statement must notify students, parents, and others that the institution does not discriminate
on the basis of sex in its education programs and activities, and that it is required by Title IX not
to discriminate in such a manner. Educational institutions must also implement specific and
continuing steps to inform students and others about the protections against discrimination on the
basis of sex. The notice must make clear that the requirement of non-discrimination in
educational programs covers employment and admission (with limited exceptions), and it must
indicate that questions about Title IX may be referred to the institution’s Title IX Coordinator or
OCR. 25 Institutions must include in the notice of non-discrimination the name, office address
and telephone number of the designated Title IX Coordinator.26

21

34 C.F.R. § 106.9.
34 C.F.R. § 106.8(a).
23
34 C.F.R. § 106.8(b).
24
34 C.F.R. § 106.9.
25
Id.
26
Office for Civil Rights, U.S. Dept. of Education, Notice of Non-Discrimination,
http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/nondisc.html. See also 34 C.F.R. § 106.8(a) (requiring notification of
all students and employees of this information).
OCR reinforced the Notice of Non-Discrimination provision in its resolution agreements and findings letters with
the University of Montana, Southern Methodist University, Michigan State University, Frostburg State University,
Wesley College, Hunter College of the City University of New York, Elmira College, University of Alaska System,
the State University of New York, and the University of Virginia after finding that those institutions’ notices lacked
some or all of the required information and/or the notice was not adequately distributed. OCR found, for example,
Frostburg State University in violation of Title IX where the notice of nondiscrimination did not state that “sex” is a
protected basis or that inquiries concerning the application of Title IX may be referred to the Title IX Coordinator or
to OCR. Additionally, Frostburg’s notice of non-discrimination was not published in each announcement, bulletin,
catalog or application form used in connection with the recruitment of students or employees, or unions or
professional organizations holding collective bargaining or professional agreements with the University. See
Frostburg State University Letter of Findings at 5.
Note: the OCR Resolution Agreements and Findings Letters discussed in this report pre-date the 2017 DCL and
2017 Q&A. Pursuant to the 2017 Q&A, “existing resolution agreements remain binding upon the schools that
voluntarily entered into them. Such agreements are fact-specific and do not bind other schools.” 2017 Q&A at 7.
22
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b.

Title IX Coordinator

Under the Title IX regulation, institutions are required to appoint a Title IX coordinator
to coordinate the institution’s Title IX compliance efforts.27 OCR has addressed the role of the
Title IX coordinator in multiple guidance documents, including one devoted solely to that topic
issued in 2015.28 OCR guidance calls for the Title IX coordinator to oversee the centralized
review, investigation, and resolution of reports of sexual and gender-based harassment and
violence under the institution’s complaint processes, and to identify and address any patterns or
systemic problems that arise during the review of such complaints.29 Prior OCR guidance also
states that the Title IX coordinator should be available to meet with students, employees and
third parties as needed.30 The Title IX coordinator’s role and responsibilities should be clearly
defined, and the Title IX coordinator’s contact information should be easily accessible by
students and staff.31
27

34 C.F.R. § 106.8(a).
Office for Civil Rights, U.S. Dept. of Education, Dear Colleague Letter on Title IX Coordinators (April 24, 2015)
(“2015 Title IX Coordinator DCL”). This document has not been rescinded by OCR.
29
2015 Title IX Coordinator DCL at 3 (“The Title IX coordinator is responsible for coordinating the recipient’s
responses to all complaints involving possible sex discrimination. This responsibility includes monitoring outcomes,
identifying and addressing any patterns, and assessing effects on the campus climate.”). See also 2001 Guidance at
21 (“While a school may choose to have a number of employees responsible for Title IX matters, it is also advisable
to give one official responsibility for overall coordination and oversight of all sexual harassment complaints to
ensure consistent practices and standards in handling complaints.”).
Oversight has been central to the Title IX coordinator’s role in OCR’s enforcement of Title IX. For example, in its
compliance review of Frostburg State University, OCR determined that the University did not comply with Title IX
after finding that the former Title IX Coordinator did not oversee all of the University’s efforts to comply with and
carry out its Title IX responsibilities and programs. Although the former Title IX Coordinator was notified of some
of the incidents brought against employees and students, the evidence showed that the Dean of Students bore the
primary responsibility for the handling of such complaints, with little to no oversight by the former Title IX
Coordinator. Information provided by the University also showed that the former Title IX Coordinator only received
notice of five of 43 reports of sexual violence and assault that occurred over a four year period and, thus, was not in
a position to identify problematic individuals, groups, or locations or to assess whether patterns of conduct or serial
perpetration occurred that the University should address. As a result of these findings, OCR concluded that
Frostburg State University was in violation of Title IX. Id. at 12-13.
As another example, in its compliance review of the University of Virginia, OCR found that the University had
named a Title IX coordinator, a deputy Title IX coordinator for student sexual misconduct, and a deputy Title IX
coordinator for athletics. However, OCR found that the university failed to comply with Title IX because the Title
IX coordinator did not adequately coordinate and oversee all Title IX complaints with regard to employees. See
University of Virginia Letter of Finding at 22-23. https://www2.ed.gov/documents/press-releases/universityvirginia-letter.pdf.
30
2011 DCL at 7.
31
34 C.F.R. § 106.8(a); 2015 Title IX Coordinator DCL at 5-6; 2011 DCL at 6. This notice requirement is routinely
enforced by OCR. For example, OCR found the State University of New York out of compliance with Title IX
requirements when it determined that the University did not adequately notify students and employees of how to
contact the designated Title IX Coordinator or Deputy. OCR’s investigation revealed that although the University
hired and designated an employee to serve as its Title IX Coordinator at the system-level, it did not notify students
and employees of the name or title, office address, and telephone number of the designated Title IX Coordinator.
See State University of New York Letter of Findings at 17-18. http://www2.ed.gov/documents/press-releases/sunynew-york-agreement.doc. Similarly, during the review period of OCR’s investigation into Tufts University
grievance procedure, the University’s sexual harassment policy identified the Director of the University’s Office of
Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action (OEO) as the University’s Title IX Coordinator, and required all
University personnel to report incidents of sexual harassment to that individual; however, the OEO Director position
was vacant during a period of time and was not filled in on a permanent basis for almost two years. OCR found
28
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In its 2015 guidance, OCR stated that institutions must ensure that Title IX coordinators
have “comprehensive knowledge in all areas over which they have responsibility in order to
effectively carry out those responsibilities, including the recipients’ policies and procedures on
sex discrimination and all complaints raising Title IX issues throughout the institution.”32 OCR
also wrote that the Title IX coordinator should help campus law enforcement understand how to
respond to reports of sexual violence and should have access to campus law enforcement
investigation notes where relevant to the coordinator’s responsibilities.33
Where an institution chooses to designate more than one Title IX coordinator, it should
ensure that one individual has ultimate oversight responsibility,34 and the others should have
titles that clearly show that they are in a deputy or supporting role to the senior coordinator.35
Finally, the Title IX coordinator should not have other job responsibilities that would potentially
create a conflict of interest.36
In the 2017 Q&A, OCR reinforced that each educational institution “must designate at
least one employee to act as a Title IX Coordinator to coordinate its responsibilities in this
area.”37

Tufts’ reporting structure and communication to students inadequate under Title IX. See Tufts University Letter of
Findings at 8. https://www2.ed.gov/documents/press-releases/tufts-university-agreement.pdf.
32
2015 Title IX Coordinator DCL at 6. See also 2011 DCL at 7, stating that a Title IX coordinator must have
adequate training on what constitutes sexual harassment, including sexual violence, and that they understand how
the institution’s Title IX procedures operate. See the section on training for further discussion of the training
requirements.
33
2011 DCL at 7.
34
2015 Title IX Coordinator DCL at 3.
35
2014 Q&A at 11.
36
2015 Title IX Coordinator DCL at 6. See also 2011 DCL at 7. OCR focused on this requirement of clear roles and
reporting among Title IX staff in its compliance review of Yale University. The designated University-wide
Coordinator was involved largely in human resource issues. OCR noted that historically, the office handled sexual
misconduct matters related to employees and dealt with few complaints. The complaint process at the Coordinator
level was informal and did not include a mechanism for disciplining students. Further, the University-wide
Coordinator had no relation with the other Title IX complaint mechanisms at the University for students or any
mechanism for tracking such complaints. Furthermore, the College-level Coordinator was unclear on her role and
responsibilities and the requirements of Title IX. See Yale University Letter of Findings at 5.
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2644753-OCR-Letter-to-Yale-Closing-Investigation.html.
In contrast, OCR found Princeton University in compliance with respect to the designation and notice of its Title IX
coordinator. The University had designated the Vice Provost for Institutional Equity and Diversity as the Title IX
coordinator and notified its students and employees of the name, office address, and telephone number of the
designated employee in various university publications, including its publication on rights, rules and responsibilities,
its annual security and fire safety report, and a handbook for administrative and support staff. The information was
also available on the University’s website. The University’s Title IX coordinator was responsible for overseeing the
university’s centralized response to complaints and reports of sexual harassment, including sexual assault and
violence. OCR also found that Princeton’s Title IX coordinator was adequately trained. The coordinator’s training
covered handling sexual harassment, including sexual assault and violence complaints, and the operation of the
University’s grievance procedures. In addition, the Title IX coordinator would regularly attend webinars and
conferences relating to sexual harassment, including sexual assault and violence. See Princeton University Letter of
Findings at 8. https://www2.ed.gov/documents/press-releases/princeton-letter.pdf.
37
2017 Q&A at 2, citing 34 C.F.R. § 106.8(a).
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c.

Prompt and Equitable Grievance Procedures

The Title IX regulation requires that an institution’s grievance procedures “provide for
the prompt and equitable resolution of student and employee complaints.”38 An institution must
provide notice to students and employees of the grievance procedures, including where
complaints may be filed.39 According to the 2014 Q&A, the grievance procedures must state in
writing that they apply to complaints filed by any individual alleging sexual or gender-based
harassment or violence carried out by students, employees, or third parties and include the
following: a statement of the institution’s jurisdiction over Title IX complaints; adequate
definitions of sexual and gender-based harassment and violence and an explanation as to when
such conduct creates a hostile environment; reporting policies and protocols, including
provisions for requesting confidentiality when making a report; identification of the employee or
employees responsible for evaluating requests for confidentiality; notice that Title IX prohibits
retaliation; notice of an individual’s right to file a criminal complaint and a Title IX complaint
simultaneously; notice of available interim measures that may be taken to protect the student in
the educational setting; the evidentiary standard that must be used in resolving a complaint;
notice of potential remedies for the complainant; notice of potential sanctions against
respondents; and sources of counseling, advocacy, and support. 40 The 2014 Q&A also
articulated a number of other requirements for grievance procedures, including the following:
provision for adequate, reliable, and impartial investigation of complaints, including the
opportunity for both the complainant and respondent to present witnesses and evidence;
designated and reasonably prompt time frames for the major stages of the complaint process;
written notice to the complainant and respondent of the outcome of the complaint; and assurance
that the institution will take steps to prevent recurrence of any sexual violence and remedy
discriminatory effects on the complainant and others, if appropriate.41 A number of these
requirements are discussed further below.
In its 2017 Q&A, OCR identified the following elements in evaluating whether a school’s
grievance procedures are prompt and equitable, including “whether the school (i) provides notice
of the school’s grievance procedures, including how to file a complaint to students…and
employees; (ii) applies the grievance procedures to complaints filed by students or on their
behalf alleging sexual misconduct carried out by employees, other students, or third parties; (iii)
ensures an adequate, reliable, and impartial investigation of complaints, including the
opportunity to present witnesses and other evidence; (iv) designates and follows a reasonably
prompt time frame for major stages of the complaint process; (v) notifies the parties of the
outcome of the complaint; and (vi) provides assurance that the school will take steps to prevent
recurrence of sexual misconduct and to remedy its discriminatory effects, as appropriate.”42
38

34 C.F.R. § 106.8(b).
2001 Guidance at 20.
40
2014 Q&A at 12-13.
41
Id. Similar requirements were stated in the 2001 Guidance at 20. As discussed in n. 51, below, supra, it appears
that the requirement to remedy the effects of sexual harassment arises where an employee has engaged in
harassment in the context of performing his or her job duties or where a school has not responded to other sexual
harassment after it knew or should have known about a hostile environment such harassment had created.
42
2017 Q&A at 3. OCR has applied these requirements in a number of cases. For example, OCR found Yale
University’s grievance procedure in violation of Title IX because when a Respondent elected to admit to the validity
of the charges and chose a disposition proceeding, the grievance procedure did not include an investigation into the
39
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OCR’s 2011 guidance designated preponderance of the evidence as the required
evidentiary standard in evaluating Title IX complaints. In the 2017 Q&A, OCR modified the
requirement, allowing for schools to apply a preponderance of the evidence standard or a clear
and convincing standard, and which must be consistent with the standard the school applies in all
other student misconduct cases.43
4.

Sub-regulatory Guidance: Additional Elements of An Institution’s
Approach to Sexual Harassment

Through sub-regulatory guidance, OCR has built a complex framework governing how
institutions must, or in some cases should, address sexual harassment. Key elements of that
framework are discussed below.
a.

Notice

An institution’s Title IX obligations with respect to sexual harassment by a student,
employee acting outside of the context of their job responsibilities, or a third party are triggered
by the institution receiving notice of the harassment. “Notice” need not be actual notice: an
allegations or input from the Complainant; rather, Respondent went directly before the disciplinary board. When a
Respondent contested the allegations and an investigation did ensue, the procedures did not provide timeframes for
the investigation of the complaint. See Yale University Letter of Findings at 7.
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2644753-OCR-Letter-to-Yale-Closing-Investigation.html. Similarly, at
the University of Virginia, OCR concluded that the University’s informal resolution process as set forth in the
Sexual Misconduct Policy was not equitable either to complainants or to accused students in that it permitted the
University to impose sanctions on the basis of an admission without an independent investigation. See University of
Virginia Letter of Finding. https://www2.ed.gov/documents/press-releases/university-virginia-letter.pdf.
OCR also found Notre Dame College’s procedures violated Title IX because it had three different grievance
procedures to address sexual harassment of student, staff, or both, which created confusion. The policies were not
consolidated and were somewhat inconsistent, particularly in identifying appropriate complaint recipients. See
Notre Dame Letter of Findings at 6. https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2652324-Notre-Dame-Letter-ofFindings.html. Similarly, OCR found Virginia Military Institute’s policies to be incomplete and confusing where
the sexual assault policy for cadets and employees did not address interim measures to ensure the safety of the
complainant while the investigation was in process, the employee discrimination policy for employees did not
provide for written notice of the outcome of the investigation, and the sex discrimination complaint procedures for
cadets lacked both information on interim steps and written notice of outcome. See Virginia Military Institute Letter
of Findings at 8-15.
https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https%3A%2F%2Fed.gov%2Fdocuments%2Fpressreleases%2Fvmi-letter.doc.
Similarly, OCR found Southern Methodist University in violation when its grievance procedures, among other
things, did not specifically address conflicts of interest, and did not specifically disallow evidence of past
relationships. See Southern Methodist University Letter of Findings at 21. https://www2.ed.gov/documents/pressreleases/southern-methodist-university-letter.pdf. OCR also found that Michigan State University did not have a
system for addressing potential Title IX harassment incidents without a formal complaint. See Michigan State
University Letter of Findings at 9. https://www2.ed.gov/documents/press-releases/michigan-state-letter.pdf.
OCR also found that Harvard Law School’s grievance procedure did not satisfy OCR guidance that grievance
policies expressly state that a complainant may proceed with a criminal investigation and a Title IX complaint
simultaneously, nor did it provide for maintenance of detailed records of each informal and formal complaint,
including individuals involved, investigative steps taken, documentation received, individuals interviewed, decisions
reached, and reasons for decisions reached. See Harvard Law School Letter of Findings at 13-15.
https://www2.ed.gov/documents/press-releases/harvard-law-letter.pdf.
43
Id. at 5.
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institution is deemed to have notice of sexual harassment if a “responsible employee” knew or, in
the exercise of reasonable care, should have known, about the harassment.44 A responsible
employee includes any employee who: (1) has the authority to take action to redress the
harassment; (2) has the duty to report to appropriate school officials sexual harassment or any
other misconduct by students or employees; or (3) a student could reasonably believe has the
authority or responsibility to take action.45 To facilitate the institution’s compliance with Title
IX, responsible employees are required to share all relevant details about the reported incident,
including identifying information about the complainant, respondent, other witnesses, and
relevant facts, including the date, time, and location, according to prior guidance.46 Exceptions to
reporting requirements are made for individuals who provide or support the provision of
confidential services such as counselors, clergy and volunteers at rape crisis centers, again
according to prior guidance.47
Notice may come from a direct report or complaint by a student, employee or third party
complainant, or a responsible employee may observe or witness prohibited conduct. Notice may
also come from indirect sources such as a parent, friend or third party witness; social networking
sites; the media; an open, pervasive or widespread pattern; or other facts and circumstances that
should cause an institution, in the exercise of reasonable care, to initiate an investigation that
would lead to the discovery of additional incidents.48 The institution’s Title IX obligations exist
regardless of whether the individual who was harassed makes a complaint or asks the institution
to take action.49
b.

The Obligation to Respond

Under Title IX, when an educational institution knows or reasonably should know about
sexual harassment that creates a hostile environment, the institution must take immediate and
appropriate steps to investigate or otherwise determine what occurred.50 If an investigation
reveals the existence of a hostile environment, the institution must then take prompt and effective
steps reasonably calculated to eliminate the hostile environment and prevent its recurrence.51 In
some cases, the institution must also remedy some of the effects of the sexual violence.
Specifically, an institution’s delay, inappropriate response or inaction in response to a report of
sexual or gender-based harassment or violence by a student or a third party may subject the
complainant to a hostile environment and require the institution to remedy the effects of the
44

2001 Guidance at 13.
2001 Guidance at 13; 2014 Q &A at 15-16. . The only discussion of responsible employee in the 2017 Q&A is the
statement that, “Other employees [in addition to the Title IX Coordinator] may be considered ‘responsible
employees’ and will help the student to connect to the Title IX Coordinator.” 2017 Q&A at 2. The loss of the
exceptions to the reporting requirement for individuals providing confidential support but who might be deemed
responsible employees is one of the most problematic gaps in OCR’s new sub-regulatory regime.
46
2014 Q&A at 16.
47
Id. at 22-24.
48
2001 Guidance at 13-14; 2014 Q&A at 2.
49
1997 Guidance.
50
2001 Guidance at 15; 2014 Q&A at 2. Note that in the 2017 Q&A, citing section VII of the 2001 Guidance, OCR
states that the school’s obligation is to “take steps to understand what occurred and to respond appropriately.” 2017
Q&A at 1. This is arguably a broader and less specific requirement than “investigate or otherwise determine what
occurred.”
51
2001 Guidance at 12-13.
45
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hostile environment that could reasonably have been prevented had the institution responded
promptly and appropriately.52 In the case of sexual harassment by an employee acting in the
context of their responsibilities that creates a hostile environment or conditions an educational
decision or benefit on a student’s submission to unwelcome sexual conduct; however, an
institution’s obligations are broader: it is responsible for “remedying any effects of the
harassment on the victim, as well as for ending the harassment and preventing its recurrence,”
regardless of whether it had notice of the conduct.53
52

OCR’s guidance on the question of how an institution must remedy the effects of sexual harassment by students
and third parties has been inconsistent. OCR made a very clear statement came in the 2001 Guidance:
As long as the school, upon notice of the harassment, responds by taking prompt and effective action to end
the harassment and prevent its recurrence, the school has carried out its responsibility under the Title IX
regulations. On the other hand, if, upon notice, the school fails to take prompt, effective action, the school’s
own inaction has permitted the student to be subjected to a hostile environment that denies or limits the
student’s ability to participate in or benefit from the school’s program on the basis of sex. In this case, the
school is responsible for taking effective corrective actions to stop the harassment, prevent its recurrence,
and remedy the effects on the victim that could reasonably have been prevented had it responded promptly
and effectively.
2001 Guidance at 12 (footnote omitted; emphasis added). As discussed in the text above, the institution’s obligations
are greater in the case of sexual harassment by employees acting in the context of their job responsibilities, because
such harassment, if it limits or denies a student’s ability to participate in or benefit from a school’s program,
represents a failure of the institution to deliver its program in a nondiscriminatory manner. In such a situation, the
2001 Guidance asserts, the institution is responsible to remedy any effects of the harassment on the victim. Id. at 10.
In contrast, in 2011, OCR stated,
If a school knows or reasonably should know about student-on-student harassment that creates a hostile
environment, Title IX requires the school to take immediate action to eliminate the harassment, prevent its
recurrence, and address its effects.
2011 DCL at 4 (emphasis added).
In 2014, OCR largely restated the framework it had articulated in 2001. It first offered the following general
statement with regard to student-on-student sexual violence:
If an investigation reveals that sexual violence created a hostile environment, the school must then take
prompt and effective steps reasonably calculated to end the sexual violence, eliminate the hostile
environment, prevent its recurrence, and, as appropriate, remedy its effects.
2014 Q&A at 2-3 (emphasis added). It may be that the substitution of “as appropriate, remedy its effects” in 2014
for 2011’s “address its effects” represents OCR’s concession that the language of the 2011 DCL was imprecise
(although the “address its effects” phrase was repeated in the cover letter to the 2014 Q&A.) Furthermore, the 2014
Q&A goes on to essentially restate the guidance given in 2001 with respect both to student-on-student sexual
violence and employee-on-student sexual violence. 2014 Q&A at 3-4.
Considering the 2011 language, it is hard to imagine the legal theory by which institutions, under a legal obligation
not to discriminate on the basis of sex, would become responsible for the effects of acts by non-institutional actors
that the institution neither knew nor should have known about at the time, absent some additional factor of liability.
Furthermore, the assertion from 2011 that a school must “address” the effects of sexual violence is so vague as to be
almost meaningless – address could mean anything from responding in some general way to those effects to
remedying them completely. Because the 2011 DCL and 2014 Q&A have both been rescinded, the 2001 discussion
stands as the most articulate and legally justified guidance available on this question. The 2017 Q&A states only
that when sexual misconduct (an undefined concept) is so severe, persistent, or pervasive as to deny or limit a
student’s ability to participate in or benefit from the school’s programs or activities, a hostile environment exists and
the school must respond. 2017 Q&A at 1.
53
2001 Guidance at 9-10. Because Title IX obligates a recipient of Federal funds to provide services in a
nondiscriminatory manner, and because an institution typically provides services through its employees, harassment
carried out in the context of an employee’s responsibilities in relation to students that denies or limits a student’s
ability to participate in or benefit from the institution’s program on the basis of sex represents prohibited
discrimination by the institution. Id.
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c.

Sexual Harassment Hostile Environment

OCR has never satisfactorily defined sexual harassment. It has at points stated, “[s]exual
harassment is unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature.”54 This would be an inadequate definition,
as it would make the standard for harassment completely subjective: for example, a classroom
discussion of a study on sexual assault in prison, or even an invitation to go on a date, if
unwelcome, would arguably be sexual harassment. More useful definitions appear in other
contexts, such as the regulations for Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, applying to
employment:
Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical
conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual harassment when (1) submission to such
conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of an individual’s
employment, (2) submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as
the basis for employment decisions affecting such individual, or (3) such conduct has the
purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual’s work performance or
creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working environment.55
And, indeed, OCR’s guidance goes on to identify two kinds of harassment as violative of Title
IX: “Quid pro quo harassment,” which would correspond to categories 1 and 2, above, and
“hostile environment harassment,” which would correspond to category 3.56 This document
primarily focuses on hostile environment harassment, as do most OCR guidance and cases.
In the educational context, a hostile environment is created when sexual harassment rises
to a level that limits or denies an individual the ability to participate in or benefit from the
institution’s program on the basis of sex.57 Because, as noted above, sexual harassment that
limits or denies an individual’s ability to participate in or benefit from an institution’s program
can constitute sex discrimination, the determination as to whether the harassment has this effect
– whether it creates a hostile environment – is critical in identifying an institution’s obligations
under Title IX.58
OCR has provided guidance on how an educational institution should determine whether
a hostile environment exists. Overall, “the conduct [must] be evaluated from the perspective of a
54

Id.at 2; 2011 Guidance at 3.
29 CFR §1604.11.
56
2001 Guidance at 5. OCR’s imprecise use of language in this regard creates the further confusion of implying that
some of sexual harassment, that which does not involve a quid pro quo or create a hostile environment, is not
prohibited by Title IX.
57
2001 Guidance at 5. Note that in its 2011 guidance, OCR shifted the language slightly in defining a hostile
environment. In 2001, OCR referred to conduct that “denies or limits a student’s ability to participate in or benefit
from the program,” (2001 Guidance at 5) (emphasis added), while in 2011 OCR referred to conduct that “interferes
with or limits a student’s ability to participate in or benefit from the school’s program” (2011 DCL at 3) (emphasis
added). Whether this shift was intended to substantively change the standard has not been explained, nor has any
legal reasoning been presented for the change. In the 2017 Q&A, OCR reverted back to the language used in 2001,
and explained “when sexual misconduct is so severe, persistent, or pervasive as to deny or limit a student’s ability to
participate in or benefit from the school’s programs or activities, a hostile environment exists and the school must
respond.” (2017 Q&A at 1).
58
2001 Guidance at 5.
55
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reasonable person in the alleged victim’s position, considering all the circumstances,”59 and,
relatedly, the conduct in question must be considered “from both a subjective and objective
perspective.”60 Additionally, OCR states that a number of factors should be considered:


“The degree to which the conduct affected one or more students’ education.”61
Examples of such impact might include a student’s grades going down or a
student’s suffering physical injury or mental distress.62



“The type, frequency, and duration of the conduct.”63 A series of incidents may
create a hostile environment where one on its own might not, while more severe
conduct need not be as persistent to create a hostile environment.64 OCR has
stated that a single incident of sexual violence, if severe enough, such as rape,
may on its own create a hostile environment.65



“The identity of and relationship between the alleged harasser and the subject or
subjects of the harassment.”66 For example, where an alleged harasser is in the
more powerful position than the alleged victim, the conduct is more likely to
create a hostile environment.67



“The number of individuals involved.”68 For example, certain comments by a
group to an individual might create a hostile environment, where those comments
by an individual might not.69



“The age and sex of the alleged harasser and the subject or subjects of the
harassment.”70 For example, sexual harassment by an older student toward a
younger student is more prone to create a hostile environment than such conduct
between children of the same age.71



“The size of the school, location of the incidents, and context in which they
occurred.”72 For example, sexual harassment in a confined or secluded area may

59

2014 Q&A at 1.
2001 Guidance at 5 (citing Supreme Court and other rulings indicating that (in the employment context) a victim
of harassment must subjectively perceive the conduct to be abusive for the conduct to actually alter the terms of
employment and that conduct should be considered from the point of view of a reasonable person in the victim’s
position to determine whether conduct constitutes harassment).
61
2001 Guidance at 6.
62
Id.
63
Id.
64
Id.
65
2011 DCL at 3; see also 2001 Guidance at 6.
66
Id.
67
Id. at 6-7.
68
Id. at 7.
69
Id.
70
Id.
71
Id.
72
Id.
60
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be more intimidating, while harassment in public may be more humiliating, either
of which factors could contribute to a hostile environment.73


“Other incidents at the school.”74 For example, series of actions by different
individuals at a school toward a student could in the aggregate create a hostile
environment.75



“Incidents of gender-based, but nonsexual harassment.”76 Such incidents may be
considered along with incidents of sexual harassment to determine if a hostile
environment was created.77

In conclusion, an educational institution must consider the totality of the circumstances,
along with common sense and judgment, in evaluating whether a hostile environment exists.78
d.

Interim Measures

Once an institution has notice of an allegation of sexual or gender-based harassment or
violence allegation, it must promptly take steps to ensure equal access to its education programs
and activities and protect the complainant as necessary, including, possibly, taking interim
measures while the investigation is pending.79 Prior guidance stated that the institution should
73

Id.
Id.
75
Id.
76
Id.
77
Id.
78
Id.
79
Id. at 16; 2017 Q&A at 3; 2014 Q&A at 32-33.OCR has reiterated in Resolution Agreements that interim
measures should be considered in every complaint and implemented wherever appropriate. OCR found notable, for
example, in its review of Yale University, that there was only one instance in which an interim measure was put in
place for a student through the grievance process. See Yale University Letter of Findings at 5.
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2644753-OCR-Letter-to-Yale-Closing-Investigation.html.
OCR found that Tufts University’s grievance procedures did not make clear that interim measures (including
academic adjustments and housing changes as necessary) are not only available but will be provided. See Tufts
University Letter of Findings at 22. https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/investigations/01102089-a.html
(emphasis added).
OCR found in 2014 that Tufts University failed to provide a complainant with effective interim measures. The
University had issued a stay-away order that prevented communication; however, the University’s policies and
procedures at the time did not include any mechanism to enforce physical separation of students (e.g., in the
residence halls or classroom) unless/until there was an actual finding in a case or a court order required separation.
The complainant then obtained a court-ordered restraining order that the University enforced in the residence hall by
requiring the accused to move out of the residence hall. At this point, as noted above, the University allowed the
complainant and the accused to alternate weekly attendance at the University’s leadership program in which they
were both involved. When the restraining order was vacated, the University initially required the complainant to
attend weekly leadership seminars for the fall semester together with the accused or risk expulsion from the
program. That requirement was later modified and the complainant was permitted to miss the seminars altogether
without penalty, which resulted in her not attending any program seminars. None of these arrangements allowed the
complainant equal access to the leadership program, according to OCR. OCR also noted that the University did not
inform the complainant that she could request to move out of her residence hall for several months after she reported
the sexual assault. The University was also not responsive to the complainant’s reports that the TUPD escort
services it offered were not working. Overall, OCR found, “The University’s failure to provide effective interim
protective measures for the Student and, instead, placing the burden of interim measures largely on the Student was
74
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notify the complainant of reasonably available measures and any available resources, such as
victim advocacy, housing assistance, academic support, counseling, disability services, health
and mental health services, and legal assistance.80
OCR previously directed institutions to consider a range of factors when determining the
appropriate interim measures: the facts and circumstances of the particular case; the specific
need expressed by the complainant; the age of the students involved; the severity or
pervasiveness of the alleged harassment; any continuing effects on the complainant; any
intersections between the complainant and respondent (shared residence hall, dining hall, class,
transportation, or job location); and whether other judicial measures have been taken to protect
the complainant (e.g., civil protection orders).81
In prior guidance, OCR stated that when taking interim measures, an institution should
minimize the burden on the complainant and carefully consider the facts of the case when
determining whom to remove from a shared class or residence hall.82 In the 2017 Q&A, OCR
stated that “a school may not rely on fixed rules or operating assumptions that favor one party
over another, nor may a school make such measures available only to one party.”83 That
guidance also states that the Title IX Coordinator should make every effort to avoid depriving
any student of their education in considering interim measures.84 Furthermore, interim measures
should be individualized and appropriate based on the information gathered by the school and the
Title IX Coordinator should communicate with each student throughout the investigation to
ensure that any interim measures are necessary and effective as students’ needs may evolve over
time.85

contrary to the requirements of Title IX to provide effective interim measures that minimize the burden on
complainants of sexual harassment/violence.” See Tufts University Letter of Findings re: Complaint No. 01-102089 at 20-21. https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/investigations/01102089-a.html.
80
2014 Q&A at 32-33. In the 2017 Q&A, OCR did not include victim advocacy in its list of recommended interim
measures: “counseling, extensions of time or other course related adjustments, modifications of work or class
schedules, campus escort services, restrictions on contact between the parties, changes in work or housing locations,
leaves of absence, increased security and monitoring of certain areas of campus, and other similar
accommodations.” 2017 Q&A at 2.
81
Id.
82
Id.
83
2017 Q&A at 3.
84
Id.
85
Id.
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e.

Complainant Agency and Autonomy86

An institution should attempt to obtain a complainant’s consent before beginning an
investigation.87 However, OCR says it strongly supports a complainant’s interest in
confidentiality, it also states that there are cases in which the institution must take some action to
meet its Title IX obligations despite the complainant’s request.88
When a complainant makes a report but requests that his or her name or other identifying
information not be shared with a respondent or that the institution not pursue an investigation,
the institution should inform the complainant that honoring the request may limit its ability to
respond fully to the incident, including pursuing disciplinary action against the respondent.89
The institution should also explain that Title IX prohibits retaliation against an individual who
raises a good faith civil rights claim and that the institution will take steps to prevent and respond
to retaliation.90
If the complainant persists in requesting no investigation or the preservation of his or her
anonymity, the institution must balance the interest of the complainant with its dual obligation:
1) to provide a safe and non-discriminatory environment for all community members and 2) to
fulfill principles of fundamental fairness that require notice and an opportunity to respond before
action is taken against a respondent. In making this determination, institutions should consider:


Whether circumstances suggest there is an increased risk of the respondent
committing additional acts of sexual violence or other violence, such as the
following:
o There have been other complaints or reports of harassment or misconduct
against the respondent;
o The respondent has a history of arrests or records from a prior school
indicating a history of violence;

86

The continued viability of the specific principles identified in this section, including the risk factors set forth in
evaluating a complainant’s request for anonymity or not to pursue an investigation, is in question in light of the
rescission of the 2011 DCL and 2014 Q&A. There is no reference in the 2017 Q&A to the conundrum that arises
when a complainant requests anonymity or that no investigation occur, but the educational institution still bears the
obligation to take action in light of the Title IX obligation to maintain a campus free from discrimination and
harassment. The only reference, albeit tangential, in the 2017 Q&A is the provision that a school may use informal
resolution if “a school determines that the particular Title IX complaint is appropriate” for informal resolution. 2017
Q&A at 4. In contrast to the 2014 Q&A, which provides a detailed framework for evaluating the appropriateness of
a school’s response, the 2017 Q&A provides only the undefined and amorphous standard of “appropriate.”
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2011 DCL at 5.
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2014 Q&A at 18-19. OCR’s enforcement actions show that it has required explicit analysis of the merits of
refraining from investigations at a complainant’s request. In OCR’s compliance review of the University of
Virginia, OCR identified nine situations in which a complainant requested confidentiality, requested that no
investigation occur, or chose not to pursue formal resolution. OCR criticized the University for failing to have any
record that it had evaluated these requests in the context of its responsibility to provide a safe and nondiscriminatory
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o The alleged perpetrator threatened further sexual violence or other violence
against the student or others;
o The complainant’s report reveals a pattern of perpetration, such as via the
illicit use of drugs or alcohol;


Certain elements indicating the seriousness of the conduct, including:
o Whether the sexual violence was committed by multiple perpetrators;
o Whether the sexual violence was perpetrated with a weapon;



The respective ages and roles of the complainant and respondent;



The rights of the respondent to receive notice and relevant information before
disciplinary action is sought; and,



Whether the institution possesses other means to obtain relevant evidence (e.g.,
security cameras or personnel, physical evidence).91

Where the school has no credible information about prior sexual violence by the alleged
perpetrator and the alleged sexual violence was not committed using a weapon or accompanied
by threats of further violence, nor part of a larger pattern at a given location or by a particular
group, the relevant factors would typically compel a school to respect a complainant’s request
for confidentiality.92
Where an institution accedes to a request for confidentiality or a request not to pursue an
investigation, it should still take all reasonable steps to investigate and respond to the complaint
consistent with that request, although its ability to do so may be limited.93 The institution should
still “determine whether interim measures are appropriate or necessary” and take other steps to
limit the effects of the alleged sexual or gender-based harassment or violence and prevent its
recurrence.94 An institution may take immediate and corrective action through the imposition of
individual and community remedies designed to maximize the complainant’s access to the
educational, extracurricular and employment activities and to eliminate a hostile environment,
prevent its recurrence and address its effects. Potential remedies include providing increased
monitoring, supervision, or security; providing training and education materials for students and
employees; changing and publicizing institutional policies on sexual and gender-based
harassment and violence; conducting climate surveys regarding sexual violence; imposing shortor long-term protective measures for a complainant; and, other measures that can be tailored to
the facts and circumstances.95
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2014 Q&A at 19-22.
Id. At 22.
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f.

Investigations and Resolutions of Complaints

In the 2014 Q&A, OCR used the term “investigation” to refer to the process an institution
uses to resolve sexual violence complaints, including the fact-finding investigation and any
hearing and decision-making process the institution uses to determine whether the conduct
occurred by a preponderance of the evidence and if so, the appropriate sanctions and remedies to
end the sexual violence, eliminate the hostile environment, and prevent its recurrence.96 This
section focuses on the fact-finding aspects of prompt and equitable grievance procedures.
While an investigation may include a hearing to determine whether the conduct occurred,
Title IX does not require a hearing.97 Furthermore, neither Title IX, its implementing regulation
nor OCR’s guidance specifies who should conduct the investigation.
In the 2017 Q&A, OCR states that the burden is on the school, not the parties, to gather
sufficient evidence to reach a fair, impartial determination as to whether sexual misconduct has
occurred and, if so, whether a hostile environment has been created that must be redressed.98
For an educational institution, the fact-finding investigation of sexual and gender-based
harassment and violence is one of the most sensitive and difficult tasks involved in the
institutional response. The quality and integrity of an investigation is vital in providing a
sufficient factual foundation to support determinations of responsibility and establishing faith in
outcomes and sanctions. In the context of word-against-word credibility assessments, it is
imperative that this aspect of the institution’s response be conducted by individuals with
appropriate training and experience.
According to the 2011 DCL, Title IX requires adequate, reliable and impartial
investigations that are conducted by investigators with sufficient experience or training.99 OCR
outlined significant training requirements for investigators, discussed below, and stated that
“provisions for adequate, reliable, impartial and prompt investigation of complaints require the
opportunity for both parties to present witnesses and evidence; interim measures to be
implemented before the final outcome of the investigation; periodic updates on the status of the
investigation to be presented to the parties; and the application of the preponderance of the
evidence standard.”100 OCR also stated that “a balanced and fair process that provides the same
opportunities to both parties will lead to sound and supportable decisions.”101 Notably, OCR has
not provided specific standards of care for investigations beyond broad descriptors such as
adequate, reliable, impartial and thorough.102
96

2014 Q&A at 24-25.
2017 Q&A at 5; 2014 Q&A at 25.
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2017 Q&A at 4.
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2011 DCL at 9-12.
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2014 Q&A at 3, 12-14.
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Id. at 24-26.
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OCR found that Princeton University did not provide for an adequate, reliable, and impartial investigation, as
appeal rights were provided only for the accused student, not the complainant; the process did not use of the
preponderance of the evidence standard in investigating allegations of sexual harassment, including sexual
assault/violence; written notice was not required to be provided to the parties of the outcome (and appeal) and
sanctions imposed on the perpetrator that directly relate to the complainant; and there was no assurance that the
University would take steps to prevent further harassment and to correct its effects, if appropriate. See Princeton
University Letter of Findings at 11. https://www2.ed.gov/documents/press-releases/princeton-letter.pdf.
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In the 2017 Q&A, OCR confirmed that the investigator must be “free of actual or
reasonably perceived conflict of interest and biases for or against any party.”103 It further
described an equitable investigation as requiring “a trained investigator to analyze and document
the available evidence to support reliable decisions, objectively evaluate the credibility of parties
and witnesses, synthesize all available evidence – including both inculpatory and exculpatory
evidence – and take into account the unique and complex circumstances of each case.”104
Further, OCR provided that any rights or opportunities that a school makes available to one party
during the investigation should be made available to the other party on equal terms.105 OCR also
noted restricting either party from discussion of the investigation will likely deprive the parties of
the ability to obtain and present evidence or otherwise to defend their interests and therefore is
likely inequitable and should be avoided.106
In the 2017 Q&A, OCR added procedural requirements to the investigation process.
OCR stated at the outset of an investigation, and before any fact gathering has begun, the
responding party must receive notice from the school of the allegations, including sufficient
details and with sufficient time to prepare a response before any initial interview.107 Sufficient
details include “the identities of the parties involved, the specific section of the code of conduct
allegedly violated, the precise conduct allegedly constituting the potential violation, and the date
and location of the alleged incident.”108 Additionally, each party should receive written notice in
advance of any interview or hearing with sufficient time to prepare for meaningful participation.
A written report summarizing the relevant inculpatory and exculpatory evidence should follow
the conclusion of the investigation.109 The parties and appropriate officials must have timely and
equal access to any information that will be used during informal and formal disciplinary
meetings and hearings.110 Additionally, the parties should have the opportunity to respond to the
report in writing in advance of the decision of responsibility and/or at the live hearing to decide
responsibility.111

OCR found that Harvard Law School’s grievance procedures were inconsistent with Title IX where it provided
additional post-hearing rights to the respondent if the sanction imposed involved dismissal or expulsion. In such
cases, the respondent-student was afforded the right to a supplementary hearing on the facts before a hearing officer,
but did not afford a similar opportunity to both parties to seek review. See Harvard Law School Letter of Findings
at 10-11. Note that under the 2017 Q&A, such a provision would not appear to violate Title IX.
Lastly, OCR found that Frostburg State University’s policy violated Title IX where it did not expressly provide that
the parties had an equal opportunity to provide evidence and witnesses during the investigation. See Frostburg State
University Letter of Findings at 6. https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/investigations/more/03132328a.pdf.
103
2017 Q&A at 4.
104
Id. OCR noted, “Training materials or investigative techniques and approaches that apply sex stereotypes or
generalizations may violate TIX and should be avoided so that the investigation proceeds objectively and
impartially.” OCR provided no additional explanation about this cautionary statement.
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OCR also wrote in the 2017 guidance that in any adjudication, the process should be
equitable between the parties.112 For example, the same rights must be afforded to both parties,
including the right to have an attorney or other advisor present or participate in the interview or
hearing and the right to cross examine the parties and witnesses or to submit questions to be
asked of parties and witnesses.113 The decision on sanction can be made by the fact-finder, the
person who made the decision on responsibility, or a different person.114 In deciding the
appropriate sanction, the decision maker should consider how best to enforce the school’s code
of student conduct while also considering the impact of separating a student from her or his
education.115 OCR states that any disciplinary decision must be made as a proportionate
response to the violation, but does not provide examples or further discussion of what is
proportionate.116
Schools should provide written notice of the outcome of disciplinary proceedings
concurrently to the parties.117 The Clery Act, discussed below, requires that for complaints of
dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, and stalking, post-secondary institutions must
include in the notice of outcome any initial, interim, or final decision by the school; any
sanctions imposed by the school; and the rationale for the result and the sanctions.118 For all
other Title IX complaints (e.g., harassment or retaliation) OCR recommends that the school
inform the reporting party whether it found that the alleged conduct occurred, any individual
remedies offered to the reporting party or any sanctions imposed on the responding party that
directly relate to the reporting party, and other steps the school has taken to eliminate the hostile
environment.119 If offering an opportunity to appeal, the school may choose to allow appeal (i)
solely by the respondent; or (ii) by both parties, in which case any appeal procedures must be
equally available to both parties.120
g.

Alternative Resolution Procedures

An institution may offer a less-formal mechanism for resolution of sexual harassment
complaints than that established by its standard grievance procedures.121 Often referred to as
voluntary, informal or remedies-based resolution, an alternative form of resolution can
sometimes eliminate a hostile environment without taking disciplinary action against a
respondent. The inclusion of an alternative form of resolution may aid complainants or third
parties who are seeking anonymity or confidentiality or for whom pursuing formal disciplinary
action may be a barrier to reporting or moving forward with a complaint. It may also provide an
institution with additional mechanisms to tailor a response to the unique facts and circumstances
112
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Id. Compare 2014 Q&A at 36 (“Title IX requires both parties to be notified, in writing, about the outcome of both
the complaint and any appeal.” (Emphasis added.)).
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34 C.F.R. § 668.46(k)(3)(iv).
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2017 Q&A at 6.
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Id. Under the Clery Act, a postsecondary school must provide simultaneous notification of the appellate
procedure, if one is available to both parties. 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(k)(2)(v)(B).
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2017 Q&A at 4; 2011 DCL at 8.
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of a particular incident, particularly where there is not a broader threat to individual or campus
safety, or to address conduct that might not rise to the level of creating a hostile environment.
Participation in an alternative form of resolution must be voluntary.122 Under the 2011
and 2014 guidance, a complainant must be able to request to end voluntary resolution and initiate
an investigation at any time. 123 OCR also previously provided that while an institution may
offer mediation in appropriate cases, mediation should not be used in cases involving sexual
assault.124 In addition, OCR had directed that an institution should not compel a complainant to
engage in mediation, to directly confront the respondent, or to participate in any particular form
of alternative resolution.125 Given OCR’s understanding that Title IX calls for “a balanced and
fair process that provides the same opportunities to both parties,”126 it would seem that a
respondent should have the same rights in an informal process as those prescribed for the
complainant, as described above. In its 2017 Q&A, OCR clarified that informal resolution may
be appropriate if all parties voluntarily agree to participate, after receiving full disclosure of the
allegations and their options for formal resolution, and the school determines the particular
complaint is appropriate for informal resolution.127 OCR also seemingly removed the exception
to mediation for sexual assault complaints and provided that “the school may facilitate an
informal resolution, including mediation, to assist the parties in reaching a voluntary
resolution.”128 The institution should maintain records of all reports and conduct referred for
alternative resolution, and ensure that the resolution is completed within an appropriate time
frame following the initial report.129
h.

Documentation

Title VI’s implementing regulation requires that a recipient of Federal financial
assistance make available to OCR information that may be pertinent to reach a compliance
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2017 Q&A at 4.
2011 DCL at 8.
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An example of procedures that OCR found to improperly force students into an informal process and into direct
contact between the complainant and the respondent comes from OCR’s review of Ohio State University. OCR
found the Ohio State’s procedures inappropriately suggested and, in some instances, seemed to require that parties
work out alleged sexual harassment directly with the accused harasser prior to filing a complaint with the
University. With respect to student peer harassment, the school’s policy recommended that in “simple situations” (a
term that is not defined), the complainant should talk to the responsible party or seek to resolve the situation. If the
situation was not resolved, then the complainant was directed to contact student conduct officials. The employee
guidelines stated that a complainant should talk with the responsible party or seek to resolve the situation in
consultation with the supervisor and/or college or unit human resources professional, and only after that step, if the
issue was still unresolved, could the individual file a complaint. Ohio State University Letter of Findings at 7.
https://www2.ed.gov/documents/press-releases/ohio-state-letter.pdf.
Similarly, OCR found Southern Methodist University in violation when its grievance procedures did not include
specific notice that the parties might end the informal resolution process and begin the formal process at any time.
Southern Methodist University Letter of Finding at 18 (Dec. 11, 2014),
https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/investigations/more/06112126-a.pdf.
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determination.130 This requirement is incorporated by reference in the Title IX implementing
regulation.131 Accordingly, it is important that the institution develop a centralized case
management system where all complaints, investigations, and resolutions are well documented.
During an OCR compliance review or investigation, OCR will ask for copies of all grievances
filed by students alleging sexual harassment or violence, along with documentation related to the
investigation of each complaint, such as witness interviews, investigator notes, evidence
submitted by the parties, investigative reports and summaries, any final disposition letters,
disciplinary records, and documentation regarding any appeals.132 Adequate and complete
record keeping by the school is critical not only to allow an institution to respond to OCR, but
also to give the Title IX Coordinator a sightline over all reports to better identify and address
patterns or systemic problems that arise during the review of such complaints and to assess the
institution’s climate.133
i.

Coordination with Law Enforcement

OCR previously stated that a criminal investigation and a Title IX investigation are two
distinct processes, each with its own set of procedural protections and legal standards.134 The
purpose of a criminal investigation is to determine whether an individual violated a law, possibly
leading to imprisonment or other criminal penalties.135 In the criminal justice context, the
Constitution provides criminal defendants who face the risk of incarceration numerous
protections including the rights to counsel, a speedy trial, a jury trial, the confrontation of
witnesses and the right against self-incrimination.136 In addition, police and prosecutors have
discretion to decide which complaints to investigate and immunity for civil liability when they
decline to investigate or prosecute.137
In contrast, Title IX investigations, which will never result in an incarceration, have less
exacting procedural protections and legal standards.138 Furthermore, under Title IX, institutions
are required to respond to all complaints of Title IX-related conduct.139 The Title IX obligation
to resolve all complaints promptly and equitably and to provide a safe and nondiscriminatory
environment for all students is not discretionary.140
In all Title IX cases, the institution should notify the complainant of the right to file a
criminal complaint and should not dissuade a complainant from doing so at any stage of the
130
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institution’s investigation.141 While Title IX does not require an institution to report alleged
incidents of sexual violence to law enforcement, an institution may have reporting obligations
under state, local, or other federal laws.142 Where there are concurrent investigations, an
institution should coordinate investigations and establish appropriate fact-finding roles for each
investigator.143 An institution should also consider whether information can be shared among the
investigators so that complainants are not unnecessarily required to give multiple statements
about a traumatic event.144 However, an institution should not wait for the conclusion of a
criminal investigation or criminal proceeding to begin its own Title IX investigation.145
Although an institution may need to delay temporarily the fact-finding portion of a Title IX
investigation while law enforcement is gathering evidence, the institution must still take interim
measures to protect the complainant and the community.146
OCR had recommended that an institution enter into a memorandum of understanding
(MOU) or other agreement with local law enforcement and local prosecutor’s office regarding
the protocols and procedures for referring allegations of sexual violence, sharing information and
conducting contemporaneous investigations.147 Any MOU or other agreement must allow the
institution to meet its Title IX obligation to resolve complaints promptly and equitably and must
comply with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (“FERPA”) and other applicable
privacy laws.148
j.

Timeframes

As noted above, institutions are required to designate reasonably prompt timeframes for
the major stages of the complaint process, which include timeframes for the investigation, notice
of the outcome and any appeal. OCR has found institutions in violation of Title IX where their
grievance procedures do not provide a timeframe for the investigation, including its major
stages.149 In the 2011 DCL, OCR opined that a typical investigation takes approximately 60
calendar days following receipt of the complaint.150 OCR further noted that a determination of
timeliness may depend on the complexity of the investigation and the severity and extent of the
harassment.151
In the 2014 Q&A, OCR clarified that the 60 days referenced are calendar days and
inclusive of the entire investigation process, including the fact-finding investigation, determining
the outcome, and imposing any appropriate sanctions and remedies.152 OCR also stated that the
141
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60-day timeframe does not include appeals, but noted that undue delays in the appeal process
may impact the promptness of the institution’s response under Title IX.153
OCR also stated that it does not require an institution to complete every investigation
within 60 days and that it will evaluate promptness on a case-by-case basis.154 In addition to
considering the complexity of the investigation and the severity and extent of the alleged
conduct, OCR will also evaluate the impact of a parallel criminal investigation, school breaks,
witness availability and other factors affecting the integrity of the process.155
Most recently, OCR rescinded this guidance and provided that there is no fixed time
frame under which a school must complete a Title IX investigation.156 When evaluating whether
a school promptly conducted an investigation, OCR will consider the school’s good faith effort
to conduct a fair, impartial investigation in a timely manner “designed to provide all parties with
resolution.”157
k.

Remedies

If a school knows or reasonably should know about student-on-student harassment that
creates a hostile environment, Title IX requires the school to take immediate action to eliminate
the harassment and prevent its recurrence.158 If the school does not respond promptly and
effectively when it knows or should have known of such harassment, the school must also
address the effects of the harassment that could reasonably have been prevented had it responded
as required.159 OCR had stated that effective responsive or remedial action may include
disciplinary action against the accused, but it also includes, “providing counseling for the
perpetrator, remedies for the complainant and others, as well as changes to the school’s overall
services or policies.”160
Remedies for the complainant, according to previous guidance, may include: providing
an escort for the complainant between classes and activities; ensuring that the complainant does
not have to share classes, extracurricular activities or living quarters with the respondent;
providing services such as medical, counseling, and academic support services; making
academic arrangements such as extra time to complete a class or allowing the complainant to
withdraw from a class without a penalty; and reviewing whether there were any disciplinary
actions taken against the complainant that might have resulted from actions by the complainant
in response to the sexual violence.161
Remedies for the broader student population may include: making available someone
from the school’s counseling center who is specifically trained in providing trauma-informed
comprehensive services to victims of sexual violence to assist students whenever needed;
153
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training or retraining school employees on the school’s Title IX responsibilities; developing
materials on sexual violence to be distributed to all students; providing bystander intervention
and other sexual violence prevention programs with students; clearly communicating, through
policy statements or other steps, that the school does and will not tolerate sexual violence and
will appropriately respond to all grievance complaints; conducting, in conjunction with student
leaders, a campus climate check to assess the effectiveness of the school’s efforts to eliminate
sexual violence, and using that information to inform future proactive steps; offering targeted
training to a group of students (e.g., the residence hall, fraternity or sorority, or the athletic team
if a hostile environment was identified in that group); and developing protocols to work with
local law enforcement.162
l.

Training

This section details the training requirements under the 2011 and 2014 significant
guidance document specific training recommendations. Where the training requirement stems
from the 2001 Guidance, that requirement is cited appropriately. The 2017 Q&A does not
address training specifically, except to note that an equitable investigation requires a “trained”
investigator, and that, “Training materials or investigative techniques and approaches that apply
sex stereotypes or generalizations may violate Title IX and should be avoided so that the
investigation proceeds objectively and impartially.”163
Title IX requires educational institutions to provide education and prevention
programs.164 Title IX requires training of all community members regarding what constitutes
sexual harassment and sexual violence, the institution’s policies and disciplinary procedures and
the consequences of violating those policies.165 Title IX also requires more specific training for
162

2014 Q&A at 35-36.
2017 Q&A at 4.
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2011 DCL at 14-15. As an example of apparently approved practice, OCR identified no concerns with Elmira
College’s training efforts under Title IX where the College each year during new student orientation hosted an
interactive workshop for students. The workshop focused on sexual and gender-based misconduct; the role of
societal pressures, gender stereotypes, and alcohol in such incidents; and bystander intervention training. The
college distributed a booklet to new students that contained detailed information about the college’s sexual
harassment and assault policies and procedures. The college also included detailed information on its sexual
harassment and sexual assault policy and procedures in its parent information booklet, which it distributed to parents
in person or by mail. Residence life staff in each first-year dormitory met with first-year students at the start of each
academic year to review the student handbook, including specifically the harassment and assault policies and
procedures. Additionally, each fall the college would have a local organization provide an interactive workshop for
all students about sexual assault awareness and prevention. See Elmira College Letter of Findings at 10.
https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/investigations/more/02142316-a.pdf.
Similarly, OCR identified no concerns in connection with the City University of New York Hunter College’s annual
training to staff regarding Title IX requirements and the College’s policies on sexual assault and non-discrimination.
These trainings were attended by a wide range of employees, including student affairs staff, Title IX staff, deans,
athletics staff and campus safety personnel. The College provides training to residential life staff in the fall and
spring semesters. The College also engages students, staff, and faculty in educational and creative activities that aim
to instill a sense of civic responsibility, community participation, activism, and awareness about sexual and domestic
violence and other issues impacting gender. The College also posted a Title IX training curriculum for students on
its website. See City University of New York Hunter College at 13.
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employees, implementers and adjudicators relating to the institution’s grievance procedures and
its proper response to complaints of sexual harassment and sexual violence.166
(1)

Employees

According to OCR, training should be provided to employees on a regular basis, although
there is no minimum number of hours required.167 Each institution should determine, based on
its particular circumstances, how training should be conducted, who has the relevant expertise
required to conduct the training and who should receive the training, to ensure that the training
adequately prepares employees, particularly responsible employees, to fulfill their duties under
Title IX.168
All employees likely to witness or receive reports of sexual violence (including teachers,
professors, school law enforcement unit employees, school administrators, school counselors,
general counsel, athletic coaches, health personnel and resident advisors) should receive practical
information, including the following:169


How to prevent and identify sexual violence, including same-sex sexual violence;



The behaviors that may lead to sexual violence;



The attitudes of bystanders that may allow sexual misconduct to continue;



The potential for re-victimization by responders and its effect on students;



Appropriate methods for responding to a student who may have experienced
sexual violence, including the use of nonjudgmental language, and the impact of
trauma on victims;



The persons to whom sexual misconduct must be reported;
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Id. at 4, 7-8, 12; 2014 Q&A at 38-42.OCR has evaluated the content of the training offered to students and staff to
determine whether it is sufficient. For example, OCR reviewed the annual training the University of New Mexico
offered to students and employees and found the mandated training for employees lacked content and depth and did
not reflect current research or align with best practices in the field. In the course of its investigation, OCR also
spoke with students about the training and found that after the training the students lacked basic understanding about
consent, reporting, and the Title IX process and procedure. See University of New Mexico Letter of Findings.
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violence or responsible employees. See Frostburg State University Letter of Findings at 14.
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Information on how to inform students of the reporting obligations of responsible
employees;



Students’ option to request confidentiality and available confidential advocacy,
counseling or other support services; and



Rights to file a Title IX complaint with the school and to report a crime to campus
or local law enforcement.170

In addition, employees designated as responsible employees should receive specific
training on their reporting obligations, including how to respond appropriately to reports of
sexual violence, what should be included in a report, any consequences for the failure to report,
and the procedure for responding to students’ requests for confidentiality, including providing
the contact information for the Title IX coordinator.171 Responsible employees should also
understand that they do not need to determine whether the alleged sexual harassment or sexual
violence actually occurred or that a hostile environment has been created before reporting an
incident to the Title IX coordinator.172
Professional counselors, pastoral counselors and non-professional counselors or
advocates must understand the extent to which they may keep a report confidential.173
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Id. at 38-39.
Id. at 38. See also 2001 Guidance, which states that “schools need to ensure that employees are trained so that
those with authority to address harassment know how to respond appropriately, and other responsible employees
know they are obligated to report harassment to appropriate school officials. Training for employees should include
practical information about how to identify harassment and, as applicable, the person to whom it should be
reported.” Id. at 13.
Prior to the 2011 DCL, OCR found Eastern Michigan University in violation of Title IX for providing insufficient
training to the institution’s Title IX Coordinator and deputies. The online sexual harassment training offered to the
Title IX staff only addressed sexual harassment in the workplace and did not instruct the Title IX staff how to
conduct a Title IX investigation or otherwise fulfill their duties as Title IX staff. See OCR Letter of Findings,
Eastern Michigan University at 5. https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/investigations/15096002-a.pdf.
Following the release of the 2011 and 2014 guidance, OCR found that Frostburg State University did not comply
with Title IX where the former Title IX policies and procedures were largely silent with respect to the responsibility
of employees to report sexual harassment or sexual assault. Only the sexual harassment policy addressed
responsible employees, stating that “members of the University community with personal knowledge of incidents of
harassment are encouraged, and University employees are required, to report such knowledge to the Title IX
Coordinator.” By contrast, OCR endorsed a subsequent Title IX website and set of policies because they informed
the campus community of which employees are considered responsible employees and which are considered
confidential employees, and defined each of those terms. Specifically, the policies stated that responsible employees
who learned of or witnessed prohibited conduct were required to report it to the Title IX Coordinator, and except for
confidential employees, all university employees were designated as responsible. Confidential employees were
defined as employees who were not required to report incidents and were limited to employees of the health and
counseling centers. See Frostburg State University Letter of Findings. OCR also faulted Minot University for
failing to train all responsible employees. While new hires were providing training, others, including security
officers and faculty, were not. See Minot State University Letter of Findings at 27-28.
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2014 Q. & A. at 38.
173
2014 Q. & A. at 38.
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In addition, because complaints often involve an institution’s law enforcement personnel,
all school law enforcement employees should be given copies of the institution’s Title IX
policies and receive training on the institution’s Title IX procedures and any other procedures
used for reporting and investigating reports of sexual violence.174
Finally, all persons involved in implementing an institution’s grievance procedures (e.g.,
Title IX coordinators, others who receive complaints, investigators and adjudicators) must have
training or experience in handling sexual violence complaints and in the operation of the
grievance procedures.175 Training for implementers should include:


Information on working with and interviewing persons subjected to sexual
violence;



Information on particular types of conduct that constitute sexual violence,
including same-sex sexual violence;



The proper standard of review for sexual violence complaints;



Information on consent and the role drugs or alcohol can play in the ability to
consent;



The importance of accountability for individuals found to have committed sexual
violence;



The need for remedial actions for the perpetrator, complainant and school
community;



How to determine credibility; how to evaluate evidence and weigh it in an
impartial manner;



How to conduct investigations;



Confidentiality;



The effects of trauma, including neurobiological change; and,



Cultural awareness training regarding how sexual violence may impact students
differently depending on their cultural backgrounds.176

174

2011 DCL at 7.
2014 Q&A at 40. The 2001 Guidance states that “the school must make sure that all designated employees have
adequate training as to what conduct constitutes sexual harassment and are able to explain how the grievance
procedure operates.” Id. at 21.
176
Id.
175
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(2)

Students

Institutions should provide age-appropriate training to their students regarding Title IX
and sexual violence.177 Training may be provided separately or as part of the institution’s
broader training on sex discrimination and sexual harassment.178 However, sexual violence is a
unique topic that should not be assumed to be covered adequately in other educational
programming or training provided to students.179 The institution should include this training in
its orientation programs for new students; training for student-athletes and members of student
organizations; and back-to-school nights.180 Institutions should consider educational methods
that are most likely to help students retain information when designing its training, including
repeating the training at regular intervals.181 OCR recommends that, at a minimum, the
following topics (as appropriate) be covered in this training:


Title IX and what constitutes sexual violence, including same-sex sexual violence,
under the institution’s policies;



The institution’s definition of consent applicable to sexual conduct, including
examples;



How the institution analyzes whether conduct was unwelcome under Title IX;



How the institution analyzes whether unwelcome sexual conduct creates a hostile
environment;



Reporting options, including formal reporting and confidential disclosure options
and any timeframes for reporting;



The institution’s grievance procedures used to process sexual violence
complaints;



Disciplinary code provisions relating to sexual violence and the consequences of
violating those provisions;



Effects of trauma, including neurobiological changes;



The role alcohol and drugs often play in sexual violence incidents, including the
deliberate use of alcohol and/or other drugs to perpetrate sexual violence;



Strategies and skills for bystanders to intervene to prevent possible sexual
violence;

177

2014 Q&A at 41.
Id.
179
Id.
180
Id.
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Id.
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How to report sexual violence to campus or local law enforcement and the ability
to pursue law enforcement proceedings simultaneously with a Title IX grievance;
and,



Title IX’s protections against retaliation.182

The training should also encourage students to report incidents of sexual violence and
should explain that students (and their parents or friends) do not need to determine whether
incidents of sexual violence or other sexual harassment created a hostile environment before
reporting the incident.183 OCR recommends that institutions inform students that the primary
concern is student safety, and that use of alcohol or drugs never makes the complainant at fault
for being a victim of sexual violence.184 It is also important for institutions to educate students
about the persons on campus to whom they can confidentially report incidents of sexual
violence, including the offices or individuals who can provide resources such as victim
advocacy, housing assistance, academic support, counseling, disability services, health and
mental health services and legal assistance.185
B.

Overview of the Clery Act

The Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security and Campus Crime Statistics Act is a
federal statute enacted in 1990 that requires all public and private postsecondary institutions that
participate in any of the Federal financial aid programs under Title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965186 to keep and publish information about crime on or near their campus.187 The
purpose of the Clery Act is to provide students, their families, and employees with accurate,
complete, and timely information about campus safety to better inform future decisions.188 The
Clery Act requires that schools report offenses and disclose statistics for crimes that were
reported to the local police or campus security authorities (“CSA”) in their annual security
reports.189 Specific provisions of the Clery Act were subsequently amended by the Violence
Against Women Reauthorization Act of 2013.190 Section 304 of VAWA amended the Clery Act
by revising colleges and universities’ obligations with respect to education and prevention,
reporting, and policies and procedures relating to sexual assault and expanding those same
categories of required steps to domestic violence, dating violence, and stalking.191 VAWA
requires that schools disclose statistics for incidents of dating violence, domestic violence, sexual
assault, stalking, and new categories of hate crimes; implement and disclose programs to prevent
182

Id.
Id. at 41-42.
184
Id. at 42.
185
Id.
186
20 U.S.C. § 1001 et seq.
187
See generally 20 U.S.C. § 1092 (f); 34 C.F.R. § 668.46. In addition to reports on crime and dating violence, the
Clery Act also requires institutions to submit reports on fire prevention procedures, missing person procedures, and
on-campus safety procedures, which are not discussed in this report.
188
34 C.F.R. § 668.46; Clery Handbook at xi, http://www2.ed.gov/admins/lead/safety/handbook.pdf.
189
20 U.S.C. §1092(f)(1)(F); 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(c); Clery Handbook at 1-6.
190
Public Law 113-4. VAWA regulations became effective July 1, 2015. 34 C.F.R. § 668.46.
191
Sexual assault is defined as an offense that meets the definition of rape, fondling, incest, or statutory rape as used
in the FBI’s UCR program. 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(a).
183
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dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, and stalking; disclose procedures victims
should follow if a crime of dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, or stalking has
occurred; and implement and disclose procedures for institutional disciplinary action in cases of
dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, and stalking.192 OCR’s 2017 Q&A reiterated
that when addressing allegations of dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, or
stalking, institutions are subject to the Clery Act regulations as well as Title IX.193
There are three sources of authority relevant to the Clery Act: (1) the Clery Act statute,
20 U.S.C. § 1092(f), which sets forth the law; (2) the Clery Act’s implementing regulations, 34
C.F.R. § 668.46, which are issued by the U.S. Department of Education and have the force and
effect of law; and (3) the U.S. Department of Education’s June 2016 Handbook for Campus
Safety and Security Reporting (“Clery Handbook”), which is not legally binding but is intended
to provide guidance on interpreting the regulations. The Clery Act statute and its implementing
regulations therefore take precedence over the Clery Handbook.
1.

Crime Statistics

The Clery Act requires institutions to include in their annual security reports four general
categories of crime statistics (“Clery Crimes”). These four categories are:
(i)

“Primary Crimes,” which include criminal homicide, including murder and nonnegligent manslaughter, and negligent manslaughter; sex offenses, which are
broken down and reported in subcategories of rape, fondling, incest, and, statutory
rape; robbery; aggravated assault; burglary; motor vehicle theft; and arson.

(ii)

Arrests and referrals for disciplinary actions, which include: liquor law violations;
drug violations; and illegal weapons possession.

(iii)

“Hate Crimes,” which include primary crimes and those that involve larcenytheft, simple assault; intimidation; and destruction/damage/vandalism of property.

(iv)

“VAWA Offenses,” which include dating violence, domestic violence and
stalking (further described below).194

A hate crime is “a criminal offense that manifests evidence that the victim was
intentionally selected because of the perpetrator’s bias against the victim.”195 Hate crimes must
be recorded by category of bias, which include the victim’s actual or perceived race, gender,
gender identity, religion, sexual orientation, ethnicity, national origin, and disability.196 When
192

Id. Clery Handbook at 1-1 through 1-2.
2017 Q&A at 2.
194
34 C.F.R. § 668.46(c); Clery Handbook at 3-1.
195
34 C.F.R. 668.46(c)(4).
196
34 C.F.R. § 668.46(c)(4). VAWA revised and expanded the definition of reportable hate crimes to include bias
crimes that are based on an individual’s ethnicity, national origin, or gender identity. The Clery Handbook provides
the following guidance on these categories of bias. (1) Race: “A preformed negative attitude toward a group of
persons who possess common physical characteristics, e.g., color of skin, eyes, and/or hair; facial features, etc.,
genetically transmitted by descent and heredity which distinguish them as a distinct division of humankind, e.g.,
Asians, blacks or African Americans, whites.”; (2) Religion: “A preformed negative opinion or attitude toward a
193
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reporting sex offenses, the offenses must be divided into four categories: (a) rape; (b) fondling;
(c); incest, and (4) statutory rape. 197 In addition to these sex offenses, VAWA requires
institutions to report (1) dating violence; (2) domestic violence; and (3) stalking under the
category of offenses titled, “VAWA Offenses.”198
group of persons who share the same religious beliefs regarding the origin and purpose of the universe and the
existence or nonexistence of a supreme being, e.g., Catholics, Jews, Protestants, atheists.”; (3) Sexual Orientation:
“A preformed negative opinion or attitude toward a group of persons based on their actual or perceived sexual
orientation. ‘Sexual Orientation’ is the term for a person’s physical, romantic, and/or emotional attraction to
members of the same and/or opposite sex, including lesbian, gay, bisexual, and heterosexual (straight) individuals”;
(4) Gender: “A preformed negative opinion or attitude toward a person or group of persons based on their actual or
perceived gender, e.g., male or female”; (5) Gender Identity: “A preformed negative opinion or attitude toward a
person or group of persons based on their actual or perceived gender identity, e.g., bias against transgender or
gender non-conforming individuals. ‘Gender non-conforming’ describes a person who does not conform to the
gender-based expectations of society, e.g., a woman dressed in traditionally male clothing or a man wearing
makeup. A gender non-conforming person may or may not be a lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender person but
may be perceived as such”; (6) Ethnicity: “A preformed negative opinion or attitude toward a group of people whose
members identify with each other, through a common heritage, often consisting of a common language, common
culture (often including a shared religion) and/or ideology that stresses common ancestry. The concept of ethnicity
differs from the closely related term “race” in that “race” refers to a grouping based mostly upon biological criteria,
while “ethnicity” also encompasses additional cultural factors”; (7) National Origin: “A preformed negative opinion
or attitude toward a group of people based on their actual or perceived country of birth. This bias may be against
people that have a name or accent associated with a national origin group, participate in certain customs associated
with a national origin group, or because they are married to or associate with people of a certain national origin”; (8)
Disability: “A preformed negative opinion or attitude toward a group of persons based on their physical or mental
impairments, whether such disability is temporary or permanent, congenital or acquired by heredity, accident, injury,
advanced age or illness.” Clery Handbook at 3-25 through 3-27.
197
34 C.F.R. § 668.46(c). Sexual Offense is defined as “Any sexual act directed against another person without the
consent of the victim, including instances where the victim is incapable of giving consent.” 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(a).
Clery Handbook at 3-6. Rape is defined as “[t]he penetration, no matter how slight, of the vagina or anus, with any
body part or object, or oral penetration by a sex organ of another person, without the consent of the victim.”; (2)
Fondling: “The touching of the private body parts of another person for the purpose of sexual gratification, without
the consent of the victim, including instances where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of his/her age
or because his/her temporary or permanent mental incapacity.”; (3) Incest: “Sexual intercourse between persons who
are related to each other with the degrees wherein marriage is prohibited by law.”; (4) Statutory Rape: “Sexual
intercourse with a person who is under the statutory age of consent.” 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(a); Clery Handbook at 3-6
through 3-7.
198
20 U.S.C. § 1092 (f)(4)(A); 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(a); (1) Dating Violence: “Violence committed by a person who is
or has been in a social relationship of a romantic or intimate nature with the victim. The existence of such a
relationship shall be determined based on the reporting party’s statement and with consideration of the length of the
relationship, the type of relationship, and the frequency of interaction between the persons involved in the
relationship.” Dating violence includes, but is not limited to “sexual or physical abuse or the threat of such abuse.”;
(2) Domestic Violence: “A felony or misdemeanor crime of violence committed by a current or former spouse or
intimate partner of the victim; by a person with whom the victim shares a child in common; by a person who is
cohabitating with, or has cohabitated with, the victim as a spouse or intimate partner; by a person similarly situated
to a spouse of the victim under the domestic or family violence laws of the jurisdiction in which the crime of
violence occurred; by any other person against an adult or youth victim who is protected from that person’s acts
under the domestic or family violence laws of the jurisdiction in which the crime of violence occurred.”; (3)
Stalking: “Engaging in a course of conduct directed at a specific person that would cause a reasonable person to (a)
fear for the person’s safety or the safety of others; or (b) suffer substantial emotional distress. ‘Course of conduct’
means “two or more acts, including, but not limited to, acts in which the stalker directly, indirectly, or through third
parties, by any action, method, device, or means, follows, monitors, observes, surveils, threatens, or communicates
to or about a person, or interferes with a person’s property. ‘Reasonable Person’ means “a reasonable person under
similar circumstances and with similar identities to the victim.” ‘Substantial emotional distress’ means “significant
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All reports of Clery crimes need to be included, regardless of the ultimate disposition of
the report (e.g., a not responsible or not guilty finding).199 VAWA clarified that an institution
may withhold, or subsequently remove, a reported crime from its crime statistics where sworn or
commissioned law enforcement personnel have fully investigated the reported crime and, based
on the results of this full investigation and evidence, have made a formal determination that the
crime report is false or baseless and therefore unfounded.200 It is important to note that only
sworn or commissioned law enforcement personnel may unfound a crime report for purposes of
reporting.201 Separately, however, the school must report the total number of crime reports that
were unfounded and subsequently withheld during each of the three most recent calendar years.
a.

Location - Clery Geography

The annual security report must include statistics on Clery Crimes that are committed
within the institution’s “Clery geography.” Clery geography is the area within the institution that
is either (1) on-campus,202 (2) in or on noncampus buildings or property,203 or (3) on public
property within or immediately adjacent to and accessible from the school’s campus.204 The
differences among these three categories is important because the Clery Act requires institutions
mental suffering or anguish that may, but does not necessarily require medical or other professional treatment or
counseling.” 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(a).
199
34 C.F.R. § 668.46(c)(2). Institutions must include in their crime statistics the number of all reported offenses,
without regard to the findings of a court, coroner or jury, or the decision of a prosecutor. Clery Handbook at 3-3.
200
34 C.F.R. § 668.46(c)(2).
201
Id.
202
34 C.F.R. § 668.46(c). The Clery Act defines on-campus as “buildings and properties that meet the following
criteria: (1) your institution owns or controls them; (2) they are reasonably contiguous to one another; and (3) they
directly support or relate to the institution’s educational purposes.” 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(a). On-campus also includes
a second category for buildings the institution owns but does not control. These include buildings or properties that
(1) the institution owns but does not control; (2) which are frequently used by students, and; (3) are used to support
the institution’s educational purposes. Controlled by means that the institution directly or indirectly rents, leases, or
has some other type of written agreement (formal or informal) for the use of a building, property, or a portion of a
building or property. Id. It is important to note that the crime does not have to involve students or employees, but
only needs to have taken place in a controlled property or an area that is used by students to access the institution’s
controlled property. Institution includes institutional-associated foundations, holding companies, alumni
associations, athletic booster clubs, or any other institution-associated entity, including state owned buildings and
properties. Id. Reasonably contiguous refers to a building or property that the institution and students consider to be,
and treat as, part of campus. Id. Generally, locations within one mile campus border are presumed to be reasonably
contiguous with campus. If the institution has more than one campus, each campus must comply independently with
all of the Clery Act requirements.
203
34 C.F.R. § 668.46(a). Clery Handbook, supra, at 2-18 through 2-24. Noncampus buildings or property includes
“any building or property owned or controlled by a student organization that is officially recognized by the
institution; or any building or property owned or controlled by an institution that is used in direct support of, or in
relation to, the institution’s educational purposes, is frequently used by students, and is not within the same
reasonably contiguous geographic area of the institution.” 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(a). In addition to covering buildings
owned by officially recognized student organizations, it also includes any location that (1) is owned or controlled by
the institution; (2) supports or is used for the institution’s educational purposes; (3) is frequently used by students;
and (3) is not considered part of the core campus. Clery Handbook at 2-18 through 2-24.
204
34 C.F.R. § 668.46(a). Public Property includes “all public property, including thoroughfares, streets, sidewalks,
and parking facilities, that is within the campus, or immediately adjacent to and accessible from the campus,” and
includes only those areas owned by a public entity, such as a city or state government. Clery Handbook at 2-11
through 2-17. The Clery Act creates two categories of public property: (1) public property within your campus, and;
(2) public property that immediately borders and is accessible from the campus. Id.
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to provide a breakdown of crime statistics per category.205 Thus, an aggravated assault that
occurred on campus will be reported differently than an aggravated assault that occurred on
public property adjacent to campus. Location is the single most important factor in determining
whether an event should be reported. A crime that occurs outside of an institution’s Clery
geography must not be reported in its Clery Act statistics, even if the crime involved its students
or employees.206
2.

Campus Security Authorities

All reported crimes must be recorded in the school’s annual security report.207 A crime is
reported when it is brought to the attention of a CSA, the institution’s police department or
campus safety office, or local law enforcement personnel by a victim, witness, other third party
or even the offender.208 CSAs include four groups of individuals and organizations:
1)

Individuals who work within a campus police or security department;209

2)

Individuals who have responsibility for campus security but are not a part of a
campus police or security department (e.g., individuals who provide security at
campus parking kiosks, monitor access into campus facilities, provide event
security, or escort students around campus after dark (including other students));

3)

Individuals who are named in an institution’s policy as persons to whom students
and employees should report;210 and

4)

Individuals who have significant responsibility for student and campus
activities.211

205

34 C.F.R. § 668.46(c)(5). Crimes must be recorded by location.
Clery Handbook at 2-1.
207
34 C.F.R. § 668.46(c)(2).
208
Id.
209
34 C.F.R. § 668.46(a); Campus police or security departments include institutionally staffed security departments,
private companies contracted to provide security, and municipal, county, or state law enforcement agencies
contracted to provide security. However, they do not include local law enforcement agencies that are not contracted
but who patrol on or near campus, security individuals with limited responsibilities such as checking student IDs at
campus buildings, and security personnel employed by a landlord from whom an institution rents classroom space.
If the institution employs or contracts at least one person to provide security services as defined above, the
institution has a “security department” per the Clery Act, and is required to create and maintain a daily crime log.
Clery Handbook at 5-1.
210
The Clery Act requires institutions to publish a number of safety and security related policy statements. Any
person or department that is named in those statements as a person or department to whom crimes should be
reported is considered a CSA. Clery Handbook at 4-2.
211
34 C.F.R. 668.46(a). These individuals may be people who have significant responsibility for student and campus
activities, including, but not limited to, student housing, student discipline and campus judicial proceedings.
Examples of such individuals include a dean of students who oversees student housing, a director of athletics, all
athletic coaches, a faculty advisor to a student group, a student resident advisor or assistant, a student who monitors
access to dormitories or buildings owned by recognized student organizations, a coordinator of Greek affairs, a Title
IX coordinator, an ombudsperson, the director of a campus health or counseling center, victim advocates or others
who are responsible for providing victims with advocacy services, physicians in a campus health center, counselors,
health educators, etc. This does NOT include faculty members who do not have any responsibility for student and
campus activity beyond the classroom; and clerical or cafeteria staff. Clery Handbook at 4-2 through 4-4.
206
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A CSA is required to report any Clery Act crime allegations that the CSA believes was
made in good faith to the individual or office designated by the institution to collect crime report
information (such as the campus police or security department).212 A CSA is not responsible for
investigating or reporting an incident that they learn about in an indirect manner, such as
overhearing students talking in the hallway or in class, that is discussed during an in-class
discussion, or that is mentioned during a speech, workshop, or a group presentation.213 CSAs are
responsible for reporting allegations of Clery Crimes that are reported to them in their capacity
as a CSA.214 It is not necessary for the crime to have been investigated by the police or a CSA,
nor must a finding of guilt or responsibility be made to constitute a reportable crime: as long as
there is a reasonable basis for believing the information is not rumor or hearsay, the crime should
be reported.215
3.

Daily Crime Log

The Clery Act requires that the school maintain a public daily crime log of all crimes
reported to it, not just Clery Crimes.216 The daily crime log is separate from and in addition to
the annual security report and includes specific information about criminal incidents (as opposed
to crime statistics, which are captured in the annual security report). 217 The daily crime log is
designed to provide crime information more timely than the annual security report (which is
published annually).218 A crime entry must be made within two business days of when the
school learned the information (i.e., when either campus police or security department learned of
it independently, or learned of it through a CSA or local law enforcement), unless disclosure
would jeopardize the confidentiality of the victim.219 Each entry into the daily crime log must
include information about: (1) the nature of the crime,220 (2) the date of the crime, (3) the time of
the crime, (4) the general location of the crime,221 and (5) the disposition of the complaint,222 if
known.223 The daily crime log requires more specific locations, such as “on the first floor of the
administration building,” rather than “on campus.”224 The Uniform Crime Reporting Hierarchy
Rule225 does not apply to the crime log, therefore if multiple crimes were committed, all crimes
212

34 C.F.R. § 668.46(b)(2)(iii); Clery Handbook at 4-5.
Clery Handbook at 4-5.
214
Id.
215
Clery Handbook at 4-1.
216
20 U.S.C. § 1092 (f)(4)(A); 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(f). Clery Handbook at 5-3.
217
Clery Handbook at 5-3.
218
Id.
219
34 C.F.R. § 668.46(f)(2); Clery Handbook at 5-3. Neither the regulations nor the Clery Handbook provides
additional guidance on what would jeopardize the confidentiality of the victim in this circumstance; however, an
example may include a reported incident of domestic violence or dating violence that was committed by a person
who may have a high likelihood to see the daily crime log and discover the report.
220
This can be a brief description such as “Simple Assault,” or a more detailed description such as “Simple
Assault—non-student victim involved in an encounter with a student offender.” The crime log should not include
any personal information about the victim, alleged perpetrator, or source of the information. Clery Handbook at 5-3.
221
Include specific location of the crime such as “South Campus Hall” rather than “in dormitory.” Id.
222
Include the current status of each complaint in the crime log, if known; for example, “pending,” “judicial referral”
or “criminal arrest.” Id.
223
20 U.S.C. § 1092 (f)(4)(A); 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(f)(2), Clery Handbook at 5-3.
224
Clery Handbook at 5-3.
225
34 CFR § 668.46(c)(9). The UCR Hierarchy Rule provides that when more than one criminal offense is
committed during a single incident, only the most serious offense is counted. See also Clery Handbook at 3-24.
213
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should be recorded.226 A school may withhold some of the required information if there is clear
and convincing evidence that the release of the information would jeopardize an ongoing
investigation or the safety of an individual, cause a suspect to flee or evade detection, or result in
the destruction of evidence.227 The log must be accessible to the public during normal business
hours and remain open for 60 days, after which it must be made available upon request within
two business days.228
The Daily Crime Log must include all crimes reported to campus police or security for
the required geographic location.229 The geographic location is larger than the Clery geography,
and includes all reported crimes that occur “on campus, in or on noncampus buildings or
property or on public property within the campus or immediately adjacent to and accessible from
the campus,” (i.e., Clery geography) as well as all crimes that occur within the patrol jurisdiction
of the campus police.230 The patrol jurisdiction comprises any property that does not meet any of
the Clery geographic area definitions but is regularly provided with police or security patrol
services by campus security.231
4.

Timely Warning Notification

The Clery Act requires timely warning notification to the campus community of all Clery
Act crimes that are reported to campus police or security, CSAs, or local police, and are
considered by the school to represent an immediate threat to students and employees.232
Warnings are to be made as soon as the pertinent information is available, so as to effectively
alert the community of a continuing threat to safety and aid in the prevention of similar
crimes.233 Schools must issue a timely234 warning when a Clery crime is considered by the
school to represent a “serious or continuing” threat to students and employees.235 The decision
to warn is to be made by the school on a case-by-case basis taking into consideration the nature
of the crime, the threat of continuing danger and the coordination with law enforcement.236 If the
school concludes that a warning is appropriate, the warning should be made in a format that is
226

Clery Handbook at 5-3.
Id. An institution may withhold only that information that could cause a specifically identified adverse effect.
The withheld information must be disclosed once the adverse effect is no longer present. The person making the
decision to withhold information should document the reason for doing so. Clery Handbook at 5-7.
228
20 U.S.C. § 1092 (f)(4)(B); 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(f)(5). The crime log may be either hard copy or electronic. If an
electronic log is unavailable due to technical problems, a hard copy backup must be provided until the problem is
solved. Clery Handbook at 5-7.
229
20 U.S.C. § 1092 (f)(4)(A); 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(f); Clery Handbook at 5-3.
230
34 C.F.R. § 668.46(f); Clery Handbook at 5-3.
231
Id.
232
20 U.S.C. § 1092 (f)(3); 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(e); Clery Handbook at 6-2.
233
Clery Handbook at 6-12.
234
Although the Clery Act does not define timely, the intent of a warning regarding a criminal incident is to enable
people to protect themselves. Warnings should be issued as soon as pertinent information is available. Id.
235
Id.; see also 20 U.S.C. § 1092 (f)(3) (requiring that campus security “make timely reports to the campus
community on crimes considered to be a threat to other students and employees”); 34 CFR 668.46(e)(iii) (requiring
warnings when crimes are “[c]onsidered by the institution to represent a threat to students and employees”). The
Clery Handbook provides “Your institution is not required to provide a timely warning for non-Clery Act crimes or
for crimes reported to a pastoral or professional counselor. There are no other exemptions.”) Clery Handbook at 613.
236
Id. at 6-13.
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reasonably likely to reach the entire campus community, (e.g., via e-mail, intranet, text message,
etc.).237
VAWA permits schools to withhold the names of complainants as confidential in timely
warnings notifications of all Clery crimes.238 Schools must also provide information in their
policy about how they will protect the confidentiality of individuals, including protecting such
information in publicly-available records.239
The Clery Act also requires that schools have and disclose “emergency response and
evacuation procedures” in their annual security report.240 The institution’s emergency response
and evacuation procedures statement must include: (1) the procedures the institution will use to
immediately notify the campus community upon the confirmation of a significant emergency or
dangerous situation; (2) a description of the process the institution will use to confirm the
existence of an emergency or dangerous situation, including which segments of the campus will
receive notification, the content of the notification, and the system initiation process; (3) a
statement that the institution will initiate the notification system without delay, unless a
notification will compromise efforts to assist a victim or to contain, respond to or mitigate the
emergency; and (4) a list of the persons or organizations responsible for carrying out the
notification process as a whole.241 Emergency notifications differ from crime notifications in
that they encompass a wide range of emergency or dangerous situations, rather than solely crime,
and apply only to situations occurring on campus, not on Clery Act geography.242
5.

Policies, Procedures, and Programs to Prevent Dating Violence,
Domestic Violence, Sexual Assault, and Stalking

The Clery Act, as amended by VAWA, mandates that schools develop policies,
procedures, and programs to prevent dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, and
stalking, as discussed below.243
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Id. at 6-4.
34 C.F.R. § 668.46(e).
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The comments to 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(e) provide the following additional guidance: “institutions must not
disclose the names and personally identifying information of victims when issuing a timely warning. However, in
some cases to provide an effective timely warning, an institution may need to provide information from which an
individual might deduce the identity of the victim. For example, an institution may need to disclose in the timely
warning that the crime occurred in a part of a building where only a few individuals have offices, potentially making
it possible for members of the campus community to identify a victim. Similarly, a perpetrator may have displayed
a pattern of targeting victims of a certain ethnicity at an institution with very few members of that ethnicity in its
community, potentially making it possible for members of the campus community to identify the victim(s).
Institutions must examine incidents requiring timely warnings on a case-by-case basis to ensure that they have
minimized the risk of releasing personally identifying information, while also balancing the safety of the
community.”
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34 C.F.R. § 668.46(g); See also Clery Handbook at 6-1.
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Examples of significant emergencies include: an outbreak of meningitis, norovirus, or other serious illness;
approaching tornado, hurricane or other extreme weather conditions; earthquake; gas leak; terrorist incident; armed
intruder; bomb threat; civil unrest or rioting; explosion; and nearby chemical or hazardous waste spill. Examples of
situations that would not necessitate an emergency notification include: power outage; snow closure, string of
larcenies. Clery Handbook at 6-2 through 6-3.
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20 U.S.C. § 1092 (f)(8); 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(b)(11).
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a.

Programs to Prevent Dating Violence, Domestic Violence,
Sexual Assault, and Stalking

Schools are required to include in their annual security report, a statement of policy
regarding the institution’s programs to prevent dating violence, domestic violence, sexual
assault, and stalking.244 The statement must include a description of the institution’s educational
programs and campaigns that promote awareness of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual
assault, and stalking.245 Primary prevention and awareness programs must be provided to all
incoming students and new employees, and ongoing prevention and awareness campaigns must
be provided for students and faculty.246 The statement of policy must include a description of
the institution’s primary prevention and awareness programs for all incoming students and
new employees, which must include:


A statement that the school prohibits the offenses of domestic violence,
dating violence, sexual assault and stalking;



The definition of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault and
stalking in the applicable jurisdiction;



The definition of consent, in reference to sexual activity, in the applicable
jurisdiction;



Safe and positive options for bystander intervention that may be carried
out by an individual to prevent harm or intervene when there is a risk of
domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault or stalking against a
person other than such individual;247
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34 C.F.R. § 668.46(j).
Id. Two types of programs are required: (1) primary prevention programs and (2) awareness programs. Primary
prevention programs means programming, initiatives, and strategies informed by research or assessed for value,
effectiveness, or outcome that are intended to stop dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, and stalking
before they occur through the promotion of positive and healthy behaviors that foster healthy, mutually respectful
relationships and sexuality, encourage safe bystander intervention, and seek to change behavior and social norms in
healthy and safe directions. Awareness programs can be community-wide or audience specific programming,
initiatives, and strategies that increase audience knowledge and share information and resources to prevent violence,
promote safety, and reduce perpetration. All such programs should be directed at all incoming students and new
employees. It is good policy to mandate training for all incoming students and new employees to ensure compliance.
Clery Handbook at 8-4.
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The comments to 34 C.F.R. § 668 provide the following additional guidance: “The regulations require only that
institutions offer training to all of these specified parties and that the training includes the contents of
§ 668.46(j)(1)(i)(A)-(F) and meets the definition of ‘programs to prevent dating violence, domestic violence, sexual
assault, and stalking.’ Institutions must be able to document, however, that they have met these regulatory
requirements. Although the statute and regulations do not require that all students and employees take or attend
training, we encourage institutions to mandate such training to increase its effectiveness.”
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Bystander intervention under the Clery Act means “safe and positive options that may be carried out by an
individual or individuals to prevent harm or intervene when there is a risk of dating violence, domestic violence,
sexual assault, or stalking. Bystander intervention includes recognizing situations of potential harm, understanding
institutional structures and cultural conditions that facilitate violence, overcoming barriers to intervening, identifying
safer and effective intervention options, and taking action to intervene.” 34 CFR § 668.46(j)(2).
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Information on risk reduction to recognize warning signs of abuse
behavior and how to avoid potential attacks;248



Possible sanctions or protective measures that the school may impose
following a final determination of an institutional disciplinary procedure
regarding sexual assault, domestic violence, dating violence or stalking;



Procedures victims should follow if a sex offense, domestic violence,
dating violence, sexual assault or stalking has occurred, including
information in writing about:


The importance of preserving evidence as may be necessary to the
proof of criminal domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault
or stalking, or in obtaining a protection order;



To whom the alleged offense should be reported;



Options regarding law enforcement and campus authorities,
including notification of the victim's options to:







Notify proper law enforcement authorities, including oncampus and local police,



Be assisted by campus authorities in notifying law
enforcement authorities if the victim so chooses and



Decline to notify the authorities.

The rights of victims and the institution's responsibilities regarding
orders of protection, no contact orders, restraining orders or similar
lawful orders issued by a criminal, civil or tribal court;

Procedures for institutional disciplinary action in cases of alleged
domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault or stalking, which shall
include a clear statement that the proceedings shall:


Provide a prompt, fair and impartial investigation and resolution;



Be conducted by officials who receive annual training on the issues
related to domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault and
stalking and how to conduct an investigation and hearing process
that protects the safety of victims and promotes accountability;
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Risk reduction means options designed to decrease perpetration and bystander inaction, and to increase
empowerment for victims in order to promote safety and to help individuals and communities address conditions
that facilitate violence.
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Assure that the accuser and the accused are entitled to the same
opportunities to have others present during an institutional
disciplinary proceeding, including the opportunity to be
accompanied to any related meeting or proceeding by an advisor of
their choice;



Simultaneously inform both the accuser and the accused, in
writing, of: the outcome of any institutional disciplinary
proceeding that arises from an allegation of domestic violence,
dating violence, sexual assault or stalking; the institution's
procedures for the accused and the victim to appeal the results of
the institutional disciplinary proceeding, of any change to the
results that occurs prior to the time that such results become final;
and when such results become final.249

The school’s annual security report must also contain information relating to ongoing
prevention and awareness campaigns for students and faculty, which must be the same
information as the school’s primary prevention and awareness program and include
programming, initiatives, and strategies that are sustained over time and focus on increasing
understanding of topics relevant to and skills for addressing dating violence, domestic violence,
sexual assault, and stalking, using a range of strategies with audiences throughout the
institution.250
b.

Procedures for Victims of Dating Violence, Domestic Violence,
Sexual Assault, or Stalking

Institutions must include in their annual security report procedures victims should follow
if a crime of dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, or stalking has occurred.251 The
procedures must include written information about: the importance of preserving evidence; how
and to whom the alleged offense should be reported; options regarding notifying law
enforcement and campus authorities about alleged offenses, including the option to be assisted
by campus authorities in notifying law enforcement authorities or to decline to notify authorities;
and information on individual rights and the school’s responsibilities regarding orders of
protection, no contact orders, restraining orders, or similar lawful orders issued by a criminal,
civil or tribal court.252
c.

Information Relating to Confidentiality of the Victim

Institutions must include in their annual security report information about how the
institution will protect the confidentiality of victims and other necessary parties, including how
the institution will complete publicly available recordkeeping, including Clery Act reporting and
disclosures, without the inclusion of personally identifying information about the victim, and
249

34 C.F.R.§ 668.46(j)
Id. Clery Handbook at 8-4.
251
20 U.S.C. § 1092 (f)(8)(B)(iii); 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(b)(11)(ii).
252
34 C.F.R. § 668.46(b)11.
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maintain, as confidential, accommodations or protective measures provided to the victim, to the
extent that maintaining such confidentiality would not impair the ability of the institution to
provide the accommodations or protective measures.253
d.

Procedures for Institutional Disciplinary Action in Cases of
Alleged Dating Violence, Domestic Violence, Sexual Assault, or
Stalking

VAWA requires that an institution must include in its annual security report a clear
statement of policy that addresses the procedures for institutional disciplinary action in cases of
alleged dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, or stalking.254 The statement of
policy that addresses the procedures shall include:
1.
A description of each type of disciplinary proceeding used by the
institution (i.e., informal or formal resolution), which shall include the
steps of each, the anticipated timeliness and decision-making process for
each, how to file a disciplinary complaint (including contact information
for the person with whom it is to be filed), and how the institution
determines which type of proceeding to use based on the circumstances of
an allegation (e.g., risk factors, whether the respondent or complainant is
an employee or student);255
2.

The standard of evidence used during disciplinary actions;256

3.

A list of sanctions that may be imposed following a final determination of
sexual assault, domestic violence, dating violence, or stalking;257 and,

4.

The range of protective measures that may be offered following an
allegation of dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, or
stalking.258

VAWA further provides that the proceedings will entail a prompt, fair, and impartial
investigation and resolution259 and be conducted by “officials who, at a minimum, receive annual
253

34 C.F.R. § 668.46(b)11.
34 C.F.R. § 668.46(k).
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Id.
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Id. VAWA does not require an educational institution to impose a specific evidentiary standard.
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20 U.S.C. § 1092 (f)(8)(B)(ii); 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(b)(11)(vii). The Clery Handbook explains, “[t]he Clery Act
does not specify the sanctions an institution may impose. Each institution must determine which sanctions it will
impose for each of the VAWA offenses and list all possible sanctions in this statement.” Clery Handbook at 8-20.
Sanction descriptions should be specific. For example, if suspension is a sanction, it should include the type and
length of the suspension and any requirements that must be met for reinstatement. In addition, institutions are not
restricted from using a sanction not listed in the statement so long as they include the sanction in the next published
security report. Id.
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Id.
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VAWA provides that a prompt, fair, and impartial proceeding includes a proceeding that is “(A) completed within
reasonably prompt timeframes designated by an institution’s policy, including a process that allows for the extension
of timeframes for good cause with written notice to the accuser and the accused of the delay and the reason for the
delay; (B) conducted in a manner that is (1) consistent with the institution’s policies and transparent to the accuser
254
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training on the issues related to dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, and stalking
and on how to conduct an investigation and hearing process that protects the safety of victims
and promotes accountability.”260 This requirement builds on OCR’s 2001 Guidance, which
directed schools to “ensure that employees are trained so that those with authority to address
harassment know how to respond appropriately,”261 and the 2011 DCL, which requires that
schools: “ensure that all persons involved in implementing grievance procedures (e.g., Title IX
Coordinators, investigators, and adjudicators) have training in the recipient’s grievance
procedures” and “applicable confidentiality requirements,”262 and ensure that “in sexual violence
cases, the fact-finder and decision-maker have adequate training or knowledge regarding sexual
violence.”263
During disciplinary actions, both parties must be given timely and equal access to
information that will be used in the decision. VAWA provides that the parties have a right to an
advisor of their choice, including an attorney, who may be present at any meeting or disciplinary
proceeding, but schools are permitted to define the scope of the advisor’s role. 264 For example,
the school may include in its policy that the advisor may serve as a proxy for the student and
whether the advisor is permitted to speak or otherwise participate in the proceeding.
Additionally, VAWA provides that both parties must be simultaneously informed in writing of
the following: the outcome of any institutional disciplinary proceeding that arises from an
allegation of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, or stalking; the institution’s
procedures for both parties to appeal the results of the disciplinary proceeding; any change to the
results of the proceeding that occurs prior to the time that such results become final; and when
results of the proceeding become final.265
Schools also must notify individuals of the following remedial and interim measures: on
and off campus counseling, health, mental health, victim advocacy and legal assistance
programs; interim remedies that are available regardless of whether an individual chooses to
report an alleged crime to campus police or law enforcement; and a written explanation of an
individual’s rights and options when a student or employee reports that they have been a victim
of on or off campus domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, or stalking.266
VAWA also requires schools to prohibit retaliation, intimidation, threats, coercion or any
other type of discrimination by the institution’s employees or agents against any individual for
reporting domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, or stalking.267
and accused; (2) includes timely notice of meetings at which the accuser or accused, or both, may be present; and (3)
provides timely and equal access the accuser, the accused, and appropriate officials to any information that will be
used during informal and formal disciplinary meetings and hearings; and (C) conducted by officials who do not have
a conflict of interest or bias for or against the accuser or the accused.” Id. VAWA further provides that compliance
with these provisions does not constitute a violation of FERPA.
260
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261
2001 Guidance at 13.
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2011 DCL at 12.
263
Id.
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34 C.F.R. § 668.46(k).
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Id.
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See n.45 at 7.
267
34 CFR § 668.46(m), providing that “[a]n institution, or an officer, employee, or agent of an institution, may not
retaliate, intimidate, threaten, coerce, or otherwise discriminate against any individual for exercising their rights or
responsibilities under any provision in this section.”
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6.

Enforcement

Enforcement of the Clery Act is also through the U.S. Department of Education, albeit
not through OCR. The Clery Compliance Division of Federal Student Aid investigates
complaints of Clery Act violations. And in stark contrast to Title IX’s ultimate penalty of
withdrawal of federal funding, which cannot be imposed unless an institution fails to come into
compliance after a violation is identified by OCR (a scenario that has not occurred), a Clery Act
violation can subject an institution to a fine of nearly $55,000 per violation.
C.

NCAA Requirements

The National Collegiate Athletic Association (“NCAA”) is a member led organization
dedicated to the well-being and lifelong success of college athletes. It also serves as the
governing body over an institution’s compliance with its bylaws and policies. Through various
initiatives to raise awareness and establish policy, the NCAA has been actively engaged in
addressing sexual violence prevention since 2010. Below is a summary of the NCAA’s efforts to
date, including directives, publications, statements, and policy.
In 2010, the NCAA Executive Committee (now NCAA Board of Governors) directed the
NCAA Committee on Sportsmanship and Ethical Conduct to address the issue of sexual violence
on campus. In response to the directive, the NCAA staged the 2011 Summit on Violence
Prevention. In 2012, the NCAA sponsored a think tank, which led to the NCAA’s Executive
Committee passing a resolution in August 2014 that specifies that appropriately addressing
sexual violence is integral to responsible intercollegiate athletics programs. The issued
resolution provides:
Now, Therefore, Be It Resolved, that the Executive Committee
recognizes the importance of addressing the abhorrent societal issue
of sexual violence, especially when it occurs on our campuses. The
Executive Committee acknowledges that it is our members’
collective responsibility to maintain campuses as safe places to
learn, live, work and play. The Executive Committee expects
NCAA members to ensure that the values and principles articulated
in the Constitution to protect the health and safety of studentathletes, operate fairly and ethically, and further to assure that
student-athletes are neither advantaged nor disadvantaged by special
treatment and that institutions’ athletics departments must:


Comply with campus authorities and ensure that all athletics
staff, coaches, administrators and student-athletes maintain a
hostile-free environment for all student-athletes regardless of
gender or sexual orientation; know and follow campus
protocol for reporting incidents of sexual violence; report
immediately any suspected sexual violence to appropriate
campus offices for investigation and adjudication;
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Educate all student-athletes, coaches and staff about sexual
violence prevention, intervention and response;



Assure compliance with all federal and applicable state
regulations related to sexual violence prevention and response;
and



Cooperate with but not manage, direct, control or interfere
with college or university investigations into allegations of
sexual violence ensuring that investigations involving studentathletes and athletics department staff are managed in the same
manner as all other students and staff on campus.268

1.

NCAA Handbook

Weeks after the resolution passed, in September 2014, the NCAA released a handbook
entitled, “Addressing Sexual Assault and Interpersonal Violence: Athletics’ Role in Support of
Healthy and Safe Campuses” (the “NCAA Handbook”) to aid athletics administrators in their
efforts to create campus communities free of violence and foster safe places for students to learn
and thrive.269 The NCAA Handbook is a comprehensive how-to guide for athletic departments’
compliance with the 2014 resolution, Title IX, and the Clery Act, and further evidences the
NCAA’s investment in sexual violence prevention and its members’ opportunity and
responsibility to prevent sexual violence. It is a self-described “general introduction to the
problems that result from sexual assault and interpersonal violence and how they are affecting
college students and student-athletes.”270 The NCAA Handbook is a resource for administrators
and those who provide educational programming for student-athletes as they develop their own
approaches to preventing or reducing incidents of violence on their campuses. It advocates the
implementation of effective policies and ongoing collaboration with campus colleagues and
educational programming that addresses prevention, including student affairs, and suggests the
designation of a point person within the athletics department to serve as a conduit between
athletics and the larger campus.271 It includes the student-athletes’ perspective, including a
discussion of how the student-athlete views their role in prevention, and identifies studentathletes’ top request as having “more discussion and guidance of what to do when they are in a
situation where something is not right,” beyond that which they are currently receiving from
coaches and administrators.272
The NCAA Handbook offers practical suggestions on how athletics can be a value-added
partner in addressing sexual violence prevention, given its visibility in the campus community,
including, for example, offering educational programming that provides student-athletes with
strategies for by-stander intervention, the risks of offseason alcohol use, and ways for studentathletes to engage with their non-athlete peers in changing the campus culture. The NCAA
268
See http://www.ncaa.org/governance/committees/executive-committee-statement-sexual-violence-preventionand-complaint-resolution.
269
See https://www.naspa.org/images/uploads/kcs/Athetics_Role_in_Support_of_Healthy_and_Safe_Campuses.pdf.
270
NCAA Handbook at 5.
271
NCAA Handbook at 25.
272
See NCAA Handbook at 18, citing a 2012 NCAA Social Environments study.
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Handbook highlights the significant responsibility athletics has in maintaining safety in the areas
of: facilities oversight (e.g., locker rooms, team rooms, and athletic training rooms, practice
areas, and competition venues), recruiting (e.g., prospective student campus, visits), and dealing
with pending cases involving student-athletes (i.e., the reaction of teammates and friends of
student-athletes who is either a complainant or a respondent in pending Title IX investigations).
The NCAA Handbook proclaims that “effective educational programming requires a long-term
action plan that shows how the various educational experiences and methods are presented over a
multiyear period,” and details best practices, including target audiences and how to maintain
interest.273
2.

NCAA Toolkit

In October 2016, NCAA published the Sexual Violence Prevention Tool Kit (“NCAA
Tool Kit”), identifying five core commitments essential for athletics departments working to
achieve a culture on campus that is free from violence.274 These five core commitments are:
leadership, collaboration, compliance and accountability, education, and student-athlete
engagement. For each core commitment, the NCAA Tool Kit provides a checklist that athletic
departments can use to ensure compliance; lays out implementation tools, including resource
support (e.g., links to applicable law and guidance, links to other NCAA programs and
handbooks, training workshops, and mentor programs); and provides action plans that detail the
actions and resource needed, the responsible people, and the date to be completed. The NCAA
Tool Kit also provides a step-by-step response protocol for athletics departments to follow when
an incident of sexual assault is reported to a member of the department, provides sample
language student host instructions, and includes a guide for students and advisors to “distinguish
consent.”275 It is also a general resource for sexual violence education, and includes a glossary
of terms associated with sexual violence.276 Both the NCAA Handbook and the NCAA Tool Kit
are integral resources to an institutions’ compliance with Title IX, the Clery Act, and NCAA
bylaws, and should be incorporated into every institution’s compliance program.
The 2014 resolution is the foundation for the Board of Governors’ most recent adoption
of the NCAA’s Policy on Campus Sexual Violence (“NCAA Policy”) on August 8, 2017. After
detailing the history of the NCAA’s efforts in raising awareness and prevention of sexual
violence, the NCAA Policy outlines the following overarching principles:
1. Intercollegiate athletics departments should be fully knowledgeable about and
integrated in overall campus policies and processes addressing sexual violence
prevention and acts of sexual violence, particularly those related to adjudication and
resolution of matters related to sexual violence.
2. Intercollegiate athletics departments should review annually the most current
Checklist Recommendations of the NCAA Sexual Violence Prevention Toolkit, using
it as a guide with resources to conduct ongoing, comprehensive education for studentathletes, coaches, and athletics administrators.
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3. Intercollegiate athletics programs should utilize their platform to serve as leaders on
campus through engagement in and collaboration on efforts to support campus-wide
sexual violence prevention initiatives. This includes involving student-athletes in
prevention efforts in meaningful ways across the campus, including encouraging use
of leadership roles on campus to support such efforts.277
The Policy additionally provides that each university chancellor or president, director of
athletics, and Title IX Coordinator must attest annually that:
1. The athletics department is fully knowledgeable about, integrated in, and compliant
with institutional policies and processes regarding sexual violence prevention and
proper adjudication and resolution of acts of sexual violence.
2. The institutional policies and processes regarding sexual violence prevention and
adjudication, and the name and contact information for the campus Title IX
Coordinator are readily available within the department of athletics, and are provided
to student-athletes.
3. All student-athletes, coaches, and staff have been educated on sexual violence
prevention, intervention, and response to the extent allowable by state law and
collective bargaining agreements.278
The NCAA Policy is effective immediately, and the first deadline for attesting that the
requirements have met will be in spring 2018.279 The education should be completed during the
2017-18 academic year to allow presidents or chancellors, athletics directors, and Title IX
coordinators to attest in the spring. The NCAA Policy allows member schools to determine the
types and manner of education it will provide, but specifically references the NCAA Tool Kit
when identifying the proper education (e.g., the online curriculum myPlaybook, which includes a
course on sexual violence prevention). The names of colleges and universities that have
complied with the NCAA Policy will be published on ncaa.org. The Board also directed the
commission to partner with other higher education organizations to propose broader solutions
and pursue better data to inform future decisions.
3.

Failure to Comply with NCAA Regulations

Failure to follow NCAA legislation may result in an investigation, which could lead to
findings and sanctions by the NCAA. All members of an institution’s staff, student-athletes, and
other individuals and groups representing the institution’s athletics interests must comply with
the NCAA Bylaws.280 Institutions are responsible for compliance and must monitor their
programs to assure compliance and identify and report to the NCAA any instances in which
compliance has not been achieved.281 Among other requirements, NCAA member institutions
are obligated to maintain appropriate levels of institutional control (i.e., the efforts institutions
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make to comply with NCAA legislation and to detect and investigate violations that do occur).282
A lack of institutional control is found when the Committee on Infractions determines that major
violations occurred and the institution failed to display adequate compliance measures,
appropriate education on those compliance measures, sufficient monitoring to ensure the
compliance measures are followed, or swift action upon learning of a violation.283 A lack of
institutional control violation is considered a major violation that can lead to severe penalties.
Coaches and staff members can be held personally responsible for failing to adequately monitor
and exercise appropriate control over rules compliance in an athletics department or within a
sport program.284 NCAA bylaws require head coaches to promote an atmosphere for compliance
and to monitor the rules and compliance of those who report to them.285
Overview of Effective Practices
Effective practices require an integrated and coordinated response to all reports of sexual
and gender-based harassment and violence. As a foundational matter, an effective institutional
response integrates three concepts:


Compliance with federal law, regulations and guidance, state law, and other legal
authority, as outlined above;



An understanding of the dynamics of sexual and gender-based harassment and
violence and trauma-related considerations, as they impact individuals and
campus communities; and



An understanding and acknowledgement of an institution’s unique policies,
procedures, personnel, resources, culture and climate.

The below graphic highlights key elements of effective practices:
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In greater detail, elements of effective institutional response to sexual and gender-based
harassment and violence include:


Institutional commitment to a culture of compliance through effective leadership,
dedication of sufficient resources, and ongoing attention to sustainability;



Coordinated action to eliminate, prevent and address the effects of sexual and
gender-based harassment and violence;



Adherence to coordinated and accessible policies that include prompt and
equitable procedures for the investigation and resolution of reports involving
students, faculty and staff that:
o Separate support and advocacy functions from impartial investigative and
adjudicative processes;
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o Are conducted by experienced and trained implementers free from actual bias
or conflict of interest; and
o Provide appropriate procedural protections for both a complainant and a
respondent;


An independent Title IX Coordinator with sufficient authority and resources to
effectively navigate oversight responsibilities;



A coordinated multi-disciplinary response team to implement policies and
procedures consistently and equitably through delineation of roles and
responsibilities and the coordination of information and personnel to facilitate
informed decision-making consistent with the legal framework and institutional
values;



A centralized reporting and review process to ensure consistent application of
policies and procedures, including:
o Practices that foster increased reporting by providing clear information to
campus community members about the delineation between confidential
resources and reporting options; employee reporting obligations under Title
IX, Clery, mandatory child abuse reporting, and other state provisions; and,
how and where information that is shared with an employee will be disclosed
within the institution;
o Intake protocols that include an initial assessment in each report designed to
evaluate known facts and circumstances, balance complainant agency and
autonomy with campus safety and environment considerations, take interim
measures and other steps to protect the complainant and the campus
community, facilitate compliance with Title IX, Clery and VAWA
responsibilities, and identify the appropriate institutional response;



Regular communication with the parties and the community and transparency
about processes to build and maintain the trust of individual stakeholders and the
community;



Centralized record-keeping and documentation for tracking and monitoring
reported incidents, monitoring patterns and assess campus climate; and,



Consistent training, education and prevention programs.

In addition to the Title IX framework, educational institutions must also understand the
unique context of college athletics, particularly in light of recurrent issues and challenges within
high profile athletics departments. Effective institutional practices, as they relate to athletics
departments include:


Leadership and institutional control;
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Integration of athletics department with other campus departments;



Consistent treatment of student-athletes under university policies and procedures;



Reporting protocols for misconduct; and,



Targeted training and education programs.

Effective practices require: an ongoing commitment of leadership and resources; a
mastery of the complexity of the legal and psychological framework; adherence to consistent
policy and practice; and the capacity to adapt to evolutions in law and evidence-based practices.
Effective practices must take into consideration: a nuanced understanding of the institutional
culture, history and community; effective modes of communication; and the human impact of the
issues involved. Finally, sustainability of effective practices must incorporate: ongoing attention
to the identification of risks; the development of effective controls; rigorous and periodic
analysis of the efficacy of those controls; and corrective action to facilitate continued
compliance.
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